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Preface 

This thesis is submitted to the Department of Electrical Engineering, Information Technology 

and Cybernetics, Faculty of Technology, Natural Sciences and Maritime Sciences at University 

of South-Eastern Norway (USN) in partial fulfilment of the degree of Doctor of Philosophy. The 

research work was funded by the Ministry of Education and Research of the Norwegian 

Government. This research work was conducted under the supervision of Professor Maths 

Halstensen (Principal supervisor), Professor Emeritus Klaus-Joachim Jens and Associate 

Processor Zulkifli Idris from the Faculty of Technology, Natural science, and Maritime studies, 

USN. 

The central idea of this study is to provide insights into options to reducing the cost of amine-

based post carbon capture (PCC) technology. The thesis is presented in two parts. The first 

part is the is the synopsis of the research work. It includes five chapters including the 

background, literature survey and theory, summary of papers, and conclusions with 

recommendations. The second part consists of the collection of publications that are 

published and submitted under this research. Only the initial manuscripts of the submitted 

articles are attached to the thesis. 

Following pages will delve into the nuanced discussions of ‘Pushing Technology Boundaries: 

Monitoring and Optimization of Carbon Capture Solvents’. I invite you to join me on this 

intellectual exploration. 

Porsgrunn 

3rd of January 2024 
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Abstract 

The central idea of the dissertation is to provide insight into options to reducing the cost of 

amine-based PCC technology. Solvent management and high energy demand are two of the 

challenges that have increased the operational cost of the technology. 

To enable effective solvent management in a capture plant, the chemical absorption-

desorption process needs to be regularly monitored and controlled. Articles 1 and 2 and 

Proceeding 2 present a study that offers process analytical technology (PAT) tools for solvent 

management using Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopic data. This study provides 

a tool to establish degradation boundaries, initiation, and completion stages of the reclaiming 

process. Furthermore, these findings provide insight to maintain the accuracy and 

effectiveness of regression models when CO2 and amine species in the solvent are monitored 

over an extended timeframe. Moreover, this study demonstrates the potential use of 

regression model prediction residuals for the detection and monitoring of degradation 

species. Furthermore, this work entails the means of providing chemometric assistance for a 

study aimed at conversion of in-service degradation species of the MEA solvent to MEA 

(Articles 7 and 8). 

Introduction of non-aqueous solvents is a new alternative to current aqueous solvents and is 

influential in reducing the solvent regeneration-energy demands. Articles 3, 4, 6, and 

Proceeding 1 report results of a proposed sulfolane-based low viscosity non-aqueous solvent. 

In Article 3, the proposed solvent produces monomethyl carbonates (MMC) through a 

reaction with CO2; MMC can be desorbed at 58°C. Article 4 disclose blend composition 

optimization and the effect of flue gas humidity on CO2 up-take including respective solvent 

speciation. This solvent forms DPAH+ carbamate, causing the blend to solidify under certain 

conditions. 

Additionally, this thesis presents an initiative in applying chemometric tools with the goal of 

understanding the chemistry behind the simultaneous SOx/ NOx removal process. Results 

show that Raman spectroscopy is a practical tool for quantifying species in an aqueous SOx/ 

NOx removal system (Article 5). 

Overall, this dissertation presents the prospective application of PAT tools, specifically 

spectroscopy with chemometrics, in monitoring and optimizing of CO2 capture solvents.  

Key words: Spectroscopy, PLS-R modelling, Solvent Management, CO2 capture, non-aqueous 
solvents, Sulfolane, Methanol, Diisopropylamine, Raman, FTIR, Model Residuals, Degradation, 
Reclaiming 
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1 Introduction 

 

“The challenge of pollution and global warming is no longer the science, or the rate of 

innovation, but the rate of implementation: We have the clean solutions; now let's bundle 

them and install them.” 

- Jens Martin Skibsted- 

This chapter presents a comprehensive background for the study, delineating the research 

problems and the research objectives, and presenting an outline of the dissertation.  

1.1 Background 

The primary goal of the Paris Agreement is to limit the global average temperature rise to 

1.5°C above pre-industrial levels. 1, 2 The alarming impact of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, 

particularly CO2 emissions accounting for about 80% of GHG emissions caused by fossil fuels 

burning and other point sources, is evident in the rapid increase of earth’s temperature.3 Post-

combustion carbon capture (PCC) is perceived as a practical and a pivotal technology in 

mitigating global CO2 emissions from fossil fuel combustion and industrial point sources. 

Currently, amine technology is among the PCC techniques that are nearly ready for an industry 

level implementation.4, 5 Nonetheless, several critical concerns persist with the amine 

technology, including high energy demand, higher operation cost, and emissions to the 

environment.6, 7 This thesis aims to provide new insights to improve the amine technology, 

with a specific focus on the PCC system energy demand and associated operational costs. 

The Applied Chemometrics and Research Group (ACRG) at University of South-Eastern Norway 

(USN) has been conducting studies related to Process Analytical Technology (PAT) for more 

than 25 years. PAT is an interdisciplinary approach consisting of multivariate methods (i.e., 

spectroscopy and chemometrics) that enables easy characterization of a process. Recently 

ACRG started exploring the field of CO2 capture, particularly with a focus on solutions for real-
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time quantitative speciation of CO2 capture solvents.8-11 As a member of this team, I used an 

interdisciplinary approach to address the above mentioned problems of current amine based 

PCC technologies. Figure 1.1 illustrates a mind map portraying the multidisciplinary elements 

of competencies that support the problem-solving approach in our study. 

 

Figure 1.1: Mind map of the elements of problem-solving approach 

1.1.1 Why Process Analytical Technology (PAT)? 

Amine-based CO2 capture is a chemical absorption-desorption process that should be carefully 

monitored to achieve an efficient CO2 capture performance. Amine solvent is degrading during 

the operation, consequently reducing the CO2 capture capacity. For an economical operation, 

the degraded part of the solvent needs to be cleaned and/or replaced with corresponding 

fresh amine. Spectroscopy is a useful analytical tool to use in process plant to extract 

qualitative and quantitative species/chemical information in real-time. The obtained 

spectrum is complex because it is a combination of individual spectra of all the chemical 

species presents in the solvent. In order to extract relevant chemical information from the 

observed spectra, chemometrics offers a useful set of tools that can extract relevant 

information from the spectroscopic measurements. Furthermore, chemometric tools offer 

opportunities to detect general changes in a chemical system. 
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1.2 Research Objectives 

Overview of the Research Problem 

The central idea of this thesis is to provide insight into reducing the cost of amine-based PCC 

technology. High energy demand and issues in solvent management are two of the challenges 

that has heightened the cost of the technology. Water-lean or non-aqueous solvents are 

emerging as alternatives, particularly targeting to reduce the high regeneration energy 

required in current aqueous amine-based solvent systems. 

An appropriate methodology involves the use of chemometrics and spectroscopy to analyse 

and to interpret complex chemical systems of the overall study; the solution lies in monitoring 

and controlling the chemistry behind the amine-based CO2 capture process. 

As a spin-off of this study, we investigated the use of PAT as a methodology to address other 

similar issues related to flue gas cleaning. 

The main objectives of this study are as follows. 

1. Propose chemometric solutions for the challenges in solvent management 

2. Propose a non-aqueous solvent blend and optimize its composition based on 

chemometric tools 

3. Propose PAT application to address other related gas treating issues 

1.3 Research Contributions 

 

In this thesis, the above-mentioned objectives were achieved via work presented in several 

published papers. Figure 1.2 illustrates how these papers are related to the objectives and to 

each other. 
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Figure 1.2: Interconnection of publications with the thesis objectives. 

1.4 Structure of the Thesis 

This PhD thesis consists of two main parts and is presented as a compendium of 6 scientific 

articles and 2 submitted manuscripts. Part I is the synopsis of the research work and comprises 

five chapters. Part II is a collection of scientific publications related to the study that are either 

published or is submitted at the time of writing this narrative. 

Chapter 1 comprises the background, research problem, objectives, research contribution and 

the structure of the thesis. An overview of the Process Analytical Technology (PAT) is 

presented in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 describes amine-based PCC capture technology, with a brief 

introduction to CO2 capture in general. Chapter 4 is a summary of the published articles and 

the submitted manuscripts. 

Conclusions, limitations and recommendations for future investigations are presented in 

Chapter 5, followed by a list of references. 
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2 Process Analytical Technology  

Process Analytical Technology (PAT) is a comprehensive domain of study that connects a wide 

range of tools, principles, and expertise; PAT provides process understanding and controlling 

by digitalization of process industries. This encompasses elements such as process analysis, 

chemical engineering, chemometrics, process automation and control (PUC), as well as risk 

management. Chemical processes can get remarkably benefitted by the application of PAT by 

extracting real-time chemical information for decision making and limiting the need of offline 

sample analysis and thereby enhancing process efficiencies. Effective PAT solutions are widely 

established in pharmaceutical and food industries in order to achieve their lean manufacturing 

and quality by design (QbD) goles.12 

Process Analysis is one of the essential elements of PAT. Application of real-time analytics and 

chemometrics for monitoring of chemical or physical attributes or detection of event that 

cannot be derived from conventional physical measurements (i.e., flow, temperature, 

pressure, etc.) is called Process Analysis (PA).12 The basic application of PA is real-time 

monitoring (RTM) or detection of changes over time in relation to a reference condition using 

multivariate data sources like process analytical spectroscopy (i.e., FTIR, NIR, Raman). The five 

elements of PA are shown in Figure 2.1. 

 

Figure 2.1: Process Analysis Elements 
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Multivariate data analysis plays a pivotal role in implementing an effective PAT approach into 

CO2 capture process systems as the corresponding chemical system is multivariate and 

complex. Chemometrics provides necessary tools and methods required for multivariate data 

analysis of chemical data13 and this thesis is mainly based on chemometrics approaches. 

Among the many chemometrics (multivariate data analysis) techniques, appropriate type of 

methodologies and tools are selected based on the specific process application.   

To see the hidden variations of a chemical system, it is crucial to carefully select suitable 

multivariate data collection instruments. Spectroscopy is one of the chemical data collection 

techniques that is capable of providing the chemical fingerprint of a chemical system.  

Theory of sampling (ToS) is important in PAT applications to derive representative 

information.  

Figure 2.2 illustrates a map of PAT tools that are used in this study, indicating three main 

categories, i.e., Spectroscopy, chemometrics and ToS. 

 

Figure 2.2: The PAT elements used in the thesis work. 

2.1 Chemometrics 

Chemometric is the art of extracting chemically relevant information from the data produced 

from chemical analyses, such as spectroscopic and chromatographic data.14 Mathematical and 
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statistical analyses play a vital role in extracting these information, patterns, and relationships 

from complex chemical systems.  

Principle Component Analysis (PCA), regression modelling, Multivariate Statistical Process 

Control (MSPC) and Design of Experiments (DoE) are some of the Multivariate Data Analysis 

(MVDA) methods that are widely used in chemometrics. Primary uses of chemometrics 

include data decomposition, pattern recognition, and the preparation of models to 

understand and interpret chemical information of industries such as manufacturing processes, 

environmental monitoring, pharmaceutical analysis, and food science. 

In this study, theses chemometric concepts are applied in order to propose methodologies 

that can be supportive in monitoring and controlling the chemistry in PCC technology. The 

MVDA methods employed in this study are explained in the following section.  

2.1.1 Multivariate Data Analysis (MVDA) 

Global issues are inherently multidimensional. In contrast to univariate methods, which focus 

on one variable at a time, MVDA enables a comprehensive exploration of correlations among 

variables and facilitates dimensionality reduction. This capability provides deep insights into 

the inherent structures and trends within complex datasets. Furthermore, application of these 

methods not only reduces the dimensionality of data to be handled but also aids informed 

decision-making and contributes significantly to the advancement of knowledge. 

2.1.2 Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 

Principal component analysis (PCA) is a prevalent dimensional reduction statistical technique 

in MVDA and it has been extensively used in food and several other industris.15, 16 PCA can 

decompose the multivariate data matrix (X) into ‘structure’ and ‘noise’( Eq. 2.1) ; this enables 

an easy visualization of hidden data structure, referred to as the ‘latent structure’, while 

simultaneously removing noise.17 

 

𝑂𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝑠𝑡𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 + 𝑁𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒 (𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙)                                                            2.1 
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The concept of PCA is to condense the high number of variables of a dataset into a fewer 

number of compressed variables, called Principal Components (PCs), which describe the 

important variations and structure of the data.  

In predictive modelling such as Partial least squares regression (PLS-R), PCA can be used to 

select appropriate variables and to eliminate unsuitable data (outliers), thereby improving the 

model performance and mitigating overfitting of the models. Furthermore, this technique can 

be used as a visual tool in clustering and classification of complex datasets as shown in Figure 

2.3. 

 

Figure 2.3: Classification of data using PCA 

2.1.3 Regression Modelling  

Regression modelling has several stages. The first stage is multivariate calibration, and it 

involves relating two sets of data (X and Y) by regression. In this study, spectroscopic data (X 

data) and the corresponding species concentration (Y data) are regressed to obtain a 

calibration model as depicted in Figure 2.4 
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Figure 2.4: The process of multivariate calibration 

Regression modelling such as Multiple Linear Regression (MLR), Principal Component 

Regression (PCR), Partial Least Squares Regression (PLS-R) are used to extract quantitative 

chemical information from spectroscopic data. PLS-R is considered as a basic tool of 

chemometrics and is a recently developed generalization of MLR.18 PLS-R models are 

developed using the NIPALS algorithm (non-linear iterative partial least squares).17  

Prior to using this calibrated model for the prediction of unknown spectra, it needs to be 

validated in the second step using a training data set, consisting of known set of X and Y data. 

This validation method is known as test set validation, and it is the most preferred among the 

other methods, such as cross-validation or leverage correction.17 

The optimum number of components/factors for the model can then be chosen. The number 

of factors should be selected such that the model’s average prediction error is minimized as 

shown in Figure 2.5. The average prediction error is often expressed as the residual Y variance, 

depending on the particular validation method. For test set validation, Root Mean Square 

Error of Prediction (RMSEP) values (Eq. 2.2) can be employed, representing measures of the 

total deviation of prediction. 17, 19 

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑃 =  √
∑ (𝑦𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑−𝑦𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒)2𝐼

𝑖=1

𝐼
                                                                                             2.2 
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Figure 2.5: Model prediction error verses number of model components/factors17 

2.1.4 Data Preprocessing 

In MVDA, data preprocessing of is vital and is chosen based on the requirement. Data 

preprocessing is primarily done to improve robustness and precision of a model. When 

discrete data are used, mean centering and autoscaling are commonly used as preprocessing 

methods. However, autoscaling is not commonly applied with spectral data as X.  

When spectral data are used as X, there are several preprocessing steps that can be applied. 

Table 2.1 summarizes such commonly applied spectral preprocessing methods.   

Table 2.1: Commonly using spectral preprocessing methods 

Preprocessing Method When the method is applied Other comments 

Baseline correction using 
Whittaker filter 20 

To remove baseline error 

To separate overlapping 
vibrational bands 

Model robustness is 
improved by reducing the 
number of 
components/factors of the 
model. 

Normalization 17 To keep all the samples 
(rows) of the data set on a 
common ground around a 
selected reference band 

This method was useful 
when PLS-R models were 
developed using Raman 
spectra. 

By adding normalization 
around 751 cm-1 (considered 
as an instrument peak) to 
Raman spectra, the 
predictability was improved 
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for a measured spectrum of 
any different experimental 
setup.  

Standard Normal Variate 
(SNV) 21 

To center the spectral data 
at the overall average level 
of the spectrum and to scale 
the data to a unit variance  

To de-trend or to correct 
multiplicative errors22 

This method calculates a 
global mean and standard 
deviation for entire spectral 
range selected.  

 

This method is not used in 
this study. 

Multiplicative Scatter 
Correction (MSC) 23, 24 

A spectral transformation 
method that can also be 
used to compensate for both 
multiplicative and additive 
effects.  

 

This method is not used in 
this study. 

Derivatives (1st and 2nd) 17, 22 1st derivative: Removes 
baseline and slope effects 

2nd derivative: Corrects 
quadratic baseline effects 

 

In definition, derivatives 
measure the rate of change 
of data. 

Satvitzky–Golay is the most 
common derivative method. 

 

These are not used in this 
thesis work. 

2.1.5 Model Diagnostics and Uses 

There are several diagnostic parameters that are available to analyze predictions of a model 

and model residuals are one of them. Residuals can either be Y residuals or X residuals. In this 

thesis, two types of X residuals are used: X residual spectra and average X residuals, also 

referred to as Q residuals.17 Another significant measure is Hotelling’s T2 statistics25, which 

measures the distance from the center of a multivariate model. This measure is useful in 

various areas of data analysis.  
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In this study, Hotelling’s T2 versus Q residuals are used as a measure to detect undesirable 

changes in the solvent of amine-based CO2 capture process.17, 26 Additionally, Q residuals are 

used as a quantifier for solvent change (degradation) as they are directly proportional to each 

other.  

The parameter known as Leverage is also a measure of the effect of a sample on a calculated 

model, expressed on a scale of 0 to 1. Samples with leverage close to 1 are considered 

extremely influential, while typical samples tend to have a leverage close to 0. Leverages of 

samples are useful when selecting new calibration samples to update models, enabling them 

to adopt to dynamic changes.27  

2.1.6 Multivariate Statistical Process Control (MSPC) Principles 

In contrast to monitoring trends of a dynamic chemical process system through wet chemistry 

or any other specific chemical analysis, MSPC considers the overall projection of the chemical 

process data by using an existing model such as PLS-R. This projection indicates how well the 

process is controlled. The two model diagnostics, Q residuals and Hotelling’s T2 can be used 

for this purpose, withing the model validated confidence intervals. Article 1 discusses a 

demonstration of how MSPC can be used in amine solvent management. 11 

2.1.7 Regression Model Calibration Transfer/Model Maintenance 

Calibration transfer (CT) involves a series of chemometric methods and/or analytical 

approaches used to convert an existing model from the primary domain to secondary domains 

while retaining accuracy and precision.28 Model calibration transfer includes two main 

scenarios. It is applied when the same model needs to be used in different secondary 

instruments or when any accessory modifications took place in the primary instrument. 

Alternatively, CT is done to adopt the model (model maintenance) to any changes of the 

measuring domain.  

Application of preprocessing techniques and various chemometric standardization techniques 

are necessary to amend spectral changes.29-32 Nevertheless, some studies successfully used a 
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simple method called slope/bias correction on reference (Y) data, for global spectral 

differences. 33-36  

Proper planning for model updating and maintenances procedures is essential to ensure 

stable online monitoring of PLS models. Model updating (MUP) is a successful approach to 

update models for real-time monitoring of degrading amine solvent.11, 27 Wise et al. proposed 

a flow chart for the model maintenance roadmap.37 

2.1.8 Design of Experiments (DoE) 

The traditional way to conduct experiments is by varying one variable at a time while keeping 

the other variables a constant. In Design of Experiments (DoE), several variables are 

simultaneously varied in a systematic way using the concept of factorial design. In this 

approach, researchers obtain more information from a fewer number of experiments by 

focusing on collecting the relevant information that are aligned with the design objectives. 

DoE has following advantages: (i) number of experiments is known, (ii) individual effects of 

each variable and the way they interact can be studied independently, (iii) result of DoE is a 

model which enables prediction within the design space, and (iv) statistical significance can be 

assigned to the observed effects. DoE strategies used in this work are described in Manuscript 

4 and Article 8 in detail.38 
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2.2 Theory of Sampling (ToS) 

 
In Theory of Sampling (ToS), there are four defined critical success factors before analysis.39 

Representative sampling aimed at unwanted error in data, is one of the important aspects of 

a successful PAT application.12, 40, 41  

In general, all instruments used for spectral and reference method analysis need to be 

properly maintained and calibrated before data gathering. Furthermore, if we are preparing 

gravimetric samples, it is important to use a suitable analytical balance with appropriate 

sensitivity for the weighing measurements to reduce the gravimetric sampling uncertainties. 

Additionally, CO2 loaded amine solution has tendency to settle during long-term storage. 

Therefore, it is essential that the samples bottle is adequately mixed to reduce sample 

heterogeneity to acquire a representative spectrum from the sample. 

A comprehensive understanding of all aspects of data quality is vital in a chemometric study 

of actual pilot plant data, such as in the TCM 2015 campaign data that were used in Articles 1 

and 2.11 In order to construct a good quality multivariate models using FTIR spectroscopic data, 

it is important that the data acquisition is done with a proper background analysis, at a suitable 

resolution and a number of scans per spectrum. Raman spectroscopy analysis is slightly 

different from FTIR analysis as Raman data acquisition does not need a background analysis. 

However, it is necessary to provide a suitable exposure time to enable photon scattering and 

the respective exposure time varies according to the sample composition.  

In this study, an in-situ monitoring setup with an ATR crystal was used to monitor the CO2 

loading reactions. It is important to note that ATR FTIR measurements are characterized by a 

few-micron penetrations of a sample. Article 6 discusses in detail a comparison of ATR cell 

results with bulk flow cell for the same reaction system to ensure the representativeness of 

the ATR-FTIR in-situ monitoring cell for further analysis work. 

Moreover, knowledge of ToS is helpful in eliminating possible sampling errors during 

experimental work, as such errors cannot be corrected by any data preprocessing methods. 
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2.3 Spectroscopy 

Spectroscopy is an analytical technique that offers valuable insights into an analyte by 

perceiving the interaction between matter and electromagnetic radiation. Figure 2.3 depicts 

several types of electromagnetic waves included in the electromagnetic spectrum. 

 

Figure 2.6: Types of electromagnetic waves  

The spectral ranges and origins of different types of spectroscopies are tabulated Table 2.2; 

the transition between vibrational levels of chemical species42 can be observed through 

Raman and Infrared (IR) spectroscopies. 

Table 2.2: Spectroscopy types and their origins42 

Spectroscopy Origin 

Gamma Rearrangement of elementary particles in the nucleus 

X-ray Transitions between energy levels of inner electrons of atoms 
and molecules  

UV-visible Transitions between energy levels of valence electrons of atoms 
and molecules  

Raman and Infrared Transitions between vibrational levels (change of configuration) 

Microwave Transitions between rotational levels (change orientation) 

Electron spin 
resonance (ESR) 

Transitions between electron spin levels in magnetic field. 

Nuclear magnetic 
resonance (NMR) 

Transitions between nuclear spin levels in magnetic fields 
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Spectroscopic measurement (spectrum) includes qualitative and quantitative information 

about the chemical species in the measured chemical sample. Additionally, spectroscopic 

measurements encompass information about the physical changes of the system such as 

density and viscosity.11  

In this study, Fourier-transform Infrared (FTIR), Raman, and Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 

(NMR) spectroscopy were used. FTIR and Raman spectroscopy were used to extract both 

qualitative and quantitative chemical information from solvent systems, while NMR 

spectroscopy was utilized in confirming the presence of specific species.  

NMR analyses was conducted in collaboration with SINTEF Industry, Oslo. In the subsequent 

sections, analysis of FTIR and Raman spectroscopy are comprehensively detailed. Methods 

and procedures for NMR analysis are described in Articles 3 and 4.  

2.3.1 Fourier-transform Infrared (FTIR) Spectroscopy 

FTIR spectroscopy is the technique used to identify chemical compounds based on how the 

infrared radiation (IR) is absorbed by the molecules. Molecules absorb, transmit, and reflect 

light according to the available chemical bonds. The absorbed light is read by the FTIR detector 

and in this study, IR absorption was used. This technique provides information about the 

functional groups present in molecules. When infrared absorption occurs, the molecular 

shapes are changing due to the changes in modes of molecular vibrations. Figure 2.7 depicts 

the five different models of molecular vibrations that are experienced in IR excitation. 
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Figure 2.7: Modes of molecular vibrations 

All molecules are not IR active. Molecules need a permanent dipole moment to be active, i.e., 

N2 is inactive but HCI is an IR active molecule. Vibrations can induce changes in either bond 

length (stretching) or bond angle (bending). Some bonds can undergo symmetric stretching 

within the plane or asymmetric stretching outside the plane. Bending vibrations encompass 

in-plane variations like scissoring and rocking, as well as out-of-plane movements such as 

wagging and twisting. 

There are different types of FTIR measurement techniques such as transmission, attenuated 

total reflectance (ATR), reflectance, etc. The transmission technique was originally used in this 

study. The IR beam passes through the samples completely as shown in Figure 2.8 (a). Here, 

samples are often prepared differently. In this study, a liquid flow cell is used to monitor CO2 

loading reactions of a nonaqueous solvent. The methodology is described in Article 6.43  
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Figure 2.8: Measurement techniques of FTIR spectroscopy (a) Transmission (b) ATR (c) 

Reflectance 

Advancements in infrared spectroscopy during the last 20 years have transformed ATR-FTIR 

spectroscopy as an easy, versatile, and an essential tool in chemistry, physics, materials, and 

biology.44 An ATR crystal, typically made of diamond or zinc selenide, is commonly used in 

spectroscopic studies. Figure 2.8 (b) presents a schematic of ATR-FTIR acquisition method. 

During its measurement, light interacts only with a few microns’ depth in the sample. Different 

types of ATR sampling accessories are available including single reflection or multi-reflection 

crystals (Figure 2.9); these are chosen based on the required measurement sensitivity.  

The final measurement technique is reflection, where IR light is reflected off the surface of the 

sample as shown in Figure 2.8 (c). This method is useful for examining solid samples that are 

difficult or impossible to analyse using the other two techniques.  
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Figure 2.9: ATR crystal types (a) single reflection (b) multi-reflection44 

ATR-FTIR is a valuable tool for observing the formation and breaking of molecular bonds when 

coupled with a reaction cell. It provides means to monitor the reactions in-situ, enabling real-

time measurements via ATR-FTIR. It makes it possible to determine key reaction 

characteristics in-real time, including initiation, reaction intermediate, end points, kinetics, 

and mechanistic information. ATR-FTIR in-situ monitoring was conducted during the 

characterization of non-aqueous solvents, and the experimental procedures and setup are 

described in Article 3.45 

When regression models are prepared using FTIR spectra, the instrument can effectively 

provide real-time quantitative information. Article 1 and 2 provide more insight into the use 

of FTIR spectroscopy for qualitative measures. 11 Furthermore, a FTIR instrument when paired 

with chemometric tools, is successful in detecting changes in chemical processes, as 

demonstrated in Article 1.11 

2.3.2 Raman Spectroscopy 

In 1928, the Indian physicist Chandrasekhara Venkata Raman first reported Raman scattering, 

together with his research partner K. S. Krishnan.46 In Raman spectroscopy, Raman scattering 

from the sample is extracted after an application of incident light as illustrated in Figure 2.10. 
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Figure 2.10: Mechanism of Raman 42 

There are two types of scattering in spectroscopy, named Rayleigh and Raman. The frequency 

of Rayleigh scattering equals the frequency of the excitation laser, and it does not provide 

insightful particulars about the molecular speciation. However, Raman scattering is an 

inelastic photon scattering process that is uniquely and highly informative for chemical 

analysis. The Raman scattering process involves two steps: (i) the introduced laser excites the 

molecule to a virtual energy stage (ii) the molecules relax through release of scattering 

photons to ground state. Therefore, samples need to be subjected to a suitable exposure time 

to complete both steps during the measurements. This scattering can either be Stokes Raman 

scattering, where scattered photons have a longer frequency than the incident laser, or anti-

Stokes scattering, where the frequency is shorter than the incident laser frequency (Figure 

2.11).  

 

Figure 2.11: Three types of scattering by a molecule when excited and the most common 

transition is marked with red arrows.42 
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Raman spectroscopy is susceptible to florescence effects, and acquiring spectra from dark 

samples is challenging. Nonetheless, after the introduction of FT-Raman technology, which 

could reduce the florescence effect, Raman scattering is increasingly used in various 

industries.42 The main advantage of Raman spectroscopy is that interference from solutes in 

aqueous systems does not occur because water is a weak Raman scatterer. Therefore, Raman 

spectroscopy is ideal for aqueous systems, including applications in biochemical, medical 

systems. In-line monitoring of a pilot scale 30 wt% aqueous MEA-based CO2 capture solvent 

was successfully conducted using Raman spectroscopy at the PACT plant in Sheffield, UK and 

at USN in Porsgrunn.8, 9 

Raman spectroscopy is employed in the work presented in Articles 5, 7, and 8. For detailed 

information, the articles can be found in Part II. 
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3 CO2 Capture 

CO2 capture and storage (CCS) is an essential component of the widespread efforts in 

mitigating CO2 emissions from energy production and industrial point sources. There are three 

main types of CO2 capture processes: pre-combustion capture, oxy-fuel combustion capture, 

and post combustion carbon capture (PCC).4, 47 Each process has its own advantages and 

challenges; selection of a technology is often done based on the specific characteristics of the 

industrial process or the power plant.47 Among the PCC technologies, amine-based chemical 

absorption is considered a well-established method that can be used to capture CO2 from 

fossil fuel burnings5, 48, particularly at relatively low CO2 concentrations (i.e., 7-14% for coal-

fired and as low as 4% for gas-fired47). Nonetheless, the cost of PCC remains a significant 

concern; the U.S. National Energy Technology Laboratory estimated that the cost of electricity 

production could increase by 70% with a PCC system installation.49 

The primary focus of this study is the application of PAT to the development of an amine-

based PCC technology. Amine based capture technology is a chemical assisted CO2 absorption-

desorption process, and the process should be controlled in accordance with the chemical 

changes within the system. PAT plays a vital role in digitalization of such chemical process 

control. Key elements of CO2 capture technology that are considered in this study are mapped 

in Figure 3.1. and are discussed in detailed in the following sub sections. 

 

Figure 3.1: Amine-based CO2 capture process elements that used in this thesis work. 
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3.1 Amine Solvent-based CO2 Capture Processes  

Amine-based CO2 capture process is the most mature technology for CO2 separation from 

fossil fuel combustion.50 In general, it includes two main process steps: absorption 

(scrubbing) and desorption (stripping) as depicted in the simplified schematic in Figure 3.2.  

 

Figure 3.2: Schematic of a chemical absorption process for CO2 

 

Bui et al. published a detailed process flow diagram of the amine-based CO2 capture process 

at TCM, Mongstad, which is configured to treat flue gas from a combined heat and power 

(CHP) plant.51 The main units and purposes of the TCM amine-based capture plant are detailed 

in Table 3.1. 

 

Table 3.1: The main steps, units and purposes of the TCM amine-based capture plant51 

Steps Unit Purpose 

1 Direct contact cooler (counter-
current contact flue gas and 
water) 

Flue gas is quenched, cooled and pre-
scrubbed before the scrubber. 

2 Absorber (flue gas enters from 
the base of the column, lean 

Chemical absorption of CO2 from the flue gas. 
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solvent flows counter-currently 
from the top) 

3 Water washers  

(placed on the upper section of 
the absorber) 

Processed flue gas is scrubbed and is released 
from the top of the absorber column. 

The two main purposes of water washers are 
to maintain a closed water balance in the 
solvent and to reduce the concentration of 
volatile organic compounds in the depleted 
flue gas. 

4 Cross heat exchanger 

(Rich–Lean Heat Exchanger) 

Rich solvent exits the bottom of the absorber 
column and is heated by a counter current 
stream of hot lean solvent. The rich solvent is 
directed to the stripper column. 

5 Stripper  

(Heat is supplied by steam at 140 

–160 °C) 

As rich solvent flows down the stripper 
column, CO2 is desorbed from the solvent. 
The lean solvent stream then exits the bottom 
of the stripper column while CO2 is released 
from the top of the column. 

7 Cross heat exchanger 

(Rich lean heat exchange) 

The lean solvent is cooled by the low 
temperature rich amine stream. 

The lean solvent is then further cooled by the 
lean amine cooler at the absorber inlet.  

8 Condenser and Reflux Drum Entrained droplets in the CO2 stream are 
removed prior to being sent to the CO2 stack. 

3.2 CO2 Capture Solvents 

Chemical absorption of CO2 using solvents provides better selectivity for CO2 capture, 

facilitates easy regeneration and promote solvent recycling.  Amines, potassium/sodium 

carbonates, ammonia, and ionic liquids are the typical solvents applied in industrial scale 

chemical absorption of CO2. Amines are widely used for CO2 capture owing to their favourable 

chemical reactivities, selectivity, and commercial availabilities and is a proven and a successful 

technology implemented in various industries. 
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Amines can be classified as primary, secondary or tertiary based on the number of hydrogen 

atoms attached to the nitrogen: 2 for primary, 1 for secondary and 0 for tertiary. Within 

primary and secondary amines, certain compounds are categorized as ‘sterically hindered’, 

based on the location of the carbon atom to which the amino group is attached.4 Theses amine 

groups exhibit distinctive characteristics in CO2 absorption chemistry. 

Aqueous monoethanolamine (MEA) of 30 wt% is a first generation CO2 capture solvent, and 

has a high reactivity.5, 52 MEA is an efficient solvent for CO2 absorption, with a capture 

efficiency over 90% compared to other aqueous alkanolamines (i.e., DEA).53 Numerous studies 

regards MEA as the typical benchmark solvent for chemical absorption of CO2.5, 54, 55 Major 

challenges of this solvent are the high energy penalty that is estimated to be around 4 GJ per 

ton of CO2 captured56  and in-service solvent losses due to solvent degradation.57 

Furthermore, MEA is a chemical species that can cause metal corrosion and has proven to 

deteriorate pipelines and column walls.58, 59 

Numerous research studies are being conducted to explore capture solvents with a lower 

energy penalty. Second generation aqueous capture solvents like piperazine (PZ) or its 

derivatives are found to lower the operational energy by enhancing the theoretical capture 

capacity and reducing the regeneration energy. 60, 61 CESAR 1, a blend of  piperazine (PZ) and 

amino-methyl-propanol (AMP) (13 wt% PZ, 27 wt% AMP, 60 wt% H2O), 62, 63 is currently 

considered as the new benchmark solvent for CO2 capture solvent development and has 

recorded high oxidative and thermal stability compared to 30 wt% aqueous MEA.25 Fluor’s 

advanced Econamine and Mitsubishi’s KS-1 are second generation propietary solvents.60, 64 

Nonetheless, new solvent formulas are still in need to attain a low cost capture 

performances.65 

Non-aqueous/water-lean amine blends are currently being considered for CO2 capture, owing 

to their potential advantages, including reduced energy requirements and lower corrosivity.54 

A recent review by Heldebrant et al. discuss fundamentals, uncertainties, and opportunities 

of water-lean solvents.66 Typically, these water-lean solvents are similar to conventional 

aqueous solvents wherein organics, often alcohols are used instead of water.66-68 
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3.3 Solvent Chemistry 

A general reaction scheme for 30% aqueous MEA is reported by McCann et al.69  Key CO2 

capture species of 30% MEA solvent are carbamate, carbonate/bicarbonates, and protonate 

amines. In general, CO2 loaded solvents ought to be heated to 110-120°C to reverse the CO2 

capture reactions—one of the main reasons for rapid solvent degradation during in-service. 

In amine-based PCC, different types of amines are used such as primary, secondary, or tertiary 

amines. Furthermore, some amines are considered sterically hindered. Sterically hindered 

amines could provide high theoretical capture capacity and lower regeneration temperature 

because they form bicarbonate during CO2 absorption. Unfortunately, the kinetics of these 

amines are much slower than MEA. Furthermore, CO2 absorption chemistry varies according 

to the functional group arrangement of these amines and their diluent solvent properties. 

Kortunov et al. reports CO2 reaction schemes of different solvent blends generated from NMR 

based in-situ monitoring studies.70-73  

The formation of alkyl carbonate species in non-aqueous/water-lean solvent systems during 

their CO2 absorption enables low-temperature solvent regeneration due to their lower heat 

stabilities.64, 74, 75 Nucleophilic alcoholysis of the hydroxyl functional group of alkanolamine 

and alcoholic diluents on the unstable carbamate intermediate direct the formation of alkyl 

carbonate species.74-79 Monomethyl carbonate (MMC) is the smallest specie of alkyl carbonate 

group and it can be regenerated at around 60°C.45 Additional deliberation about the solvent 

chemistries related to this study are mentioned in Articles 3 and 4. However, solvents that 

form alkyl carbonate are still not ready for industrial development. 

3.4 Solvent Degradation 

In amine-based PCC, the solvent recycles through the absorption-desorption processes for an 

extended run time. During this cycle, the fresh solvent gradually degrades, and impurities gets 

accumulated in the degraded solvent. Solvent degradation is driven by several conditions such 

as the oxygen content and other impurities in the flue gas and the higher working temperature 
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gradient. Solvent degradation is typically classified into two main reaction pathways – 

oxidative and thermal degradation.  

Solvent degradation can leads to several issues including reduced solvent absorption capacity, 

equipment corrosion, and emission of toxic volatile substances.80, 81 Morken et al. reported 

several potential degradation species that can be encountered in 30% aqueous MEA solvent 

degradation.82 In 2022, TCM investigated solvent degradation and solvent losses of the non-

proprietary solvent CESAR-1, and reported an overview of thermal and oxidative degradation, 

as well as the potential degradation species for the PZ and AMP.83 

3.5 Solvent Reclaiming 

Prolonged use of degraded solvents leads to a reduction in CO2 capture performance and 

simultaneously accelerates solvent degradation and corrosion of equipment/pipping. 

Nonetheless, complete replacement of used and degraded solvent with fresh solvent is costly. 

Reusing the degraded/dirty solvent can be accomplished through a purification technique, 

thus ensuring a sustainable solvent performance. Among the potential solvent treatment 

techniques are ion exchange, electrodialysis, and thermal reclaiming.84 

Thermal Reclaiming: Degradation products of amines with a higher boiling point and 

accumulated suspended solids can be removed from amine solutions through the distillation 

process.4 Thermal reclaimers are used to eliminate accumulated degradation products and to 

improve the solvent performance, particularly with MEA or MEA blends.85-87 In thermal 

reclaiming, a small sidestream (usually 0.5 to 2% of the main flow 4) of the solvent is distilled 

to remove the degraded products; nevertheless, the process remains energy-intensive.84 

Figure 3.3 depicts the process flow diagram of the thermal reclaiming process unit at the TCM 

plant in Mongstad. 83, 88 Campbell et al. outlined the operational procedure and the 

corresponding outcomes of the reclaimer relevant to the CESAR 1 test campaign (2019-

2020).83 
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Figure 3.3: Process flow diagram for the reclaiming process at TCM amine plant 83, 88 

In this study, a chemometric tool is proposed to follow-up the thermal reclaiming process, 

allowing for its application without the need for individual chemical analysis of solvent 

degradation species.89 

3.6 Solvent Management 

Amine-based PCC technology is in the stage of commercialization. Nonetheless, the 

deployment of commercial scale amine-based PCC systems may need further emphasis in 

effective solvent management and emission control procedures to minimize of potential 

technical issues and environmental impact.88, 90, 91 

In MEA-based PCC solvent management, the key segments to be considered are solvent 

reclaiming, corrosion control, foaming control, and management of solid and aqueous 

waste.92 Figure 3.4 illustrates the estimated relative solvent loss patterns when MEA is used 

in a natural gas power station. 90, 93 Solvent evaporation instigates the largest solvent loss, and 

the lost solvent can generally be collected in the water wash. 
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Figure 3.4: Estimated percentages of MEA consumption for different pathways86 

 

The second-highest solvent loss (MEA) is attributed to solvent degradation; this emphasizes 

the importance of reclamation to ensure long-term stability of the solvent.  

All solvents degrade during operation, thereby increasing solvent disposal costs and solvent 

make-up costs.94 The solvent make-up cost is approximately 10% of the total operating cost 

when MEA is used as a solvent.91  

In general, solvent losses range from about 0.01 - 0.8 kg per tonne of CO2 captured.95 In 

Norway, it is estimated that the establishment of a full scale CCS system at the 420 MW gas 

power plant in Kårstø, may lead to an annual amine emissions of 40–160 tonne.96 

Overall, an extended waste management of liquid, gaseous, and solid waste is crucial and 

necessary for the PCC technology to deliver a net positive impact on both cost and the 

environment.  
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4 Summary of Articles 

This dissertation comprises 6 published articles and 2 submitted manuscripts that cover the 

three main objectives, to propose: (i) chemometric solutions for the challenges in solvent 

management, (ii) a non-aqueous solvent blend and optimized composition based on 

chemometric tools, (iii) PAT application to address other related gas treating issues. This 

chapter presents the highlights of each publication, along with a brief overview of the 

respective studies. 

Article 1: Demonstration of CO2 Capture Process Monitoring and Solvent Degradation 

Detection by Chemometrics at the Technology Centre Mongstad CO2 Capture Plant  

Authors: Wagaarachchige, J. D.; Idris, Z.; Khatibzadeh, A.; Drageset, A.; Jens, K.-J.; 

Halstensen, M.  

Published in Industrial & Engineering Chemistry Research. 2023, 62, (25), 9747-9754. 

https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.iecr.3c00134. 

This article proposes a set of chemometric tools for the solvent management of MEA based 

PCC technology. A combination of multivariate methods (PLS-R, MSPC) and process analytical 

spectroscopy (FT-IR) is established as a tool to monitor and control PCC process performances. 

A large-scale 1960 h test campaign data (Technology Centre Mongstad, Norway, 2015 MEA 

Test) is used in this study. 

Highlights: 

• Two MEA solvent monitoring PLS-R models were prepared for total inorganic carbon 

(TIC) content and total alkalinity (TA). 

• A specific model update methodology was demonstrated to keep the models updated, 

resulting in good long-term monitoring ability of the TIC and TA models. 

• Quantification of solvent degradation/changes, with reference to the clean solvent, 

can be achieved using model Q residuals.  

https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.iecr.3c00134
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• A multivariate statistical process control (MSPC) strategy was demonstrated for 

solvent degradation detection and to follow-up the thermal reclaiming. 

Article 2: Demonstration of CO2 Capture Process Monitoring and Solvent Degradation 

Detection by Chemometrics at the Technology Centre Mongstad CO2 Capture Plant. Part II  

Authors: Wagaarachchige, J. D.; Idris, Z.; Khatibzadeh, A.; Drageset, A.; Jens, K.-J.; 

Halstensen, M. 

Submitted to Industrial & Engineering Chemistry Research. 

This work constitutes Part II of Article 1. In this submitted manuscript, we demonstrated a PLS-

R model preparation approach based on FTIR residual spectra for the quantification a of group 

of degradation species. Schematic representation of model residual extraction is shown in 

Figure 4.1. 

 

Figure 4.1: Schematic representation of model residual extraction 

Highlights: 

• Residual spectra were extracted from TIC and TA model during the model prediction 

stage. 

• The vibrational band at 1581 cm-1 of the formate species was identified in the residual 

spectra which is extracted from the TIC model.  
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• PLS-R prediction models were presented for two groups of species: (i) HSS and (ii) Total 

amine degradation products. Schematics of HSS model preparation and obtaining 

predictions are shown in Figure 4.2. 

 

Figure 4.2: Residual spectra based PLS-R model preparation and prediction 

Article 3: Low-Viscosity Nonaqueous Sulfolane – Amine –Methanol Solvent Blend for 

Reversible CO2 Capture. 

Authors: Wagaarachchige, J.D.; Idris, Z.; Arstad, B.; Kummamuru, N.B.; Sætre, K.A.S.; 

Halstensen, M.; Jens, K.-J. 

Published in Industrial & Engineering Chemistry Research. 2022, 61, 5942-5951, 

https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.iecr.1c04946. 

This article presents the first set of results generated from the proposal for a non-aqueous 

solvent for PCC (Objective 2). The absorption−desorption performance of CO2 in solvent 

blends is monitored using ATR-FTIR spectroscopy (Figure 4.3) to select a suitable amine. 

 

 

https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.iecr.1c04946
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Highlights: 

• Diisopropylamine (DPA) was selected to blend with sulfolane and methanol. 

• The DPA-based non-aqueous solvent formed monomethyl carbonate (MMC) entirely 

with a capture capacity of 0.88 molCO2/mol amine, a cyclic capacity of 0.48 

molCO2/mol amine, and a CO2-loaded solvent viscosity of 3.28 mPa·s. 

• This solvent can be regenerated at around 60°C.  

 

Figure 4.3: Schematic diagram for ATR-FTIR in-situ monitoring 45 

 

Article 4: Low-Viscosity Non-aqueous Sulfolane-Amine-Methanol Solvent Blend for 

Reversible CO2 capture: Part II. Blend Optimization, Water Effect, and Speciation  

Authors: Wagaarachchige, J.D.; Idris, Z.; Arstad, B., K.A.S.; Halstensen, M.; Jens, K.-J. 

Submitted to Industrial & Engineering Chemistry Research. 

The second part of the proposal for a non-aqueous solvent blend is presented in this 

manuscript which is submitted to the journal of Industrial & Engineering Chemistry Research 

(IECR). This work presents the optimization of solvent blend composition, an analysis of the 

effect of water, and solvent speciation.  
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Highlights: 

• The solvent blend was optimized for CO2 capture using a Design of Experiment (DoE) 

strategy. 

• DPA and methanol distinctly indicate a positive interaction effect on CO2 absorption 

via MMC. 

• An optimized non-aqueous blending region for CO2 capture was proposed. 

• In non-aqueous conditions, solvent blends tend to form a solid/slurry during CO2 

absorption when the wt% of DPA is equal to or larger than the wt% of methanol. 

Moreover, a similar solidification is observed with water availability 

• The solvent solidification is initiated by the formation of carbamate.  

• A working window of CO2 capture capacity was proposed to prevent solidification in 

the presence of water. 

Article 5: The Influence of Nitrogen Dioxide Absorption on Sulfite Oxidation Rate in the 

Presence of Oxygen: On-Line Raman Measurements.  

Authors: Johansson, J.; Wagaarachchige, J.D.; Normann, F.; Idris, Z, Haugen, E. R., 

Halstensen, M., Jinadasa, W.; Jens, K.-J.; Andersson, K. 

Published in Industrial & Engineering Chemistry Research. 2023,62, 

21048−2105621055 https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.iecr.3c01015 

This article covers the third objective of this study and is a collaborative effort to integrate PAT 

into an ongoing project with a research team from Chalmers university on simultaneous 

absorption of sulphur dioxide (SO2) and nitrogen oxide (NOx) 97-99 using Raman spectroscopy. 

We conducted series of experiments with on-line monitoring using Raman spectroscopy, using 

the experimental setup illustrated in Figure 4.4. My contribution in this article involved 

planning, preparation, and validation of PLS-R models to quantify SO3
2-, HSO3

-, S2O3
2-

, SO4
2-, 

NO2
-, NO3

-, and CO3
2- species in the reaction setup. All model information and quantification 

results are reported in Article 5. The article is included in Part II of this dissertation.   

https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.iecr.3c01015
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Relevant highlights from my contribution: 

• PLS-R models to quantify SO3
2-, HSO3

-, S2O3
2-

, SO4
2-, NO2

-, NO3
- and CO3

2- species in the 

reaction setup were developed. 

• Liquid composition is measured in situ using Raman spectroscopy equipped with 

immersion probes. 

• On-line Raman spectroscopy can speciate and quantify SO3
2-, HSO3

-, S2O3
2- and SO4

2- 

even in a mixture with NO2
-, NO3

- and CO3
2-. 

• Speciation is successful within the limits of the experiment for most of the molecules. 

• The measured reaction rates of sulfite (SO3
2−) and bisulfite (HSO3

−) oxidation with O2 

are in agreement with the reviewed literature. 

 

 

Figure 4.4: Laboratory Experiment Setup (@USN) for in-situ monitoring using Raman probe.100 
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Article 6: Fast water-lean solvent screening using FTIR spectroscopy: In-situ (in-line) 

monitoring using an ATR reaction cell integrated with on-line monitoring attached to a 

liquid-flowcell. 

Authors: Wagaarachchige, J.D.; Idris, Z.; Halstensen, M.; Jens, K.-J. 

Published in Proceedings of the TCCS-11 - Trondheim Conference on CO2 Capture, 

Transport and Storage, Trondheim, Norway, June 21-23, 2021, 2021; pp. 547-552  

https://hdl.handle.net/11250/2787331 

This is a conference article published in the proceedings of TCCS11 conference. Article 6 

presents a fast and precise spectroscopic method that can be used for solvents 

characterization and to facilitate screening of novel CO2 capture systems. 

Highlights: 

• Time-base Attenuated Total Reflectance-Fourier Transform Infrared (ATR-FTIR) 

spectroscopy was employed for the in-situ monitoring of CO2 absorption and 

desorption processes in non-aqueous amine systems. 

• The method enables the identification of the reaction mechanism, along with 

comprehensive speciation. 

• To confirm repeatability and representativeness of the screening test, a replication 

experiment is conducted using liquid-flow cell FTIR analysis. 

Article 7 and 8: Conversion of OZD to MEA 

Article 7: Application of Multivariate Data Analysis of Raman Spectroscopy Spectra of 

2-oxazolidinone 

Authors: Mereu. F, Wagaarachchige, J.D.; Jens, K.-J; Idris, Z. 

Published in SIMS EUROSIM 2021, and 62nd International Conference of Scandinavian 

Simulation Society, SIMS 2021, September 21-23, Virtual Conference, Finland. pp. 16-

21.  https://doi.org/10.3384/ecp2118516 

https://hdl.handle.net/11250/2787331
https://doi.org/10.3384/ecp2118516
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Article 8: Response Surface Modelling to Reduce CO2 Capture Solvent Cost by 

Conversion of OZD to MEA 

Authors: Mereu. F, Wagaarachchige, J.D.; Idris, Z.; Halstensen, M.; Jens, K.-J. 

Published in Proceedings of the 64th International Conference of Scandinavian 

Simulation Society (SIMS), Västerås, Sweden, 2023-10-19, 2023; pp. 14-20. 

https://ecp.ep.liu.se/sims 

Articles 7 and 8 are published in the conference proceedings of SIMS EUROSIM 2021 and 

SIMS 2023 conferences, respectively. These articles address objectives 2 and 3 of this thesis. 

Both articles present findings from a chemometric investigation of the transformation of 

degradation species within the MEA solvent during service, focusing on 2-oxazolidinone (OZD), 

a heterocyclic five-membered organic ring compound, and its conversion back to MEA. My 

contribution in these articles includes multivariate data analysis, planning the design of 

experiments (DoE), and partial involvement in writing the article. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

  

https://ecp.ep.liu.se/sims
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5 Conclusions and Recommendations 

This chapter presents the conclusions of the study, followed by recommendations and future 

work.  

Aligned with the first two main objectives of the work, this study employs a two-fold approach 

to provide insights into options to reduce the cost of amine-based PCC technology. The third 

objective offers directives to apply PAT in other gas treating technologies. 

Figure 5.1 outlines the proposed set of chemometric approaches relevant to solvent 

management challenges in amine-based PCC technology.  

 

Figure 5.1: Conclusions of proposed chemometric solutions for solvent management 

The four main conclusions that are given in Figure 5.1 are described below. All these four 

chemometric approaches can be applied using a single FTIR instrument. 
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(i) FTIR spectroscopy can be successfully used for the chemical quantification of CO2 

and amine species in a 30 wt% aqueous MEA solvent using PLS-R models. 

Implementing a specific model updating plan enhances the ability of these models 

to cope with ongoing solvent degradation or changes during the plant operation, 

subsequently reducing initial model prediction errors by 50%.  

(ii) PLS-R model residuals of any species (either CO2 or MEA) are instrumental in 

detecting solvent degradation. Average prediction residuals (Q values) can be used 

as a measure to quantify the extent of solvent degradation. This approach 

eliminates the need for specific degradation species analysis that are otherwise 

used in determining the extent of solvent degradation. 

(iii) Q residual values of PLS-R model predictions can be used to identify the ‘start’ and 

‘end’ of solvent reclamation process. These results suggest that the application of 

PLS-R model based multivariate statistical process control (MSPC) is a reliable 

decision-making tool that can be used in solvent management practices.  

(iv) Prediction residual spectra of PLS-R models demonstrate a potential to be used in 

model preparation for degradation species quantification i.e., HSS and amine 

degradation products.  

Figure 5.2 displays the main conclusions derived from the studies on the proposed non-

aqueous solvent.  

In-situ monitoring with an ATR-FTIR reaction cell was used and DPA is selected as the suitable 

amine to blend with methanol and sulfolane among the six other amines. The solvent blend 

composition, 30 wt% DPA, 35 wt% methanol, and 35 wt% sulfolane produces only MMC as the 

CO2 capture product. Around 60°C, MMC is easily decomposed into CO2. At 40°C, solvent 

viscosity changes from 1.02 mPa.s to 3.28 mPa.s, as the solvent condition transforms from 

unloaded to a fully CO2-loaded (α = 0.88) solvent. These viscosity changes closely align with 

the solvent viscosity changes of 30 wt% aqueous MEA.   
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Figure 5.2: Conclusions of a study on non-aqueous solvent 

Next step of the solvent investigation is to optimize the solvent composition and to evaluate 

the effect of water on solvent’s CO2 capture reactions. Results of the compositional 

optimization study is presented in a triangular plot in Article 4. Accordingly, it is found that, 

this solvent tends to solidify during the CO2 absorption when the wt% of DPA is higher than or 

equal to wt% of methanol. Furthermore, maintaining the wt% of methanol higher than the 

wt% of DPA is crucial for preventing solvent solidification under non-aqueous conditions.  

Despite containing 15 wt% of water, solvent initiates the formation of MMC with CO2, as the 

first phase. However, after a while, the solvent starts to form carbamates and bicarbonates, 

leading to a reduction in the MMC formed during the first phase. To effectively prevent 

solidification in the presence of water, it is necessary to maintain a higher wt% of methanol 

than the wt% of DPA in the solvent and to control CO2 absorption capacity only within a 

specific operational window.  
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Possible reaction schemes for these two conditions are proposed with the aid of species 

identification based on the FTIR and NMR analysis results. 

A similar PAT approach is suggested to address other related flue gas testing issues as outlined 

below. Article 5 and Articles 7, 8 present the results of such two separate projects, in which I 

primarily contributed to the application of chemometrics. 

 

Figure 5.3: Conclusions of Article 5: Simultaneous absorption of SOx and NOx system 

Figure 5.3 summarizes the main conclusions of Article 5 and its contribution to in-situ 

speciation of the SOx and NOx chemical system. Seven PLS-R models for SO3
2−, HSO3

−, S2O3
2−, 

SO4
2−, NO2

−, NO3
−, and CO3

2− were calibrated and subsequently validated using an independent 

test set. Raman vibrational bands of all considered species are successfully identified and 

separated from each other, even in mixtures, by using baseline correction with a Whitaker 

filter at λ = 1, ρ = 1000. Utilizing these models, we obtained seven concentration profiles for 

seven distinct experimental recipes through in-situ monitoring of the reaction flask using a 

Raman immersion probe. Accordingly, it is suggested that Raman spectroscopy could be a 

suitable method for liquid analysis of a combined NOx/SOx removal system. 

Furthermore, this work influenced another project that was designed to obtain parametric 

optimization of a lab scale conversion of OZD back to MEA. Raman spectra of 40 OZD samples 

were collected, and PCA was applied to study these samples. The reaction parameters were 

optimized using design of experiments. 
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Recommendations and Future Work 

For PAT application of acid gas absorption: In a previous study of our team, speciation models 

were developed and validated in the laboratory and were transferred to pilot scale 

application.8  This thesis demonstrates that PAT is useful for MEA solvent speciation for long-

term solvent monitoring and solvent degradation follow-up, using TCM pilot plant analysis 

data; and in particular 

1. Speciation models developed and validated using pilot scale analysis data-Useful for 

process monitoring of TIC & TA. 

2. Development of self-adapting models to process and solvent changes, i.e., 

degradation.  

3. Monitoring of the reclaiming process for follow-up and optimization by utilization of 

model residuals. 

Relevant to the above three conclusions, following future work can be proposed. 

• Item 1 above: In-line real-time long-term demonstration.  

• Item 2 above: Investigation of effect of flue-gas composition and flow-rate variation 

in combination with USN’s solvent degradation rig. 

• Item 2 above: Application for degradation follow up of mixed amine solvent i.e., 

CESAR 1. 

• Item 3 above: Optimization of MEA reclaiming: residence time, temperature, 

chemical composition in lab scale (reclaiming strategy ‘fixed process’ optimization)  

For non-aqueous solvent study: Considering the tendency of the proposed non-aqueous 

solvent to form solids with water, it would be vital to develop a conceptual process design 

using Aspen Plus and evaluate the process design attributes for this type of a solvent. 

For the study of simultaneous absorption of SOx and NOx system: Quantification of NO2
− and 

NO3
− is difficult in the present system with the chosen method. Addition of necessary species 

interactions to the PLS-R species model using DoE for calibration sample preparation will be 

more suitable for in-line monitoring of heavily mixed species systems. 
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ABSTRACT: Solvent management is one of the important current
challenges in post combustion carbon capture (PCC) technology
development. Using large-scale 1960 h test campaign data
(Technology Centre Mongstad, Norway, 2015 MEA Test), we
demonstrate a combination of multivariate methods (PLS-R,
MSPC) and process analytical spectroscopy (FT-IR) as a tool to
monitor and control PCC process performance. Two MEA solvent
monitoring models, total inorganic carbon (TIC) content and total
alkalinity (TA), were prepared. In long-term solvent monitoring,
PLS-R model prediction uncertainty increased due to gradual
solvent changes, e.g., solvent degradation and impurity accumu-
lation. Hence, we show a specific model update methodology to
keep the models updated, leading to good long-term monitoring
ability of the TIC and TA models. In addition to reliable long-term solvent monitoring ability, a new principle for follow-up of
thermal solvent reclaiming was demonstrated. This shows that the need for solvent reclaiming can be quantified. Furthermore, this
methodology is an indicator to see the actual solvent deviation from the fresh solvent. This quantification may provide an input for
“start” and “end of reclaiming operation” identification. Hence, we demonstrate that it is possible to extract information for process
performance follow-up, solvent monitoring, and solvent reclaiming from a single spectroscopic instrument.

1. INTRODUCTION
The devastating environmental impacts of climate change are
the biggest challenges of the 21st century. Post-combustion
carbon capture (PCC) is an essential effort to eliminate the
anthropogenic CO2 emissions from burning of fossil fuels. The
gas−liquid absorption−desorption process is the most prevail-
ing abatement technology available in the industry. The 30 wt %
aqueous monoethanolamine (MEA) solution is considered a
typical benchmark solvent for CO2 capture.1 High energy
penalty for solvent regeneration2 corrosivity of the solvent,3,4

high solvent losses due to oxidative and thermal degrada-
tions,5−9 and environmental concerns due to possible
emissions10 are major issues that still need to be addressed for
an effective operation of PCC.
In order to maintain optimal performance of the CO2 capture

process, it needs to be monitored and controlled. The
application of process analytical technology (PAT) using
spectroscopy is an important approach for enhanced control
of CO2 capture operations. Spectroscopy is a powerful non-
invasive analytical technique for chemical analyses giving direct
speciation measurements at molecular level. Partial least squares
regression (PLS-R) is a valuable statistical method to extract

quantitative chemical information from spectroscopic data. PLS-
R models have been successfully used by us for online
monitoring/speciation of MEA solvent-based CO2 capture.

11,12

Furthermore, preparation of Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR)
spectroscopy-based PLS-R models for MEA solvent is
published.13−15 This contribution demonstrates application of
PAT and spectroscopy for solvent degradation follow up
exemplified by the use of available test campaign data of the
TCM MEA2 campaign.
In terms of solvent management, spectroscopy is useful since

it is sensitive to molecular change of the chemical system. PLS-R
models are useful for extraction of specific chemical information
of interest, for instance total solvent alkalinity, total inorganic
carbon, etc. from spectroscopic data. These data are useful to
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give an early warning of upcoming chemical solvent change. As
the solvent composition changes in service (i.e., solvent
degradation and accumulation of flue gas impurities contents),
the PLS-Rmodel of themonitoring loopmust be updated to stay
representative for the state of the process. A deviation of the
PLS-R model prediction parameters [i.e., Q-residual (Q) and
Hotelling’s T2 (T2)] is an indication of a deviation between
actual solvent state and fresh solvent. Multivariate statistical
process control (MSPC) is a method that can be used in process
control with the use of, e.g., PLS-R models diagnostic measures
such as Q and T2.16,17 Hence, suitable process control decisions
for solvent management can be taken accordingly.
The Technology Centre Mongstad (TCM) is one of the

largest global post-combustion CO2 capture test centers which
holds the most advanced test arena for CO2 capture. Until now,
several test campaigns using aqueous 30 wt %MEA solvent have
been demonstrated and the outcomes from these campaigns
have been published.10,18−22 The University of South-Eastern
Norway (USN) received a comprehensive data set of TCM’s
2015 campaign (MEA2) for chemometric evaluation.
This paper presents a FTIR-based PAT approach using PLS-R

models for continuous process monitoring and solvent
degradation detection in an amine-based CO2 capture plant
using data from the TCM plant.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Materials. In this study, TCM-MEA2 campaign FTIR

spectra and corresponding analytical data were utilized. All data
used are off-line sample measurements that were obtained from
the same sampling point (Lean stream) of the TCM Amine
Plant located at Mongstad, Norway.
FTIR spectra of 125 samples were measured during the total

campaign period using a Bruker ALPHA ATR-FTIR spec-
trometer with a diamond crystal and were used as input data to
the PLS-R models. Furthermore, TCM provided the total
inorganic carbon (TIC) and total alkalinity (TA) analysis data
(reference data) that were recorded during the actual campaign
period corresponding to the given spectra. The reference data
were used as the response output variables of the PLS-R models
that were prepared in this work. The details are shown in Table
1.

2.1.1. Origin of Data: The 2015 TCM-DA MEA2 Campaign.
MEA2 is a 1960 h operation which started on 6th of July 2015
and lasted until 17th October, 2015.10 The base case testing was
performed on 7th September, 2015 in the steady state condition
after approximately 8 weeks since startup.18 Morken et al.
illustrated the overall campaign operational hours,10 whereas
Gjernes et al. tabulated the overall test activities.20 This
operation was mainly conducted using a combined-cycle gas
turbine-based combined-heat-and-power (CHP) plant flue gas
that contains about 3.5%CO2.

20 Furthermore, a mixture of CHP
and RFCC (residual fluidized catalytic cracker)/RFCC flue gas

alone was used for a few days.20 This work contributed to several
TCM authored publications on aqueous MEA-based CO2
capture by covering solvent emissions and degradation,10

corrosion,21 and reclaiming.19 Thermal reclaiming was
performed for 92 h after 1830 (day 77) h of campaign
operation. After the reclaiming process was completed, the
operation continued for another 28 h. Hence, the MEA2
campaign mainly comprises of the primary stages of an amine-
based CO2 capture plant operation.

2.2. Methods. Figure 1 lists the three key stages of the data
analysis hierarchy employed in this work. Figure 2 illustrates the
main chemometric activities in each stage which are listed in
Figure 1�using PLS-R model of CO2 (TIC-1). The same
approach was followed in the analysis work on the total alkalinity
model (TA-1). All the abbreviations/statistical paraments used
in this work are tabulated in Table 2.
2.2.1. Stage 1: Preparation of the Initial Models (TIC-1 and

TA-1). As shown in Figure 1, Stage 1, PLS-R models for CO2
(TIC-1) and total alkalinity (TA-1) species groups were initially
prepared. The PLS-R algorithm known as NIPALS (nonlinear
iterative partial least squares) was used in the model
preparation.23,24 Campaign data gathered up to 15th August
2015 (approximately initial 600 h of operation) were selected for
calibration and validation processes of the TIC-1 and TA-1
models.10 This was done to select the samples representing the
non-degraded/fresh solvent. The infrared (IR) vibration band
assignment of the chemical species was used to ensure only
relevant variable ranges were used in the modeling. The FTIR
spectra were preprocessed using the baseline correction method
called Whittaker filter to remove unwanted baseline variation.25

The models were validated using an independent test data sets
which were obtained from the same initial 600 h MEA2
operation. Average model prediction errors were calculated as
residual Y-variance of prediction which are denoted as root
mean square error of prediction (RMSEP) (eq 1).23 The
optimal number of latent variables (LVs)23 in the models were
selected to attain the lowest values of RMSEP. Then, the models
(TIC-1 and TA-1) were used for the prediction of the complete
set of spectra of the MEA2 campaign.

y y

I
RMSEP

( )i
I

1 predicted reference
2

= =

(1)

where i�no of samples; ypredicted�predicted value; and
yreference�measured value.
2.2.2. Stage 2: Refining PLS-R Models to Handle a

Degraded Solvent. During the second stage, important
statistical parameters23 of TIC-1 and TA-1 predictions, such
as Q residuals (Q), Hotelling’s T2 (T2), and leverages were
recorded to adopt the models to the degraded solvent. All the
spectral samples of theMEA2 campaign weremapped in the plot
of T2 versus Q which is an important tool in fault detection.
Recorded prediction leverages were used to select new samples
for the model updating step which is described in Section
2.2.3.2.
2.2.3. Stage 3: Applications of PLS-R Model’s Prediction

Statistics for Degrading Solvent Monitoring and Manage-
ment. In the third stage, three different chemometric
approaches were explored to demonstrate how the PLS-R
model statistical parameters can be used to update the model to
stabilize predictions during the whole operation, and how the
model residuals are useful for solvent management.

Table 1. Details of the Reference Data Used for the
Preparation of Models (MEA2 Campaign)

reference analysis
method10

species
group

reference
analysis unit

number of
reference data

total alkalinity amine
species

mol/kg 103

total inorganic
carbon

CO2 species mol/kg 120
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2.2.3.1. MSPC Demonstration. The plot of T2 versus Q of
TIC-1 model is used for MSPC demonstration. Moreover,
calculated Q were used to check the lack-of-fit of the models for

the entire campaign period. All the results are discussed in

Section 3.2.

Figure 1. Main stages of chemometric analysis.

Figure 2. Illustration of the main chemometric stages using the model�TIC-1.
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2.2.3.2. Model Updating. TIC-1 and TA-1 models were
improved for reliable long-term predictions. Here, TIC-1 and
TA-1 models were converted to upgraded models (TIC-2 and
TA-2) for a better predictions of in the degraded/changed
solvent conditions using a calibration transfer method26 called
model updating (MUP).27,28 In order to convert the models, a
few new calibration samples were selected to describe the
solvent degradation/change of the total campaign. These
samples were selected using prediction leverage versus samples
(time) plot, as shown in Figure 2 stage 2. These selected samples
were formerly studied by visualization of spectra to identify the
spectral quality of the samples, prior to incorporating them in
the available models. The model updating approach comprises
several iterations to arrive at properly updated predictionmodels
(TIC-2 and TA-2). Section 3.3 discusses the results of model
updating approach of TIC and TA models.
All data analysis were performed on the MATLAB platform

using PLS Toolbox 8.6.2 software.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Preparation of Initial PLS-R Models. The use of

authentic industrial data will make the PLS-R models more
tolerant to the actual process variations by the assimilation of
realistic dynamic process variations. In this work, initial PLS-R

models (TIC-1 and TA-1) were prepared for the demonstration
of the and solvent change detection and PLS-R model updating
during long-term operation.
Spectral preprocessing is a significant step of PLS-R model

calibration using spectroscopic data. To extract chemical species
variation, specific IR bands (Figure 3) are selected to improve
the ratio of signal-to-noise. Initially, all spectra were baseline-
corrected using the Whittaker filter with Lambda and Rho at
1000 and 0.001, respectively.25 The raw spectra and
preprocessed spectra of the MEA2 campaign are shown in
Figure 3a,b. Additionally, Figure 3b indicates the variable ranges
used in the TIC (blue shade) and total alkalinity (red shade)
models.
The preferred method for preparing a robust model is

selection of the specific IR vibrational bands of the specific
species/group to be investigated. Table 3 summarizes the main
selected species, the corresponding IR bands selected for
models, model variable ranges, and reference literature.
Two models (TIC-1 and TA-1) were calibrated with test set

validation. The used number of samples are presented in Table
4. Figure 4a,b depict the measured versus predicted plots of
TIC-1 and TA-1 models, respectively. These figures indicate
that the regression line of the models (fit line: red color) sets
very close to the targeted line (1:1 line: green color). Model

Table 2. Abbreviations/Statistical Parameters Used in the Chemometric Study

abbreviation/statistical
parameter standfor description

PLS-R models partial least regression models prediction models prepared using NIPALS algorithm; input variable is a part of a FTIR
spectrum; output variables are total inorganic content (TIC) and total alkalinity values
(TA)

TIC-1 initial model of TIC initial prediction model prepared for TIC
TA-1 initial model of TA initial prediction model prepared for TA
TIC-2 updated model of TIC updated prediction model for TIC
TA-2 updated model of TA updated prediction model for TA
RMSEP average model prediction error used to compare the model predictability and to select optimum latent variables (LVs)
LVs latent variables indicate number of components of PLS-R models
Q residual (Q) quantification of the spectral information which

not utilized in the PLS-R model prediction
indicate unusual spectral changes. Increase of Q indicate the more altered solvent
condition than the fresh solvent state

leverage measure of the effect of a sample on a PLS-R
model/distance of a sample from PLS-R model
centre

used to find suitable samples to use in model updating

Hotelling’s T2 (T2) measure of the distance of sample from the centre
of PLS-R model

in principle leverage andHotelling’sT2 indicate samemeaning; Hotelling’sT2 (T2) values
are the standard for MSPC statistics (stage 2)

Figure 3. FTIR spectra of the MEA2 Campaign (a) raw spectra (full spectral range), (b) preprocessed spectra (1900−650 cm−1), (1−8) are IR bands
assignments according to Table 3, red shade�total alkalinity, and blue shade�TIC.
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performance indicators�model range, RMSEP, number of LVs
used, and R2 predicted�are tabulated in Table 4.

3.2. Follow-Up and Control of Solvent Reclaiming.
Reclaiming is an important part of CO2 capture solvent
management. Thermal solvent reclaiming has been practiced
in the gas sweetening industry for a long time31 and
recommendations vary on the maximum allowable amount of
degraded solvent/contaminants.32 The end point of thermal
reclaiming has also been connected to the reclaimer temper-
ature.33 In conclusion, a more detailed method for thermal
reclaimer follow-up seems desirable. We assess MSPC as a
potential concept for thermal reclaimer follow-up and control.
MSPC is an effective concept to follow-up and control of solvent
reclaiming. One of the pillars of MSPC is PLS-R models which

contribute by effective extraction of the information about the
solvent changes from spectroscopic data (i.e., FTIR).23

In this work, the T2 andQ statistics is made by mapping all T2

versus MEA2 campaign samples’ Q values of TIC-1 model
predictions (Figure 5a). Furthermore, Q values of MEA2
samples were plotted versus the days of operation (Figure 5b).
Figure 5a shows the process variations in the MEA2 operation.
The blue shaded area holds the campaign samples which agree
with solvent composition at the start of operation. The samples
in the red shaded area indicate the samples deviating from the
average of model population (fresh solvent condition).
Increased Q values indicates increased deviation. In addition,
the red dashed lines separate the 95% confidence level of Q and
T2.
Figure 5a is a plot showing solvent degradation during the

CO2 capture process. Figure 5b depicts that the deviation of the
Q residual is drastically increasing after day 27. (Date: 23 August
2015; @around 800 h of operation).10 This deviation of the Q
residuals indicates the difference between the current solvent
state and the fresh solvent. According to Morken et al., the day
27 sample consists of about 0.5 wt % of heat stable salts (HSS)
based on MEA weight, 3000 mg/L of anionic IC species, and
30,000 mg/L of main amine degradation products.10 The
observations in the T2 and Q statistics (Figure 5a) agree hence
with the campaign sample analytics result. Furthermore, the plot
indicates that Qs of the sample recorded on the day 77 and
onward decrease and finally closely resemble the calibration
samples. Solvent reclaiming started on day 77 of the campaign
corresponding to samples collected on 12th October 2015 at
around 1852 operation hours. Furthermore, this implies that the
T2 and Q statistics have the ability to detect/indicate sufficient
time/extent of reclaiming of the degraded solvent.
According to Figure 5b, Q show an increasing trend in three

different stages starting from mid of August 2015 until solvent
reclaiming initiation on 12th October 2015. A similar trend was
observed by Flø et al. by solvent viscosity measurements at two
different temperatures (30 °C and 60 °C).19 This observation
demonstrates that physical solvent changes influence the solvent
spectra and correlate with prediction residual spectra (Q
residual). In addition, the variation of HSS concentrations
displays a similar tendency.10 Therefore, Qs are mimicking both
the physical and chemical variations observed during the MEA2
campaign operation.

Table 3. PLS-R Model Species, Identified IR Bands,
Corresponding Literature IR Bands, and Variable Ranges of
the Models

models species

identified
IR bands
(cm−1)

corresponding
literature IR
bands (cm−1)

variable ranges
of models
(cm−1)

TIC MEACOO− 1562 (1) 1568,14,29
156430

[1590−1467],
[1407−1301]

1486 (2) 148614,29

1320 (3) 132214

CO3
2− 1387 (4) 1388,14,30

138629

HCO3
− 1362 (5) 1360,14,30

total
alkalinity

MEA 1020 (6) 102414 [1670−1590],
[1113−944]

MEAH+ 1638 (7) 163414

1067 (8) 1069,14 1064,30
106629

Table 4. Calibration and Validation Details of the Models
(TIC-1 and TA-1)

model number of samples

model
range
mol/kg

RMSEP
mol/kg LVs

R2

(pred)

calibration
set

validation
set

TIC-1 17 16 1.1−1.5 0.024264 1 0.977
TA-1 13 13 4.5−5.2 0.039841 2 0.948

Figure 4. Measured vs Predicted plots of (a) TIC-1 and (b) TA-1.
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Although the initial PLS-R models are useful for MSPC, they
must be updated during the time of operation for reliable online
monitoring. In this case, the T2 and Q statistics are useful for
detection of the time to update the corresponding model. The
adaptation of PLS-R models for prediction of the degraded
solvent system is described in the following section.

3.3. Preparation of Updated (TIC-2 and TA-2) Models.
Industrial PAT applications will fail if not model adaptation is
carried out during the long-term use. PLS-R model calibration
transfer methods are selected consequently based on the nature
of the changes in the measuring environment, i.e., chemical
changes, physical changes, instrument changes, etc. An

Figure 5. TIC-1 model (a) T2 vs Q (b) days of operation; shaded areas: blue: gives the samples complementary with the model calibration samples,
red: indicate the sample difference from the average of sample population.

Figure 6. Total campaign predictions using (a) TIC-1 model, (b) TA-1 model, (c) TIC-2 model [improved: prediction error (RMSEP) reduced
around 50%], and (d) TA-2 model [improved: prediction error (RMSEP) reduced around 50%].
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applicable model updating method for CO2 capture solvent
degradation is discussed below.
Figure 6a,b illustrates the total campaign prediction models of

TIC-1 and TA-1, respectively. These plots indicate that the
prediction error (RMSEP) of the TIC-1 and TA-1 models are
increased by 70 and 123%, respectively, as time passes. Increase
of the RMSEPs suggest that these model predictions develop a
higher uncertainty over time in operation. In this context, the
initial calibration data set needs to be expanded to obtain stable
predictions during the total campaign. In order to expand the
calibration data set of the models, a sufficient number of new
samples need to be integrated. This is an iterative trial-and-error
method across the total run time. In selecting new samples for a
model renewal, leverage or T2 values are helpful statistical
parameters.
Proper sampling techniques are essential to minimize

sampling uncertainties/errors. Furthermore, identification of
new samples needs to be done carefully since the selected sample
may have a higher tendency for being an outlier. Visual
observation of raw spectra of the samples is commonly used in
identifying erroneous spectra. In addition, corresponding
reference values (e.g., species concentration) of the selected
samples should be acquired.
TIC-1 and TA-1 models were improved by adding 9 and 8

new data, respectively. Prediction parameters of the initial
models (TIC-1 and TA-1) and updated models (TIC-2 and TA-
2) are tabulated in Table 5, which indicates that the RMSEPs of

the updated models were reduced by about 50% compared to
the initial models. In agreement with Figure 6c,d, the prediction
slopes of the TIC-2 and TA-2 models are improved�0.992 and
0.957, respectively. The number of latent variables of the
updated models are also limited to three components, implying
that the models are more robust in the predictive nature.

4. CONCLUSIONS
MEA speciation models from the Technology Centre Mongstad
2015 MEA 2 Test campaign were developed. On this basis, two
MEA solvent monitoring models, total inorganic carbon (TIC)
content and total alkalinity (TA), were prepared. In addition, the
ability of the models to cope with ongoing solvent change during
the test campaign was demonstrated by application of a specific
model update methodology.
Finally, to the best of our knowledge, a new method for

solvent monitoring and management has been discovered and
demonstrated. The need for solvent reclaiming can be quantified
by the combination of statistical TIC or TA prediction model
residuals. This methodology also provides “start” and “end of
reclaiming operation” identification.
Hence, we demonstrate using large scale test campaign data

that it is possible to monitor and follow-up process performance
including solvent reclaiming operation and solvent monitoring
using a single spectroscopic instrument.

Further development work is in progress on the issue of
reclaiming monitoring and optimization.
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ATR-FTIR attenuated total reflectance-Fourier transform
infrared spectroscopy

CHP combined heat and power
RFCC residual fluidized catalytic cracker
TIC total inorganic content
TA total alkalinity
IR infrared
L leverage
NIPALS nonlinear iterative partial least squares
LVs latent variables
RMSEP root mean square error of prediction
MUP model updating
PAT process analytical technology
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This paper presents Part II of a study of the Demonstration of CO2 Capture Process Monitoring 

and Solvent Degradation Detection by Chemometrics at the Technology Centre Mongstad CO2 

Capture Plant.  This study is based on a 1960-hour test campaign conducted at the Technology 

Centre Mongstad, Norway, in 2015 using 30 wt% aqueous MEA solvent. This contribution 

demonstrates a tool for degradation monitoring and solvent management follow-up based on the 

residuals of solvent speciation models (TIC, TA) reported in Part I, which presents chemometric 

models to predict CO2 and amine content in the solvent. In this Part II, residual spectra were 

extracted and used to formulate prediction models for in-line follow up of degradation species 

groups: i) Total HSS species and ii) Total Amine Degradation Products (ADP). This new tool for 

continuous solvent degradation quantification can supplement the current practice of indirect 

estimation of when to start and/or stop solvent reclaiming. 

1. Introduction 

The global temperature rise is rapidly approaching the IPCC defined critical threshold of 1.5 

degrees Celsius1 in just a few years, and 2024 could be the first year to experience it.2 The 

deployment of post-combustion carbon capture is one of the urgently needed actions to limit 

carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions from fossil fuel burning. Gas-liquid absorption is the most applied 

method, and 30 wt% MEA (monoethanolamine) is widely used as solvent due to its high reactivity 

with CO2, non-volatility, and low cost. Until now, the utilization of amine solvents in post-

combustion capture (PCC) technology has been widely recognized as an established method for 

CO2 capture. However, the PCC technology still faces several challenges, including process energy 

requirements, operational costs, in terms of solvent degradation, etc., 
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Several studies have been published on MEA solvent degradation, providing an in-depth 

understanding of the identity and mechanisms of degradation species as well as the complexity of 

their chemical identification.3-5 HSS can be produced by reaction of amine solvent with CO2 and/or 

flue gas impurities.. Both the former and latter  molecular class have been  identified as  early stage 

solvent degradation species which participate subsequently in further solvent degradation6 and 

plant corrosion.7, 8 Solvent degradation is a continuous process starting slowly but typically 

following an exponential curve pattern 9Analysis of  degradation species using various off-line 

analytical methods, such as Liquid Chromatography−Mass Spectrometry (LC-MS QQQ) and 

Anion Chromatography (IC-ECD) can give detailed molecular information, but also become 

tedious, time consuming, and often require specialized subcontractors.3, 10  However, this approach 

is necessary in the research and evaluation phase of solvent development.  

In real world service, detection and degradation compound removal (e.g., by ion exchange or 

solvent reclaiming methodology) is important; 8 the reclaimer solvent waste generation is reported 

to vary in the range of 0.1-14.9 kg reclaimer waste per ton of CO2 captured.11 Solvent degradation 

thus generates both solvent replenishing and solvent waste disposal cost. Hence, solvent 

management is important for PCC process/cost optimization. 

Process optimization requires performance monitoring vs desired target(s); often, in-line 

spectroscopy is useful because it provides real-time solvent monitoring data. In Part I of this work, 

we reported FTIR spectroscopic PLSR-models for monitoring of TIC (Total Inorganic Carbon i.e., 

solvent CO2 capture capacity) and TA (Total Alkalinity i.e., solvent capture ‘strength’) of 

continuous degrading MEA solvent. At the same time, these models provided qualitative detection 

of solvent degradation and solvent reclaiming. Despite ongoing solvent composition change 

(degradation) the uncertainty of these models was satisfactory due to continuous model update. In 
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this Part II we used the extracted residual Fourier-transformed infrared (FTIR) spectra from the 

PLS-R models developed in Part I12 for quantitative solvent degradation and solvent reclaiming 

monitoring.  

The TCM database for Part I and Part II of this work contains 17 manual samples of the 1960-hour 

MEA test campaign analyzed off-line as described above.3 In this case, FTIR real-time monitoring 

would provide a more complete database for identification of a solvent management strategy as 

well as optimal solvent management action points (e.g., initiation and end point of solvent 

reclaiming). Furthermore, instead of taking many samples and perform the respective off-line 

analyses, including using specialized instruments including the analytical logistics, the necessary 

monitoring data is provided by one in-line FTIR spectrometer.   

Previously, Grimstvedt et. al suggested that CO2 model residuals might be useful to determine the 

concentration of HSS species in a degraded aqueous solution of MEA.13  

In this contribution, for the first time, we present a novel tool for development and follow-up of 

PCC solvent management actions.  

To improve the MEA-based process and develop better solvent systems, it is essential to detect 

solvent degradation. Furthermore, an understanding of solvent degradation is significant for 

emission monitoring and emission control.10 Online monitoring of a group of degradation species 

using process analytical spectroscopy can be less time-consuming and provide time dependent 

solvent deterioration information. 

Previously, we demonstrated a chemometric approach for process monitoring and solvent 

degradation detection using the MEA test campaign of TCM, which was conducted in 2015.12 This 

demonstration included the preparation of two Partial Least Squares regression (PLS-R) models 
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for monitoring CO2 species and amine species in the solvent. Furthermore, that study indicated a 

methodological hierarchy for updating the models during their use throughout the entire campaign 

period. Moreover, the follow-up on solvent reclaiming using these models was also discussed. 

This paper represents the second part (Part II) of the above work 12 and presents an approach to 

quantify the accumulation of degradation species in the solvent.   

2 Materials and Methods 

2.1 Materials 

This work (Part II) employs the same real plant data gathered during the TCM MEA2 campaign 

(30 wt% aqueous MEA) as in Part I.12 

MEA2 campaign, a 1960-hour operation, commenced on July 6th, 2015, and concluded on October 

17th, 2015.3 The base case testing took place on September 7th, 2015, under steady state 

conditions, around 8 weeks after the startup.14 Morken et. al illustrated the overall campaign 

operational hours3 wherein Gjernes et. al tabulated the overall test activities15 of MEA2 campaign. 

The MEA2 campaign mainly comprises of the primary stages of an amine-based CO2 capture plant 

operation. Statistical parameters/abbreviations of this work are given in Table 1. 

Table 1: Abbreviations/ statistical parameters 

Abbreviations/ statistical 

parameter 

Stand for Note 

PLS-R models Partial least 

squares 

regression 

models 

NIPALS algorithm used. Input variable is Raw 

FTIR or residual spectra, output variables are 

Total inorganic content (TIC), Total Alkalinity 

(TA), Total Heat Stable Salts (HSS) and Amine 

degradation products (ADP) 

TIC Model PLS-R model of 

Total Inorganic 

Content 

More details are published in Wagaarachchige 

et. al 12 
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TA model PLS-R model of 

Total Alkalinity 

More details are published in Wagaarachchige 

et. al 12 

RMSECV Average model 

error of cross 

validation 

To select optimum latent variables and compare 

the model performance 

RMSEP Average model 

error of 

prediction 

To select optimum latent variables and compare 

the model performance. 

 

LVs Latent variables No of component of a PLS-R model 

Q- residuals Quantification 

of the spectral 

part which not 

used in the PLS-

R model 

Unusual spectral changes are evident, and an 

increase in Q residuals indicates a more altered 

solvent condition compared to the fresh solvent 

state. 

 

2.2 Methods 

In Part I of this work12, two PLS-R models were calibrated and validated for predicting CO2 (TIC 

model) and MEA (TA model) species of the TCM MEA2 campaign. We used one-third of the 

campaign data for model preparation and reserved the remaining two-thirds for model updating 

and validation. 

These models were used to demonstrate model updating during operation, resulting in improved 

predictions of the entire campaign with reduced uncertainty. 12 Figure 1 illustrates how the models 

were prepared and updated using TCM data.  
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Figure 1: PLS-R model (TIC and TA) calibration and model updating  

For the current work (Part II), a set of residual spectra (the portions of the FTIR spectra not used 

for the models' predictions) was extracted during the TIC and TA modeling process which was 

reported in Part I.12 Gathered residual spectra were used to prepare PLS-R models for degradation 

product groups i.e., total HSS and total Amine Degradation Species. Section 3.1 presents the key 

findings of Part I. to establish a good foundation for understanding the results presented in the 

current work (Part II). 

Table 2 indicates the details of data used for these degradation species models. Two degradation 

species group models were prepared to predict total HSS and total amine degradation species of 

the degrading solvent. Reference values for these models were obtained from offline 

measurements of the MEA2 campaign, corresponding to specific species groups. Variable 

selection was done using approximate estimation of common anion IR vibrational bands of 

degradation products. These models were prepared using only 10-11 samples and validated by 

using the full cross validation method due the absence of sufficient reference data.16  Finally, use 

of residual spectra-based models for the degradation product speciation of total MEA2 campaign 

was tested. Section 3.2 provides the results of this work. 
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Table 2: Details of the Data Used for residual model development 

modeled 

species group 

species counted spectral data 

(X) 

reference 

analysis 

method 3 

(Y) 

referenc

e 

analysis 

unit 

number 

of 

samples 

Total Heat 

Stable Salts 

(HSS) 

formate 

acetate 

glycolate 

oxalate 

sulphate 

TIC model 

prediction 

residuals 

Ion 

exchange 

and 

following 

titration 

mol/kg 11 

Total Amine 

Degradation 

Products 

(ADP) 

4-(2-hydroxyethyl)piperazin-2-one 

(HEPO) 

N-(2-hydroxyethyl)glycine  

(HeGly) 

N-(2-hydroxyethyl)imidazole  

(HEI) 

N-(2-hydroxyethyl)formamide  

(HEF) 

2-Oxazolidone  

(OZD) 

N-(2-hydroxyethyl) acetamide  

(HEA) 

NN'-Bis(2-hydroxyethyl)oxamide 

(BHEOX) 

TA model 

prediction 

residuals 

LC-MS 

QQQ 

mg/L 10 

 

All data analysis were performed on the MATLAB platform using PLS Toolbox 8.6.2 software.  

3. Results and Discussion 

Section 3.1 outlines the results of Part I12 to provide a distinct understanding of the complete study. 

In Section 3.2, the discussion focuses on the results of this work (Part II). 

3.1 TIC and TA Models and Solvent Reclaiming Follow-Up  

This section provides details about the initial TIC and TA models, the process of model updating, 

and the subsequent follow-up on solvent reclaiming.  
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TIC and TA models were prepared to predict the concentration of CO2 species and amine species 

during the total MEA 2 campaign. Variable windows of the TIC model—[1590-1467] and [1407-

1301]—were selected to cover the FTIR vibrational bands (1562, 1486, 1320, 1387, 1362 cm-1) 

of MEACOO-, CO3
2-, and HCO3

- species.12 Similarly, the vibrational bands at 1020, 1638, and 

1067 cm-1 were accounted for in the selection of variable windows of the TA model—[1670-

1590] and [1113-944]—to cover MEA and protonated MEA species. 12 These two PLS-R models 

were calibrated using NIPALS  (nonlinear iterative partial least squares) algorithm and validated 

using an independent data set of the same campaign.17 All spectra were baseline corrected using 

the Whittaker filter18 to remove baseline noise. The prediction errors of these models for the total 

campaign predictions were discussed and proposed as a method to update the models accordingly 

to avoid increasing prediction errors.12   

Figure 2 and Figure 3 indicate the prediction errors of the TIC and TA models, respectively. The 

blue columns represent the initial model's prediction errors, showing an increasing trend, whereas 

the red columns correspond to the predictions of the updated TIC model. As a result of these 

updates, both models demonstrated an average reduction of approximately 50% in their prediction 

errors 12  
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Figure 2: Percentage of errors of TIC model; Blue-Initial model, Red-Updated model 

 

Figure 3: Percentage of errors of TA model; Blue-Initial model, Red-Updated model 

Spectroscopic measurement provides a chemical fingerprint of the measured solvent sample, 

indicating the vibrational bands of all chemical species. When obtaining model predictions using 

FTIR spectra, these models extract useful information from the spectra, while the unused parts are 

filtered out as spectral residuals. Figure 4 depicts the schematic representation of model residual 

extraction.  
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Figure 4: Schematic representation of model residual extraction 

These spectral residuals were used to calculate the average residuals of the spectra, which are 

known as Q-residuals (Qs) .17 In long-term monitoring of the solvent system, these residuals 

indicate changes in the solvent over time, such as solvent degradation. Figure 5 shows Qs versus 

the days of operation of the MEA2 campaign. In Figure 5, blue-colored dots indicate Qs calculated 

before the reclaiming starts, and the red dashed line represents the time when the reclaiming 

started. These blue dots demonstrate that the TIC model's Q residuals increase with the time of the 

campaign operations. However, from day 77 onwards (when the reclaiming started on day 77), the 

Q values of predictions decrease, eventually closely resembling the fresh solvent state (at the 95% 

confidence level). This observation can also be seen in the variation of the TA model's Q residuals 

over time, as shown in Figure S1. The possibility of applying multivariate statistical process 

control (MSPC) for the follow-up and control of solvent reclaiming is discussed in Part I.12 
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 Figure 5. TIC model Qs versus days of MEA2 campaign operation 

3.2 PLS-R models for degradation species groups; HSS and total amine degradation products 

In an amine-based CO2 capture plant, the solvent is changing due to several reasons, e.g., amine 

degradation, flue gas impurity accumulation, piping corrosion products accumulation, solvent 

emissions etc. Additionally, it is obvious that the concentrations of these degradation species tend 

to increase in the solvent during long-term operation.  

This group of degradation species is a heavy mix of different types of chemical compounds, e.g., 

HSS, amine degradation products, corrosion products, etc. In 2016, Morken et. al. discussed about 

such identified and unidentified degradation products of MEA2 operation.3 If these species can 

quantitatively be identified by using an online monitoring with a spectroscopic method, it will 

minimize the use of specific offline sample analysis methods like, titration, Ion chromatography 

(IC), Liquid chromatography–mass spectrometry (LC-MS), etc.  

Start of 

reclaiming 

End of 

reclaiming 
Start of 

campaign 
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In the following sections, PLS-R model preparation based on residual spectra for two main 

degradation species groups are discussed.  

 

Figure 6: residual spectra from (a) TA model (b) TIC model; corresponding FTIR spectra (c) TA 

model (d) TIC model 

Table 3: HSS species, Identified IR bands and Corresponding literature IR Bands 

HSS species Identified IR bands IR Bands in literature/observed lab 

testing 

formate 1581 C–O stretching 158519, 1581*, 1411,  

acetate - C–O stretching 155519, 1550* 

glycolate 1581 1581*, 1411*, 1320*, 1072* 

oxalate 1581 1581*,1303* 

nitrate  1350*, 1411* 

nitrite  1334*, 1226* 

 

         

(a) ( ) 

(c) (d) 
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*Confirmed by lab testing in USN lab 

Residual spectra from TA and TIC model development are shown in Figure 6 (a) and Figure (b), 

respectively. Nonetheless, these spectra are a valuable source for monitoring low concentration 

species. Although the spectra look different from normal FTIR spectra, these figures show 

something important about the solvent changes. Most distinct observable is the increase of 

intensity of residual spectra with the operation time; as shown in Fig. 5. The anion analysis of this 

campaign shows that the formate anion has the highest concentration with the acetate anion  in the 

second position among all the HSS species.3  Ito et. al. published the IR vibrational band for C–O 

stretching of formate and anions at 1585 cm-1 and 1555 cm-1, respectively.19 As shown in Figure 

S2 ATR-FTIR analysis results of specific species indicate distinctive peaks for formate and acetate 

at 1581 and 1550 cm-1, respectively. Interestingly, Figure 6 (b) depicts a distinctive residual peak 

variation at 1581 cm-1 and it might indicate formate or the presence of a formate-glycolate-oxalate 

mix (see Table 3). This identification supports that the residual spectra show the vibrational bands 

of HSS species which are not clearly visible (Figure 6 (d)). Consequently, identification of 

degradation species by FTIR analysis, can be a suitable preprocessing approach. 

Among the identified degradation species of the MEA2 campaign, HSS is a major group. At the 

starting point of solvent reclaiming, HSS concentration is recorded as 1 wt% MEA.3 HSS represent 

salts formed by reaction of acid with amine base forming anionic species like formate, acetate, 

oxalate, glycolate, nitrate, sulfate, etc.  Consequently, the HSS species group is very complex to 

assign exact IR band assignments. Reference to Figure 6 (b), TIC model’s residual spectra may 

indicate the presence of formate/ Glycolate/Oxalate anions or mix of all anions by the peak at 1581 

cm-1. Additionally, based on the chemical structures of all identified anionic species,3 HSS group 

might be presented in the TIC variable range due to their vibrational bands i. e. C-O str, -CO2
 (-) 

asy, 
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-CH3 asy , -SO2 asy, and C-H asy.
20 Therefore, the total variable range of TIC model’s residual spectra 

was selected for the PLS-R model calibration of HSS group.  

 

Figure 7: PLS-R model for HSS raw FTIR spectra (a) with one LV (b) using residual spectra of 

TIC model (c) with two LVs (variable range of the TIC model is used)  

To test the suitability of using raw FTIR spectra for degradation product speciation, the raw FTIR 

spectra were subjected to the PLS-R algorithm and the model plots generated for one and two latent 

variables (LVs) are shown in Figure 7 (a) and 7(c), respectively.  The plot depicts the raw FTIR 

spectral correlation with the HSS concentrations using two LVs — R2(CV)= 0.952 and 

selected for the PLS-R model calibration of HSS group.  

 

 

 

(a) (b) 

(c) 
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RMSECV=0.0117 mol/Kg. The calibrated PLS-R model using TIC model’s residual spectra in 

Figure 7 (b) has a clear correlation with R2(CV)= 0.933 and RMSECV=0.0144 mol/Kg only using 

one LV. Hence, HSS species concentration calibration is possible either using raw FTIR spectra 

or residual spectra from the TIC modelling. However, for identification of degradation species the 

residual extraction approach is superior to models based on raw FTIR spectra. Furthermore, model 

based on residual spectra are less complex than the raw FTIR spectra approach. Figure 8 shows 

the total HSS concentration mapping of measured and residual spectra (TIC) based model 

predicted values of MEA2 campaign. 

 

Figure 8. HSS quantification of the MEA2 campaign; red-TCM measured, residual based model 

prediction. 

HSS species (e.g., organic acids) react with MEA and CO2 generating new amine degradation 

compounds. A simplified scheme of these given by Morken et. al.3 In the present work, we attempt 

to calibrate a speciation model for the sum of amine degradation products (ADP) which were 

identified during the MEA2 campaign. Hence, HEPO (CAS No: 23936-04-1), HEGly (CAS No: 

5835-28-9), HEF (CAS No: 693-06-1), HEA (CAS No: 142-26-7), HEI (CAS No: 1615-14-1) and 

OZD (CAS No: 497-25-6) were used in the PLS-R calibration. Since these species show up in the 
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same spectral range as used in the Total Alkalinity (TA) model, the model was calibrated using 

the residual spectra of the TA model.  The prediction plot of the total ADP model is shown in 

Figure S3. The R2 (CV) and RMSECV of the model are 0.916 and 4621 mg/L respectively.  

However, these HSS and ADP models are prepared by using a very limited number of samples 

and validated with cross-validation only. Therefore, before use in a PAT application, proper 

validation by use of more and independent data is required.   

4. Conclusion 

Following the approach suggested by Grimstvedt et al. we have demonstrated a tool for 

degradation monitoring and solvent management follow-up based on the residuals of solvent 

speciation models (TIC, TA) of the 2015 TCM MEA2 test campaign.  

This contribution (Part II) presents the continuation work of the endeavor by Wagaarachchige et 

al. (Part I) demonstrating application of Process Analytical Spectroscopy and chemometric 

modeling as a tool for real-time follow-up of solvent change in a CO2 capture unit.12  Our new tool 

for continuous solvent degradation quantification can supplement the current practice15 of indirect 

estimation of when to start and/or stop solvent reclaiming. 
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ABSTRACT: In this work, the absorption−desorption performance of
CO2 in six new solvent blends of amine (diisopropylamine (DPA), 2-
amino-2-methyl-1-propanol (AMP), methyldiethanolamine (MDEA),
diethanolamine (DEA), diisopropanolamine (DIPA), and ethanolamine
(MEA)), sulfolane, and methanol has been monitored using ATR-FTIR
spectroscopy. Additionally, NMR-based species confirmation and solvent
viscosity analysis were done for DPA solvent samples. The identified CO2
capture products are monomethyl carbonate (MMC), carbamate,
carbonate, and bicarbonate anions in different ratios. The DPA solvent
formed MMC entirely with 0.88 molCO2/molamine capture capacity, 0.48
molCO2/molamine cyclic capacity, and 3.28 mPa·s CO2-loaded solvent
viscosity. MEA, DEA, DIPA, and MDEA were shown to produce a low or
a negligible amount of MMC while AMP occupied an intermediate
position.

1. INTRODUCTION

Mitigation of global warming and its potential adverse effects is
the greatest environmental challenge associated with the rapid
increase of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. Anthropogenic
CO2 emissions from fossil fuel burning and other activity
account for about 78% of the total GHG emissions in the last
four decades.1 Efforts from governments and industries around
the world are needed to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. A
major portion of the world’s net CO2 discharge originates from
fossil fuel combustion in industrial processes and power
generation. Postcombustion CO2 capture (PCCC) is seen as a
viable pivotal attempt to reduce global CO2 emissions from
fossil fuel combustion. The benchmark CO2 capture
technology is the gas−liquid absorption−desorption process
using an aqueous 30 wt % monoethanolamine (MEA) solution.
The first-generation MEA CO2 capture solvent is known for its
high reactivity and low cost.2−4 However, the major challenge
is still the high energy penalty for solvent regeneration, which
is estimated to be around 4 GJ per ton of CO2 capture.5

Furthermore, MEA is corrosive and is shown to deteriorate
pipelines and column walls6,7 with high solvent losses due to
oxidative and thermal degradations.8

Much research has been focused on finding CO2 capture
solvents with a lower energy penalty. Second-generation
aqueous CO2 capture solvents such as piperazine and
piperazine derivatives were found to reduce operational energy
expenditure by providing higher capture capacity and lowering
the regeneration energy.9,10 Other examples of these second-

generation solvents include proprietary Mitsubishi’s KS-1 and
Fluor’s advanced Econamine.9,11 However, there is still a need
for new solvent chemistries that reduce cost, e.g., mitigating
energy needs.12

K2Sol is a third-generation proprietary water-lean solvent
system, which demonstrated reduced solvent regeneration
energy of around 35% in comparison to MEA.13 Water-lean
solvents are summarized in a recent review in terms of
fundamentals, uncertainties, and opportunities.11 In these
systems, typically, the solvent water portion is substituted by
organics, often alcohols.8,11,14,15 In comparison to aqueous
solvents, this modifies solvent physical properties and the
chemical CO2 binding mechanism providing novel solvent
chemistry but also requiring process technology adaption for
potential application.
This study introduces nonaqueous sulfolane-based solvents

for carbon capture that can regenerate at low temperatures.
Sulfolane, methanol, and amine are the three components of
these solvents. Sulfolane (SULF) is a well-known industrial
chemical that can be used as a low-volatile organic diluent. It is
a polar aprotic solvent with a strong affinity for acid gases.16,17
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Sulfolane enhances CO2 absorption rate and solubility during
the chemical absorption without participating in the chemical
reaction.18 In a recent article by Zou et al.,19 it was shown that
the addition of sulfolane enables higher absorption and
desorption rates and higher cyclic capacity in CO2 capture in
comparison to the aqueous MEA. A study on the sulfolane-
based semiaqueous piperazine (PZ) system concluded that
addition of sulfolane increased the equilibrium constant at
medium CO2 loadings and slightly increased the CO2 cyclic
capacity.20 Lidong and co-workers suggested that addition of
sulfolane to make a semiaqueous system of diethylenetriamine
(DETA) resulted in a higher CO2 removal rate and energy-
saving than the respective aqueous solvent.21,22 However, there

is also a claim that sulfolane affects corrosion in the presence of
water, oxygen, or oxidizing agents.23

The second component in our reported solvents is
methanol. It has the ability to reduce the heat capacity of
solvent blends.24 In addition, it was investigated as a
component for hybrid solvents to reduce regeneration cost
due to its low boiling point, low viscosity, and lower corrosivity
than water.25,26 Sulfolane and methanol are commercially
available organic chemicals that are used in Sulfinol16,27 and
Aminol28 processes, respectively. The third solvent component
is commercially available amines MEA, 2-amino-2-methyl-1-
propanol (AMP), diisopropylamine (DPA), methyldiethanol-

Table 1. Information of Chemicals Used in This Worka,b,c,d,e

aAs given by the supplier. bKim et al.30 cZeng et al.31 dKim et al.32 en.a.: not applicable.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram for ATR-FTIR in situ monitoring.
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amine (MDEA), diethanolamine (DEA), and diisopropanol-
amine (DIPA).
The most promising solvent blend was characterized using

nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy to confirm
monomethyl carbonate (MMC) formation. MMC is the
simplest species of monoalkyl carbonic acid ester compounds
that can easily be decomposed at a mild temperature.29 In
addition, viscosity measurements were also performed on the
most promising solvent type.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Solvent/Sample Preparation. Details of chemicals

used in this study are listed in Table 1. These chemicals were
used as received without further purification.
As part of our interest in sulfolane-based nonaqueous CO2

capture solvents, the reported solvent composition was found
by serendipity. The DPA solvent was prepared by mixing 30%
DPA, 35% methanol, and 35% sulfolane, resulting in a molar
ratio of 1.000, 3.6846, and 0.9824 for DPA, methanol, and
sulfolane, respectively. All other solvent amine (AMP, MDEA,
DIPA, MEA, and DEA) mixtures are prepared in a manner that
achieves the same molar ratios. All of the samples contain 14.8
mmol of amine, 54.6 mmol of methanol, and 14.5 mmol of
sulfolane. A PB-303S analytical weighing balance from Mettler
Toledo with an accuracy of ±0.01 g was used to weigh the
required amount of chemicals.
2.2. Solvent Screening with In Situ ATR-FTIR Analysis.

The schematic diagram of the ATR-FTIR spectroscopy setup
is shown in Figure 1.
To evaluate the effectiveness of the solvents, CO2 absorption

and desorption tests were performed in a reaction cell top plate
(P/N GS10507) connected to a Golden Gate single reflection
diamond ATR system (GS10500 Series). The reaction cell is a
stainless steel double-jacketed conical-cylindrical chamber with
a stainless steel top plate, a type-K thermocouple, and stainless
steel tubing for the gas inlet and outlet. The empty cell was
first flushed with high-purity nitrogen gas (N2) for several
minutes, and then an ATR-FTIR background scan was
collected. Prior to the absorption experiment, a known amount
of solvent was placed inside the reaction cell according to
Table 2, and the top plate was tightened properly. Absorption

and desorption experiments were conducted at two different
temperatures of 20 and 58 °C continuously for around 2 h. In
situ reaction monitoring was performed using a PerkinElmer
Spectrum One FTIR spectrometer. IR spectra were recorded
every minute using PerkinElmer’s TimeBase software. Each IR
spectrum was an average of 16 scans in the wavenumber range
of 400−4000 cm−1 at a resolution of 4.0 cm−1. Before CO2 was
introduced into the reaction cell, several ATR-FTIR scans of
the fresh solvent were taken. During these scans, only peaks
corresponding to the amine, MeOH, and SULF blend were

observed. CO2 gas was introduced into the reaction cell at a
flow rate of 0.02 L/min using a mass flow controller (MFC)
from Sierra Instruments. After reaching the maximum height of
increasing CO2-related peaks, the CO2 flow was set to zero
and the temperature of the ATR-FTIR reaction cell was
increased to 58 °C. A typical desorption experiment lasted
around 40 min until the minimum decreasing peak intensity
was reached. For quantification of the liquid sample CO2-
loading at the end of the experiments, the BaCl2 titration
method was used.33

2.3. 13C and 1H NMR Spectroscopy Analysis. 13C and
1H NMR experiments were performed for the unloaded and
CO2-loaded DPA solvent samples. The NMR measurements
were performed for qualitative molecular structure identifica-
tion and confirmation of FTIR band assignment. Analysis was
conducted using a Bruker Avance III 400 MHz spectrometer
with a BBFO Plus double-resonance probe head at 298 K.
After acquisition, the spectra were processed using MestreNo-
va software v 10.0.2. The 13C NMR spectra were processed by
proper signal phasing and baseline correction. A line
broadening factor of 1.5 Hz was applied to enhance the
signal-to-noise ratio.

2.4. Viscosity Determination. For viscosity analysis of the
DPA solvent, predetermined CO2-loaded samples were
prepared by bubbling pure CO2 gas into an unloaded solvent.
The actual CO2 content was confirmed by the BaCl2 titration
method.33 Regeneration of the CO2-loaded solvents was
performed at 60 °C in a laboratory-scale CO2 desorption
apparatus as shown in Figure 2. The solvent was heated at 60
°C with stirring for 2 h to ensure complete regeneration.

An Anton Paar Physica MCR 101 rheometer with a
doubled-gap pressure cell XL was used to measure the
dynamic viscosity of the unloaded, CO2-loaded, and
regenerated DPA solvent. The measurements in this work
were taken at 40 °C using the procedure described in our
previous publication.34 The rheometer used for the viscosity

Table 2. Solvent Sample Weights Used in ATR-FTIR In Situ
Monitoring

solvent amine type mass of sample (g)

DPA 5.00
AMP 4.82
MDEA 5.27
DIPA 5.47
MEA 4.40
DEA 5.05

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the laboratory-scale CO2 desorption
apparatus.
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measurements has a standard uncertainty for temperature and
torque of 0.03 K and 0.0002 Nm, respectively.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of the solvent screening experiments are discussed
in this section. MMC and carbamate formation during CO2
absorption are discussed based on FTIR vibrational band
assignments. Confirmation of MMC formation for the best-
performing solvent (DPA) is discussed using 13C and 1H NMR
spectroscopy results. This is then followed by a discussion of
solvent viscosity.
3.1. ATR-FTIR In Situ Monitoring: CO2 Absorption and

Desorption. As explained in Section 2.2, CO2 absorption and
desorption experiments of six sulfolane-based solvents were
monitored using ATR-FTIR.
To identify the reaction products, the IR spectra were

baseline-corrected and the vibrational modes of possible CO2

capture products were assigned according to the corresponding
wavenumbers. The baseline-corrected spectra of unloaded,
CO2-loaded, and regenerated DPA-, AMP-, and MDEA-based
solvents are shown in Figure 3a−c, respectively.
New species are formed when CO2 reacts with the solvent,

and these are indicated by formation of new FTIR peaks. In
Figure 3a, new peaks at 1640, 1443, 1396, 1298, 1080, 906,
and 824 cm−1 were observed for the DPA-based solvent. These
peaks decreased during desorption, suggesting a mild temper-
ature regeneration ability of the DPA-based solvent. Table 3
summarizes these peaks and their respective IR vibrational
modes. Earlier work by Behrendt and co-workers show these
new peaks observed in the DPA solvent to be indicative of
MMC formation.35 Furthermore, IR peaks at 1636 and 1290
cm−1 assigned to an alkylcarbonate species were also observed
by Yang et al.8 in the CO2-loaded nonaqueous solvent of 2-
piperidineethanol (2-PE) and ethylene glycol (EG). IR

Figure 3. Baseline-corrected ATR-FTIR spectra of unloaded (blue line), CO2-loaded (red line), and desorbed (green line) DPA (a)-, AMP (b)-,
and MDEA (c)-based solvents.
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carbamate peaks are normally observed8,36,37 in the wave-
number range of 1550−1450 cm−1. Interestingly, no carbamate
peaks were visible, indicating no carbamate end-product
formation for the CO2-loaded solvent. IR peaks of the DPA-,
AMP-, and MDEA-based solvents are assigned to the
respective IR vibrational modes in Table 3. Interestingly,
MDEA exhibits only a negligible amount of MMC.
Figure 4 shows the baseline-corrected unloaded, CO2-

loaded, and regenerated spectra of the MEA sulfolane solvent.
The peak development pattern during CO2 absorption was
slightly different from those of the aforementioned DPA and
AMP-based solvents. The newly increased peaks included
MMC vibrational wavenumbers, but the maximum peak height
was considerably lower than those of DPA- and AMP-based
solvents. During mild temperature desorption, these peaks
were reduced. Three additional peaks at 1574, 1486, and 1382
cm−1 were also observed during CO2 absorption. These peaks
represent the asymmetric and symmetric stretching bands of
MEA-carbamate8,36,37,39 and C−O stretching bands of the
carbonate37,39 (CO3

2−) anion. Similar behavior with strong
carbamate formation with few alkylcarbonate species was
observed by Chen and co-workers for the MEA/EG non-
aqueous solvent.8 The former peaks did not change during
desorption, suggesting that a higher temperature was required
for a complete regeneration for the MEA-based solvent. It is
well known that carbamate requires a high temperature for
regeneration. Similar behavior as that of the MEA-based
solvent was seen for the DEA- and DIPA-based solvents;

reaction with CO2 for these solvents produced a mixture of
carbamate and MMC species, and the carbamate needed a
higher temperature for complete regeneration. FTIR spectra
for DEA- and DIPA-based solvents are provided in Figure S1.
In FTIR spectroscopy, the chemical species concentration is

directly proportional to the corresponding peak area or, as an
approximation, the peak height. The distinctive MMC peak at
1080 cm−1 is used for qualitative comparison of MMC
formation between these solvents. Based on Figure 5, it can be
seen that DPA produces most MMC, followed by AMP, MEA,
DEA, and DIPA. MDEA is not included in this and other
comparisons below due to its negligible formation of MMC.

CO2 cyclic capacity, the difference between rich loading and
lean loading, is an important solvent feature.40 This property is
of special interest for process design in terms of solvent flow
rates, size of the absorber and stripper, etc. In this work, results
from continuous CO2 absorption and desorption experiments
on five solvents were used to evaluate their CO2 capture and
cyclic capacities. A typical example of time-based ATR-FTIR
spectra obtained for the DPA solvent is shown in Figure 6.
Formation of peaks corresponding to MMC can be seen

Table 3. FTIR Peak Identification of DPA-, AMP-, and
MDEA-Based Solventsa

characteristic IR
vibrational bands, νmax

(cm−1)

IR peak assignmentDPA AMP MDEA

1640 1640 1640 CO stretching vibration8,35,38

1445 1445 1449 CH3 asymmetric deformation35,38

1396 1396 1398 CH3 symmetric deformation35,38

1296 1298 1298 O−C−O asymmetric stretching vibration8,35,38

1080 1082 1080 O−C−O symmetric stretching vibration35,38

906 907 n.o. CH3−O stretching35,38

824 824 824 CO3 deformation35,38

an. o.: not observed.

Figure 4. Baseline-corrected ATR-FTIR spectra of unloaded (blue line), CO2-loaded (red line), and desorbed (green line) MEA solvent.

Figure 5. FTIR-based comparison of MMC formation of five solvents
tested in this work.
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clearly; these peaks decreased during the desorption step. At
the end of absorption and desorption experiments, liquid
samples were collected and titrated using the BaCl2 method to
determine the CO2 loadings (α). The results obtained are
depicted in the bar chart as shown in Figure 7. At an
absorption temperature of 20 °C, the DPA solvent has the
highest CO2 capture capacity with α of 0.88 molCO2/molamine,
followed by the AMP solvent with an α of 0.695 molCO2/
molamine. On the other hand, MEA, DEA, and DIPA solvents
showed lower α of 0.467, 0.426, and 0.358 molCO2/molamine,

respectively. Overall, the maximum α of the DPA solvent is
close to 1, which corresponds to the stoichiometry of MMC
formation in the nonaqueous solvent. The low CO2 capture
capacity seen in the case of MEA, DEA, and DIPA solvents
may be attributed to the reaction stoichiometry based on the
carbamate formation. During desorption experiments at a
temperature of 58 °C, α of the regenerated samples of DPA
and AMP solvents was reduced by around 70% suggesting that
the capture products are reversible at a low temperature. No
noticeable change in α was observed during desorption for

Figure 6. CO2 absorption−desorption cycle of the DPA solvent over time. ATR-FTIR scans (a) and MMC IR vibrational band variation (b).

Figure 7. CO2-rich and -lean loading of five investigated solvents.
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MEA, DEA, and DIPA solvents, which can be attributed to the
stable carbamate formation in these solvents.
Based on Figure 7, the cyclic capacity for CO2 absorption for

each of the solvents tested in this work can be calculated by
subtracting the lean loading at 58 °C from the rich loading at
20 °C. The DPA solvent has the highest cyclic capacity of
0.629 molCO2/molamine. This is followed by AMP, DEA, MEA,
and DIPA with cyclic capacities of 0.484, 0.096, 0.015, and
0.002 molCO2/molamine, respectively. As a comparison, aqueous
30 wt % MEA cyclic capacity is reported to reach between 0.34
and 0.1 molCO2/molamine.

14,41 Cyclic capacities of RTI’s NAS
solvents have been reported to be between 0.2 and 0.4
molCO2/molamine.

14 The cyclic capacity of the proposed
nonaqueous solvent by Chen and co-workers was around 1
molCO2/molamine.

8 The relatively high cyclic capacity of our
DPA solvent is beneficial for the design of absorption and
desorption columns. Since it is superior in terms of cyclic
capacity to the other tested solvent examples, it was selected
for further characterization as discussed below.
3.2. NMR Results of DPA Solvent and the Mechanism

of Reaction. Typical 13C and 1H NMR spectra of unloaded
and CO2-loaded DPA solvent are shown in Figure 8, whereas
the 13C and 1H chemical shift values of the species are
tabulated in Table 4.
Two new peaks at 53.1 and 160.1 ppm can be observed in

the 13C NMR spectrum of the CO2-loaded DPA solvent, and

two new peaks appeared at 6.3 and 3.4 ppm in the 1H NMR
spectrum. The peak at 160.1 ppm has been identified earlier as
the 13C NMR signal of the carbon atom of the −OCO2−
moiety in the MMC group.8,42 The resonance at 53.1 ppm
corresponds to the methyl carbon of MMC derived from
MeOH.8 In the 1H NMR spectrum of the CO2-loaded solvent,
the peak at 6.3 ppm is attributed to the methylcarbonate group
and the peak at 3.4 ppm represents the signal of the methyl
group of MMC and DPA. There was no sign of carbamate
formation in the 1H NMR spectra: however, carbamate has a
distinctive 13C NMR signal at 164 ppm8,42−44 which was not
observed either. Hence, the sample does not contain carbamate
anions. Overall, the NMR results confirm that both DPA and
MeOH take part in the CO2 absorption reaction by forming
MMC as the sole CO2-containing product.
For alcohol-containing nonaqueous AMP solution, alkylcar-

bonate formation is suggested to occur by nucleophilic
alcoholysis of the unstable AMP carbamate intermediate.45,46

In analogy to this proposed mechanism, Figure 9 shows the
proposal for the DPA solvent. Alkylcarbonate formation in the
anhydrous alcoholic condition is thought not to occur through
the reaction of tertiary amine and CO2 since tertiary amines do
not form carbamate species.45

In contrast, the reaction of CO2 with alcohol or alcohol
derivatives and tertiary amines in the neat state47,48 or in a
nonaqueous solution of primary or secondary amine49 leads to
alkylcarbonate formation. It is proposed that in the latter case,
the hydroxyl group functions as a nucleophile toward CO2; the
amine stabilizes both the nucleophilic hydroxyl group and the
alkylcarbonic acid ester product as shown in Figure 10.49

Both DPA and AMP are steric-hindered amines,50 which
should form intermediate carbamate species. Our data does
not provide indications to which and what extent the two
above-proposed alkylcarbonate mechanisms would apply for
the amines of this work; however, concurrent operation of
both mechanisms in analogy49,53 to CO2 absorption into
aqueous alkanolamine solution seems possible for all alkanol-
amine solvents of this work. Elucidation of what governs the
amount of formed MMC including the high reactivity of the
DPA solvent requires further work.

3.3. DPA Solvent Viscosity. Solvent viscosity is a critical
parameter of the CO2 capture solvent since it affects column
design. Viscous solvents cause lower CO2 capture efficiency
due to reduced mass transfer. Additionally, larger heat
exchangers are needed for highly viscous solvents due to

Figure 8. 1H (left) and 13 C (right) NMR spectra of CO2-loaded (top) and unloaded (bottom) DPA nonaqueous solvent.

Table 4. 1H and 13C Chemical Shift Values of Unloaded and
Loaded Samples of DPA Solvent

chemical shift values [ppm]

sample species 1H 13C

unloaded DPA 1.3 and 3.2 20.3 and 47.3
methanol 3.6 49.9
sulfolane 2.5 and 3.3 23.6 and 52.1
exchange
peaka

4.5

CO2-
loaded

DPA 1.4 and 3.4 23.2 and 46.1

methanol 3.6 (unreacted) 49.9
sulfolane 2.3 and 3.1 23.7 and 52.0
MMC 3.4 (methyl) and 6.3

(carbonate)
53.1 and
160.1

aExchange peak denotes fast exchanging amine/protonated amine
protons.
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their lower heat transfer, which leads to extra capital costs. One
of the main concerns with nonaqueous solvent is the high
viscosity of the solution upon exposure to CO2.

11

Viscosity results for the DPA solvent are compared to the
reported viscosity of 30 wt % MEA12 and are shown in Figure
11. At 40 °C, the viscosity of the DPA solvent only minimally
increased from 1.02 mPa·s for unloaded to 3.28 mPa·s at a
loading of 0.88 molCO2/molamine. This is comparable to the

benchmark 30 wt % MEA solvent in which the viscosity
changes from 1.7 to 2.7 mPa·s at 40 °C from lean to rich
streams.14,51 Other nonaqueous solvents tend to have high
viscosity. For example, the RTI’s NAS2 and Gen2 NAS both
have a viscosity of 27.1 and 9.34 mPa·s upon CO2 uptake.

14

The CO2-binding organic solvents CO2BOLs on the other
hand show viscosities in the range of 200 mPa·s upon CO2
absorption.14,52 The comparable viscosity of the DPA solvent
studied in this work with that of MEA is beneficial.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Six new CO2 capture solvent blends, each composed of amine
(DPA, AMP, MDEA, DEA, DIPA, MEA), sulfolane, and
methanol, were prepared and screened for CO2 absorption and
desorption capability, which was monitored by ATR-FTIR
spectroscopy. CO2 was captured through formation of
monomethyl carbonate (MMC) and carbamate anion. The
ratio of these species toward each other was different for the
various amines; DPA formed exclusively MMC, while MDEA,
MEA, DEA, and DIPA did not or rarely formed it. AMP
occupies an intermediate position in this group of amines. The
solvent speciation is confirmed by IR literature reference and
NMR analysis of the DPA solvent. MMC can be readily
decomposed to amine and CO2 at a temperature of around 60
°C. The solvent viscosity (T = 40 °C) changes from 1.02 to
3.28 mPa·s for unloaded to fully CO2-loaded (α = 0.88)
solvents. This viscosity data is comparable to that of aq. 30 wt

Figure 9. Possible reaction mechanism for monomethyl carbonate formation by the nucleophilic attack of methanol on intermediate DPA
carbamate proposed in analogy to the literature.45,46

Figure 10. Possible alkylcarbonate formation through deprotonation of methylcarbonic acid proposed in analogy to the literature.49

Figure 11. Viscosity comparison: DPA (green columns) solvent with
30% aqueous MEA (red columns) at 40 °C.
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% MEA solvent. Further work must consider an optimal
solvent blend composition and the effect of water on solvent
CO2 capture performance.
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ABSTRACT  

This work is Part II of the investigation of a low viscosity, low regeneration energy non-aqueous 

CO2 capture solvent blend consisting of readily available chemicals: diisopropylamine (DPA) – 

methanol – sulfolane. We show that CO2 absorption species are monomethyl carbonate anion 
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(MMC), carbamic acid and carbamate anion. The MMC specie is responsible for low temperature 

solvent regeneration and high CO2 capacity due to a 1:1 mol CO2/mol amine molecular structure. 

The region of practical solvent composition, high CO2 capacity, low regeneration energy and 

avoidance of solvent solidification at CO2 capture condition, is identified by design of experiment 

methodology combined with solvent ATR-FTIR and NMR monitoring and speciation analysis. 

Flue gas contains water vapor, hence solvent water stability is important. The limit of solvent blend 

water content to 15 wt% because of MMC decomposition to DPA-bicarbonate and -carbamate. 

1 Introduction 

The current state of climate gas emissions from fossil fuel combustion and industrial point sources 

makes CO2 capture imperative with the Gas-Liquid absorption process being one of the immediate 

options for post-combustion carbon capture (PCC). However, important PCC technology 

challenges remain to be solved such as high energy penalty of the process. Targeted solutions 

include the development of non-aqueous/water-lean solvents that reduce CO2 stripping energy 

consumption by replacing water with organic diluents.1 Since flue gas carries some percentage 

(approximately 10%) of water vapor, water tolerance is needed for these non-aqueous PCC 

systems; control of water content is also important to keep the stripper reboiler duty even.2, 3A 

recent review by Heldebrant et al.3 summarizes opportunities and uncertainties of these water-lean 

solvents. 

The reaction pathways of non-aqueous amine solvents are different, complex, and still in the 

emerging stage as compared to the typical benchmark solvent—30 wt% aqueous 

monoethanolamine (MEA).4-8 Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) studies demonstrate that for 

non-aqueous CO2 absorption systems different reaction pathways are available as compared to 

aqueous solutions.4, 5 Non-aqueous CO2 solvents may form alkyl carbonates as CO2 capturing 
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species, which enable energy ‘lean’ solvent regeneration at low stripping temperatures.9, 10 Eimer 

postulated in 1994 formation of alkyl carbonates for the reactive absorption of CO2 into non-

aqueous tertiary amines; 11 which was later verified by several NMR- and experimental studies.12-

14 In general, alkyl carbonates may be formed from solvent components8, 12, 14 or from 

alkanolamine itself such as methyl diethanolamine (MDEA)15 and triethanolamine (TEA).16 

In 2022 (Part I of this study), we reported a low-viscosity solvent blend consisting of industrial 

readily available chemicals i.e., 35 wt% sulfolane, 30 wt% diisopropylamine (DPA), and 35 wt% 

methanol, for reversible CO2 capture, as studied by ATR-FTIR spectroscopic analysis.8 This blend 

yields a single CO2 capture product—monomethyl carbonate (MMC)—with the ability to desorb 

CO2 at a mild temperature of 58°C.8 This study was an early stage of solvent investigation, hence, 

the effect of solvent composition, the interplay of reaction species on a broader scope and the 

impact of water was not in focus.  

Therefore, in this Part II of the solvent exploration, we put focus on solvent blend composition 

optimization, the effect of water-lean conditions on the CO2 capture reaction and reaction 

speciation. The objectives of this contribution are hence: (i) to find the optimum non-aqueous 

solvent blend composition; (ii) to test the effect of water on the solvent’s CO2 capture performance; 

and (iii) to propose reaction schemes corresponding to the different investigated conditions. 

2 Materials and Methods 

2.1 Materials 

All chemicals (Table 1) were used as received without further purification. 

Table 1.  Chemicals used for solvent preparation in this work. 
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Chemical name CAS number Chemical structure Supplier Description 

Diisopropylamine (DPA) 108-18-9  Sigma-Aldrich pKb = 3.43 (in water)  

Brønsted/weak Lewis base 

Sulfolane (SULF) 126-33-0  Sigma-Aldrich Non-protic 

Polar = 4.35D 

Methanol (MeOH) 67-56-1  VWR pKa- = 15.5 (in water) 

Weak Brønsted acid and base  

Weak Lewis base 

 

Carbon dioxide (CO2) 124-38-9 O=C=O AGA Norge AS Lewis acid  

Not Brønsted acid/base 

Non-polar 

 

Water (H2O)  
 

Double distilled water                                                                                  pKa- = 15.7 

Weak Brønsted acid and base 

Weak Lewis base 

 

2.2 Experimental strategy and study execution 

Figure 1 gives an overview of the employed two stage experimental strategy.  

Stage 1- Solvent blend composition optimization: CO2 absorption of the solvent8 was 

investigated at four solvent parameters (i.e., DPA wt%, methanol wt%, sulfolane wt% and 

absorption temperature (Tab) (Table 2). As explained in Figure 1, Stage 1, a suitable CO2 

absorption temperature and the optimum solvent blend region for CO2 capture was determined 

through experimental design methodology. 

 All solvent mixtures (Tables S1, S2, 3) were prepared gravimetrically. A Mettler Toledo analytical 

balance type NewClassic MF (MS105DU) (±0.01 mg) was used for weighing of chemicals. 

CO2 absorption of samples was analyzed by in-situ ATR-FTIR monitoring using a Perkin-Elmer 

Spectrum 1 spectrometer.8 The preprocessed FTIR spectra were used for both quantitative CO2 

absorption comparison and qualitative molecular specie identification.  
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Figure 1: Overview of the experimental strategy  

Stage 2 - Solvent performance at water lean conditions: Five non-aqueous solvent blends were 

selected from the optimized solvent blend region, and CO2 absorption was tested in the presence 

of three water weight percentages: 5%, 10%, and 15%. One composition of the optimized blend 

region (composition F, Table 3), 35 wt% DPA, 50 wt% methanol and 15 wt% sulfolane, was 

subjected to in-situ ATR-FTIR monitoring at 1, 2, and 15 wt% water content. All infrared (IR) 

spectra were analyzed for identification of reaction/specie changes during CO2 loading. 

2.3 Methods 

Design of Experiments (DoE): 17 Four parameters (factors) were selected for the design; Tab and 

three weight percentages of the mixture components. A D-optimal factorial design was chosen as 
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the first design method since the parameters consist of weight percentages of mixture components 

as well as physical parameters.17 The geometrical representation (Figure 2 (a)) and Table 2 present 

the levels of each parameter of the D-optimal experimental design. In Figure 2 (a), four trapezoids 

are shaded in red, yellow, green, and blue, representing the temperature levels of 25°C, 30°C, 

35°C, and 45°C, respectively. Colored circles located on the same-colored trapezoids represent the 

sample compositions analyzed at each corresponding temperature. The black circle on the green 

layer represents the center-point (CP)—30 wt% sulfolane, 35 wt% DPA, 35 wt% methanol, 

35°C—of the D-optimal design. The center-point experiment was conducted three times, and all 

other experiments were replicated twice. Altogether, the D-optimal design comprises forty-five 

(45) in-situ ATR-FTIR monitoring experiments. The details are tabulated in Table S1. 

 

Figure 2: (a) Geometrical representation of the D-optimal design (b) a simplex-shaped mixture 

design  

Table 2. D-optimization design parameters (factors), values (levels), and variable ranges 

(a) (b) 
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Parameters /Factors (unit) Values (level) No of levels Range 

DPA (wt%) 10, 22.5, 35, 40, 45, 60, 80 7 10-80 

Methanol (wt%) 10, 35, 40, 45, 57.5, 60, 80 7 10-80 

Sulfolane (wt%) 10, 20, 30, 50 4 10-50 

Tab (°C) 25, 30, 35, 45 4 25-45 

 

After completion of the D-optimal experimental protocol, twenty (20) supplementary experiments 

were conducted to find the optimum blend region for the non-aqueous blend for CO2 absorption 

at 25°C. For these experiments, solvent blend compositions were obtained using a simplex-shaped 

mixture design 17, while the other three mixtures points were selected arbitrarily. Figure 2 (b) 

illustrates a simplex-shaped blend design; the red circle represents the design CP: 45 wt% DPA: 

45 wt% methanol: 10 wt% sulfolane. All solvent blend design details are tabulated in Table S2. 

Lean-water solvent investigation: 5, 10 and 15 wt% water amounts were added to a solvent blend 

sample (Table 3). 5g of each sample was loaded with CO2 at a flow rate of 0.04 L/min using the 

apparatus shown in Figure 3. 

Table 3: Solvent blends employed for the lean water content investigation. 

Sample name 

Non-aqueous solvent blend information (wt%) 

DPA methanol sulfolane 

A 30 50 20 

B 35 45 20 

C 30 40 30 

D 30 60 10 

E  40 50 10 

F 35 50 15 

 

The time until solidification was recorded using a stopwatch.  
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Figure 3: Experimental setup for CO2 loading and determination of onset of solid formation. (a) 

Schematic Diagram, (b) Laboratory setup at the onset of solidification. 

 

Figure 4 shows the apparatus for determination of CO2 loading including a gas wash bottle for 

methanol saturation of the CO2 gas. Two solvent blends (Table 3, D and E which containing 15 

wt% water) were tested for determination of CO2 capacity before onset of solidification. 

 

                       

 

CO2 gas 

magnetic 

stirrer 

solvent 

sample 

(5g) 

MFC 

(a) (b) 
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Figure 4: (a) Schematic diagram of the Weight-based CO2 Loading Apparatus, (b) CO2-loaded 

sample of solvent blend E 

ATR-FTIR Spectroscopy: A schematic diagram of the experimental set-up is reported in Part I 

of  this work.8 In short, 5g solutions were prepared and monitored during CO2 absorption at a flow 

rate of 0.04 L/min of pure CO2. 

13C and 1H NMR Spectroscopy: Selected samples of this study were qualitatively analyzed using 

NMR spectroscopy. Liquid sample measurements were carried out using a Bruker AVANCE III 

spectrometer operating at a magnetic field of 9.4T. 1H and 13C spectra were acquired using a 

standard single pulse sequence and a power gated decoupling sequence, respectively. For the 1H 

spectra 16 transients/ free induction decays (FIDs) were accumulated with a recycle delay of 5 s. 

For the 13C spectra the corresponding numbers were 512 and 10s. For solid samples 13C (1H) MAS 

cross polarization experiments were carried out using a Bruker AVANCE III spectrometer 

operating at a magnetic field of 11.7 T. The MAS rate was 10 kHz for all experiments except one 

(sample A). For each spectrum, 200 transients were accumulated with a recycle delay of 5s. The 

 

CO2 gas 

solvent 

sample 

(100g) 

-----g 

Methanol 

MFC 

Gas out 

(a) (b) 
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contact time for all experiments was 2 milliseconds. Before Fourier transformation of the 

accumulated free induction decays, the spectra were zero filled. Apodization and baseline 

corrections were applied for improved spectrum quality. 

3. Results and Discussion 

In part I of this work we reported a non-aqueous solvent blend composed of i) an amine to extract 

CO2 from flue gas, ii) methanol for conversion of CO2 loaded amine into MMC for low 

temperature CO2 regeneration, and iii) sulfolane as the blend base component.8 In this part II, we 

present solvent blend composition optimization and the effect of water on CO2 absorption. An 

overall reaction scheme reflecting this optimization work is proposed at the end of this section. 

3.1 Solvent Blend Composition Optimization 

The target of this section is to identify the optimal solvent blend composition region for CO2 

absorption. 

Initially, a sequence of in-situ ATR-FTIR monitoring experiments was undertaken to assess 

solvent performance in terms of CO2 absorption temperatures (Tab) and different DPA-methanol-

sulfolane blend ratios (Table S1 and Table S2). Figure 5 shows a typical example of ATR-FTIR 

time-based, in-situ monitoring. The intensity of the MMC vibrational band at 1640 cm-1 8, 18 (H) 

was used to estimate the amount of CO2 absorbed (MMC formation) for each experimental run. 

Hence, H was taken as the response variable (Y) in the optimization study. Before determining the 

H value, all the spectra were baseline-corrected using the Whittaker filter.19 
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Figure 5: A typical diagram of ATR-FTIR time-based, in-situ monitoring. 

The D-optimal design matrix (X), as provided in Table S1, was initially analyzed with H values 

as the response variable (Y) to find the relation between solvent compositions versus CO2 

absorption temperature (Tab). Figure 6 shows the reduction in H with increase of Tab for six non-

aqueous mixtures (Table 4). The blend K and M both containing equal amounts of DPA and 

methanol distinctly indicate a clear positive interaction effect on CO2 absorption. Obviously, this 

interaction effect is determining CO2 absorption. Furthermore, all blends show an expected 

negative correlation of H with Tab. 

Table 4: Solvent compositions used in Figure 6. 

 

 
Name 

solvent composition (wt%) 

DPA methanol sulfolane 

I 10 80 10 

J 10 60 30 

K 45 45 10 

L 10 40 30 

M 35 35 30 

N 60 10 30 
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Figure 6: CO2 absorption temperature (Tab) vs. H (maximum 1640 cm-1 band intensity) 

Composition optimization for CO2 loading and maximum MMC formation (H) were performed at 

25°C. Figure 7 summarizes the results of the composition optimization of the non-aqueous solvent. 

In this diagram, the white area represents the investigated blend region, while the green shaded 

area represents the omitted blend region. The diagram provides two main indications: (i) the state 

of the sample at the end of the experiment; blue, yellow and red dots indicate a liquid, slurry or 

solid, respectively, and (ii) the H value (the number indicating the maximum relative amount of 

MMC formed) of the respective solvent blends. The blue line in Figure 7 indicates the 1:1 line of 

DPA to methanol weight ratio which corresponds to maximum CO2 capture (see discussion on 

Figure 6); all the samples lying on it, result in slurries or solids after full CO2 loading. Furthermore, 

all samples positioned in the region above the line formed solids at the end of the experiment, 

while all samples below the line did remain in the liquid state at their respective maximum CO2 

loading. Blend solidification is mainly determined by the DPA to methanol ratio; however, it is 

also influenced to a minor degree by sulfolane as shown by the colored dots on the blue line. 
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Figure 7: Solvent composition optimization results at 25°C; Dots: Red-solid, Yellow-slurry, 

Blue-liquid; the numbers indicate relative H values for each experiment. 

In conclusion, the solvent blends tend to form a solid/slurry during CO2 absorption when the DPA 

wt% is larger or equal to methanol wt%. In contrast, the region below the blue line in Figure 7 

shows no solid/slurry formation during CO2 absorption. Hence, controlling the DPA to methanol 

wt ratio is a critical factor avoiding solvent solidification at non-aqueous solvent conditions. 

Furthermore, the region for practical solvent blend operation is indicated by the dashed oval in 

Figure 7. 
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3.1.1. CO2 speciation of loaded solvent blends at high and low DPA to methanol weight ratio 

Since in-situ ATR-FTIR monitoring of the CO2 absorption process also provides information on 

molecular change, spectra of three solvent samples (three points of Figure 7) involving 

solidification were analyzed for speciation. Table 5 summarizes solvent compositions details.  

Table 5: Solvent compositions of the chosen blends for ATR-FTIR analysis. 

Name 
solvent composition (wt%) 

Comment 
DPA methanol sulfolane 

Case (i) 80 10 10 
Solidified at the end of experiment 

Case (ii) 55 40 5 

Base case 40 47.5 12.5 Fully loaded without solidification 

 

 

Figure 8: Baseline corrected ATR-FTIR spectra (a) case (i) (b) case (ii) and (c) base-case  

Two cases were analyzed: (i) a solvent composition with significantly higher DPA than methanol 

wt% and (ii) a solvent composition with a moderately higher percentage of DPA than methanol 

wt%. Figure 8 (a) and (b) show the baseline corrected FTIR spectra of case (i) and (ii), respectively. 
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For comparison, the baseline corrected spectrum of a non-solidifying solvent blend (Figure 7, 

optimized region) is included in Figure 8 (c) as the base-case.  

In the base case IR spectrum (Fig 8 (c), bands at 1641, 1442, 1392, 1296 and 1081 cm-1 can be 

attributed to MMC formation upon CO2 loading.8 In the two solidification cases (Figure 8 (a) and 

(b)), the appearing vibrational bands differ from those of the base case and indicate CO2 absorption 

to pass through two phases. The green spectra of Figure 8(a) and (b) correspond to the first CO2 

absorption step while the blue and red spectra of Figure 8 (a)-(c) correspond to unloaded and fully 

loaded solvent, respectively. The IR band assignments for case (i) and (ii) are listed in Table 6. 

Table 6: IR band assignments for CO2 loaded samples for case (i) and case (ii); see also Table 5. 

Species IR peak vibrational assignment 

Characteristic IR vibrational bands (ν max) 

(cm-1) 

case (i)  case (ii) 

1st 

Phase  

2nd 

Phase 

1st 

Phase 

2nd 

Phase 

MMC C=O stretching8, 18 n.o. n.o. 1641 O. 

CH3 asymmetric deformation8, 18 n.o. n.o. 1442 1442 

CH3 symmetric deformation8, 18 n.o. n.o. 1392 O. 

O-C-O asymmetric stretching8, 18 n.o. n.o. 1296 1296 

O-C-O symmetric stretching8, 18 n.o. n.o. 1081 1081 

DPA-COO-/ 

Zwitterion 

COO- asymmetric stretching20-23 n.o. 1590 n.o. 1590 

COO- symmetric stretching20, 21, 

23 

n.o. 1402 n.o. 1400 

N-COO- Skeletal vibration21, 23 n.o. 1319 n.o. 1319 

N+-H asymmetric stretching 20 n.o. n.o. n.o. 1495 

C-O stretching23, 24 n.o. n.o n.o. 1386 

DPACOOH COOH stretching23, 25, 26 1222 n.o. n.o. n.o. 

n.o.: not observed, O.: overlapping with other- IR band(s) 
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Case (i): Figure 8 (a) show several slightly increased IR bands at 1662, 1437, 1318, 1308, 1277, 

and 1222 cm-1 (green spectrum), which develop during the first phase of CO2 absorption (0-13 

min). The characteristic peak at 1222 cm-1 can be assigned to the CO–OH stretch band of carbamic 

acid.25, 26 The red spectrum of Figure 8 (a) shows several other new IR bands with the 

disappearance of the 1222 cm-1 carbamic acid band. The new IR bands at 1590 and 1402 cm-1 can 

be assigned to the asymmetric and symmetric stretching vibrations of the carbonyl (COO-) group, 

respectivly.20, 21, 23 Furthermore, the band at 1319 cm-1 can be attributed to the N-COO- skeletal 

vibration of the carbamate specie.21, 23 Absence of an IR band at about 1360 cm-1 implies that the 

solvent does not produce any bicarbonate at non-aqueous condition. Moreover, there is no clear 

indication of MMC formation during the complete CO2 absorption period in this borderline case 

in Figure 7. 

Case (ii): Figure 8 (b) shows the spectra of unloaded, intermediate and fully CO2 loaded solvent 

samples composed of 55 wt% DPA and 40 wt% methanol. As observed for case (i), CO2 absorption 

proceeds in two phases. The green spectrum of Figure 8 (b) represents the end of phase 1 after 23 

mins of CO2 absorption. Increasing IR bands of the 1st phase at1641, 1442, 1392 and 1296 cm-1 

document formation of MMC.8 There is no indication of any other CO2 related specie formation 

during this 1st phase. However, after 23 minutes of CO2 absorption, new IR bands appeared while 

the MMC bands remained almost stable as shown in the red spectrum of Figure 8 (b). These three 

IR bands at 1590, 1400 and 1319 cm-1 are assigned to the bands of a DPA-carbamate specie. 20, 21, 

23 Furthermore, two other new bands at 1495 and 1386 cm-1could be the IR stretching vibrations 

of the N+-H and C-O- group of a DPA Zwitterion.20, 23, 24 

In conclusion, at solvent composition of DPA (80 wt%) >> than methanol, two phases were 

observed during CO2 loading. A first short phase (13 min), involving the formation of DPA 
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carbamic acid. Thereafter, formation of DPA-carbamate, which continues until the end of CO2 

absorption. At slightly higher DPA than methanol wt% MMC forms as the sole CO2 capture 

product during the first phase of CO2 absorption. However, after 23min of CO2 absorption, this 

solvent begins to produce carbamate species as secondary products start to solidify. Hence, 

formation of carbamate leads solvent solidification. Furthermore, based on the band intensities of 

these species, it seems that the MMC quantity is considerably higher than the amount of carbamate 

species.  

3.1.2 Solvent blend NMR speciation 

Table 7: Solvent compositions for species analysis by NMR. 

Name 
solvent composition (wt%) 

Comment 
DPA methanol sulfolane 

Case (i) 100 0 0 
Solidified at the end of experiment 

Case (ii) 55 40 5 

Base case 30 50 20 Fully loaded without solidification 
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Figure 9 13C NMR spectra (a) DPA only (b) moderately higher methanol content than DPA (c) 

Base case (see Table 7). 

Table 7 gives the solvent composition of the solvent blends analyzed by 13C NMR. Figure 9 (a) 

and (b) show the spectra obtained for two solvent compositions which solidified after CO2 loading 

Figure 9 (c) confirms that the base case solvent (Table 7) only produces MMC as the sole CO2 

capture product. The CO2 loaded solvent is in the liquid homogeneous state. The 13C NMR 

chemical shifts at 52.9 and 159.9 ppm in Figure 9 (c) can be assigned to MMC species.8 

The solid-state MAS 13C NMR spectra in Figure 9 (a) and (b) were obtained from the solid samples 

of CO2-loaded neat DPA and a CO2-loaded blend with moderately higher wt% DPA than 

methanol, respectively. In the solid sample obtained after bubbling CO2 into DPA only, the 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

MMC 

MMC 

DPA—Zwitterion ↔ DPA—COO
-
 

DPA—Zwitterion ↔ DPA—COO
-
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chemical shift at 161.3 ppm signifies the DPA-carbamate species (Figure 9 (a)) as the CO2 capture 

product.5 In this samples no indication of MMC formation is observed. 

Figure 9 (b), exhibiting the spectrum of a sample with moderately higher wt% of DPA than 

methanol, the spectrum shows a chemical shift at 161.3 ppm, attributed to carbamates speceis5, 

while the chemical shifts at 52.9 and 158.1 ppm correspond to the MMC species.8, 27 These findings 

are consistent with the FTIR speciation of Case (ii). 

In conclusion, the NMR data confirm the speciation obtained by ATR-FTIR spectral analysis. 

3.2 Analysis of selected water lean solvent compositions 

Since flue gas contains water, we also investigated the interaction of water with five CO2 loaded 

non-aqueous solvent compositions (Table 3 – A to E compositions) by using the experimental 

setup shown in Figure 3. Theses introductory experiments showed solvent solidification to occur 

upon exposure of loaded solvent blend to water. The experimental setup depicted in Figure 3 (a) 

was hence used to identify the time to onset of solidification (TTOS) in blends at 5, 10, and 15 

wt% water percentage. The results are shown in Figure 10 (a). Figure 10 (b) shows how the solvent 

composition influences the TTOS in response to solvent water content. 

For the same DPA to methanol to solvent weight ratio (C-B-E in Figure 10 (b)) the TTOS remains 

the same. However, for lower DPA to methanol weight ratios the TTOS will increase. Therefore, 

the DPA to methanol weight ratio is important to avoid solidification with respect to water content. 

Similar TTOS are observed in the presence of water. Moreover, when comparing blends C, A, and 

D all containing 30 wt% DPA, an increase in methanol wt% results in larger TTOS. This suggests 

that methanol wt% of the solvent blend is important in terms of solidification control at wet flue 
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gas conditions. Among the five investigated solvents, sample D, which has the highest methanol 

to DPA mole ratio, exhibits the longest TTOS.  

 

Figure 10: Time intervals to onset of solidification of five solvent blends (A, B, C, D, and E) at 5,  

10 and 15 wt% water content. (a) bar chart (b) triangular plot — the size of the red circles indicates 

the different time intervals to onset of solidification.  

As step two of this study, we selected two solvent blends to quantify CO2 loading before TTOS 

using the Weight-based CO2 loading apparatus (Figure 4). Solvent blends E and D (Table 3) 

containing 15 wt% water each showed a slight reduction in transparency (start of solidification) at 

CO2 loading of 0.95 mol CO2/mol DPA (2.38 mol CO2/kg water-lean solvent) and 0.78 mol 

CO2/mol DPA (2.63 mol CO2/kg water-lean solvent), respectively (For information about CO2 

lading values, see Table S3). Blend E contains a larger DPA wt% than blend D, suggesting that 

CO2 loading before solidification decreases with an increase in DPA wt%. For instance, for the 

non-aqueous solvent blend D mixed with 15 wt% water, the CO2 absorption process can proceed 

without solidification if CO2 loading is limited to below 0.90 mol CO2/ mol DPA.  
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Therefore, this solvent has an effective window for CO2 loading which prevents solvent 

solidification. 

3.2.1 Speciation of the CO2 loaded water lean solvent blend by in situ ATR-FTIR monitoring 

CO2 loading of a non-aqueous solvent composition (Table 3, F) was investigated for 0, 1, 2 and 

15% water content by in situ ATR-FTIR spectroscopy. The purpose of this work section was to 

understand the chemical effect of water on the CO2 absorption reaction.  

Figures S1, S2, S3 and 11 display the obtained ATR-FTIR spectra from monitoring of CO2 loading 

into above solvent F containing 0, 1, 2 and 15 wt% water, respectively. The identified IR bands of 

the obtained spectra are tabulated in Table 8. 

Figure 11: ATR-FTIR spectra of CO2 absorption into solvent F containing 15 wt% water (a) raw 

spectra (variable range: 4000-600 cm-1) (b) baseline corrected spectra (variable range: 1750-950 

cm-1) 

Table 8: IR band assignments for CO2 loaded solvent F (Table 3) containing 15 wt% water. 
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Species IR peak vibrational assignment 

Characteristic IR vibrational bands  

(ν max)(cm-1) 

Solvent with 

15% water 

Solvent with no 

water 

MMC 

C=O stretching8, 18 1639 1641 

CH3 asymmetric deformation8, 

18 
1444 1445 

CH3 symmetric deformation8, 18 O. 1398 

O-C-O asymmetric stretching8, 

18 
1296 1298 

O-C-O symmetric stretching8, 18 1082 1082 

DPA-COO-

/Zwitterion 

COO- asymmetric stretching20-

23 
1590 n.o. 

COO- symmetric stretching20, 21, 

23 
1402 n.o. 

N-COO- skeletal vibration21, 23 1322 n.o. 

N+-H asymmetric stretching 20 1495 n.o. 

C-O stretching23, 24 1387 n.o. 

HCO3
2- C-O stretching21, 24 1356 n.o. 

Physically 

absorbed CO2 
C=O asymmetric stretching28 n.o. 2341 

H2O 

 

OH stretching 29 3330-3340 n.o. 

H2O scissor29 1654 n.o. 

n.o.: not observed, O.: overlapping with CO3
2- IR band. 

Figure 11 (a) shows the raw spectra of CO2 loaded solvent F containing 15 wt% water. The blue 

spectrum represents the non-aqueous unloaded solvent before addition of water; the red spectrum 

depicts the solvent after addition of water, exhibiting an IR band at 1654 cm-1, which can be 

assigned to the scissor vibration of H2O. 

Figure 11 (b) shows the baseline corrected spectrum, clearly showing new IR bands emerging 

during CO2 loading until maximum CO2 absorption is reached.  

The orange spectrum of Figure 11 (b) depicts the increase in IR bands at 1639, 1445, 1397, 1299 

and 1083 cm-1 during the 1st phase of CO2 absorption which can be attributed to the characteristic 

IR vibrations of MMC.8 
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The purple spectrum of Figure 11 (b) provides information about new CO2 species that arise during 

the 2nd phase of CO2 lading. Here, bands at 1590 and 1401 cm-1 indicate carbonyl stretching 

vibrations20-23 while the band at 1322 cm-1 represents the N-COO- skeletal vibration21, 23 assigned 

to DPA-carbamate. Furthermore, the bands at 1495 and 1387 cm-1 could indicate the presence of 

a zwitterion.20, 23, 24 Finally, the IR band at 1356 cm-1 can be attributed to the C-O stretching 

vibration of the bicarbonate ion.21, 24 

 

Figure 12: ATR-FTIR bands vs time: analysis of water lean solvent F (a) MMC vibrational band 

(1082 cm-1) for 0, 1, 2, 15 wt% of water content (b) MMC and other IR bands of CO2 derived 

species for 15 wt% water content 

Finally, Figure 12 (a) depicts the variation in peak intensity of the IR band at 1081 cm-1 

(representing MMC) in solvent samples containing 0, 1, 2, and 15 wt% water. This shows that 15 

wt% water significantly influences MMC formation and hence may represent the limit of CO2 

absorption into solvent F. Noticeably, formation of new species such as carbamate and 

bicarbonate, begin to appear at the same time (after 16 minutes) during CO2 loading at 15% water 
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content. Furthermore, Figure 12 (b) also shows the MMC bands (species) decreasing as the new 

bands (species) evolve. 

In conclusion, in spite of 15wt% water content, the solvent initially forms MMC during the first 

phase of CO2 loading. However, after some time, carbamate and bicarbonate species appear at the 

expense of MMC formed during the first phase of CO2 absorption. 

3.3 Molecular effects and reactions for loaded non-aqueous and water-lean solvent. 

This section summarizes molecular effects and reaction sequences based on CO2 related speciation 

elucidated through ATR-FTIR and NMR spectroscopic analysis of CO2 loaded solvent blends at 

non-aqueous and water-lean conditions. 

The dashed oval in Figure 7 indicates the region for practical solvent blend operation where the 

DPA to methanol weight ratio is a critical factor influencing solvent solidification at both non-

aqueous and water-lean solvent conditions. In general, a solution is defined to consist of a solvent 

and a solute whereas the former represents the larger mole fraction than the latter. Furthermore, 

molecules can be characterized in terms of polarity e.g., a polar or polar and in particular by their 

specific dielectric constants. The term solvation refers to the surrounding of each dissolved 

molecule or ion by a shell of solvent molecules. The most important electron pair donors (i.e., 

hydrogen bond acceptors) are the oxygen atoms in for instance the -OH group in alcohols and the 

N atoms in e.g., amines.30 

For the specific DPA-methanol-sulfolane blend sample D (i.e., 30wt% DPA, 60w% methanol 10 

wt% sulfolane) is part of the optimum blend composition region. We can classify as solvent 

methanol and sulfolane, the latter since it is not participating in the chemical reaction with CO2. 

DPA and CO2 loaded molecules are defined as solutes. One of the most common examples of 
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hydrogen bonds are formed in liquid alcohols and/or water31 Hence, the above solutes can be 

assumed to be solvated by methanol through hydrogen bonds. The observed solidification of non-

aqueous and water-lean blends of low methanol wt% content therefore likely due to disturbed 

solvation of polar solutes e.g., carbamic acid, carbamate anion – ammonium cation salts. 

The CO2-amine reaction consists of a nucleophilic addition of the amine to the electrophilic carbon 

of CO2. The reaction proceeds through several steps depending on the reaction solvent. Figure 13 

shows our proposed reaction step summary for the DPA, methanol and sulfolane solvent blend 

case updated with results of this Part II contribution. 

 

Figure 13: Updated reaction step summary for reaction of CO2 with the DPA-methanol-sulfolane 

blend system. 

The reaction series of Figure 13 is conducted in homogeneous liquid state; the solvent is methanol 

and sulfolane. Step (i) proceeds to the reactive carbamic acid30 molecule, through a Zwitterion 

intermediate.32 Carbamic acid is suggested to be in equilibrium with its analogous Zwitterion5 and 

a portion can be deprotonated by appropriate bases e.g., DPA (step ii). MMC (i.e., [CH3O(CO)O-

]+ [R2NH2
+]) may be formed as shown in step (iii) or it may alternatively be produced through an 
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acid base reaction (methanol addition to CO2) followed by proton transfer to DPA8 (See Figure 13 

step (iv)). Figure 14 shows the chemical summary equation of Figure 13. 

 

Figure 14: Chemical summary equation of the DPA, CO2, methanol and sulfolane reaction. 

Figure 14 exhibits the 1:1 relation between DPA and methanol, which is possibly the reason for 

the distinct DPA-methanol interaction observed in section 3.1. Furthermore, the 1:1 amin CO2 

mole ratio makes MMC a favorable CO2 capture reagent as compared to primary and secondary 

amines and last not least also due to the low MMC regeneration temperature.8  

For non-aqueous solvent blends at low methanol content, we observe carbamic acid formation only 

which would correspond to Figure 13, step (i). As methanol content is increased, MMC formation 

increases. The possible mechanistic pathway is unclear, both Figure 13 step (i) to (iii) or step (iv) 

could be active. However, as CO2 loading proceeds, DPA carbamate content increases (Figure 12). 

MMC is the sole CO2 capture product only at high methanol blend content (see Figure 8 (c)). 

Water-lean solvent blends: Section 3.2 and Figure 12 (a) confirm that, at low water concentration, 

the solvent primarily produces MMC with minimal deviation from the non-aqueous solvent case. 

Increasing the solvent content to 15 wt% water, the solvent produces MMC during the first phase 

and during the second phase, as shown in Figure 11 and Table 8, DPAH+-carbamate together with 

bicarbonate as known from aqueous amine CO2 capture chemistry. Figure 12 (b) shows the initial 

formation of MMC, passing through a maximum while the DPAH+-carbamate and bicarbonate 

species appear in the solution at this point in time. Hence, we perceive this to be the limit for water 

lean operation.  
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Sulfolane is a dipolar aprotic solvent in which water is fully miscible; amines are moderate 

Brønsted bases that deprotonate water to a small extent to form amine hydroxide.33 Such mixture 

can cleave esters (e.g. MMC).34 Hence, we propose an initial hydrolysis of MMC to 

bicarbonate/carbonate. Bicarbonate is in equilibrium with amine carbamate35 which could produce 

DPAH+ carbamate as observed by ATR-FTIR spectroscopy (Figure 11 and 12 (b)). 

4. Conclusions 

1. In Part I of this work8 we report a non-aqueous low viscosity CO2 capture solvent blend 

regenerable at low temperature. In this Part II we now disclose blend composition 

optimization and the effect of flue gas humidity on CO2 up-take including respective 

solvent speciation. 

 

2. The non-aqueous diisopropylamine (DPA)-methanol-sulfolane blend solidifies during CO2 

loading in respect to DPA-methanol weight ratio. At high DPA wt% DPAH+ carbamate is 

formed which solidifies the blend. At high methanol wt% DPAH+ monomethyl carbonate 

(MMC) is formed; the blend stays in the homogeneous liquid state. Through use of 

experimental design methodology, a blend composition region (see Figure 7) for practical 

gas-liquid CO2 capture is identified.  

 

3. High solvent CO2 capacity (MMC 1:1 vs carbamate 1:2 mol CO2/mol amine loading) is 

achieved through avoidance of DPAH+ carbamate formation during blend CO2 loading. 

 

4. The respective water-lean solvent blend forms DPAH+ bicarbonate simultaneous with 

DPAH+ MMC. 15 wt% water content is the practical solvent limit (0.9 mol CO2/mol DPA) 
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for the solvent blend; decomposition of DPAH+ MMC to DPAH+ bicarbonate/carbonate 

and carbamate is now significant. 
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ABSTRACT: The oxidation of sulfite(aq) is investigated by passing O2, N2,
and NO2 over a sulfite solution in a bubbling flask. The influence on sulfite
oxidation of NO2 absorption and the presence of thiosulfate (an oxidation
inhibitor) is investigated. The experiment is focused on conditions relevant to a
combined SO2 and NO2 industrial flue gas cleaning system. Liquid composition
is measured in situ using Raman spectroscopy equipped with immersion probes.
Regression models are developed to quantify SO3

2−, HSO3
−, S2O3

2−, SO4
2−,

NO2
−, NO3

−, and CO3
2− also in mixtures of the mentioned chemicals. The

results show that Raman spectroscopy is a possible method for liquid analysis of
a NOx/SOx removal system. Speciation is successful within the limits of the
experiment for most molecules. SO4

2−, CO3
2−, and S2O3

2− are quantified with high certainty; SO3
2− and HSO3

− are quantified with
some uncertainty and should be above 10 mM for quantitative measurements. NO3

− concentration is below the limit of detection in
the continuous experiments. The measured reaction rates of sulfite (SO3

2−) and bisulfite (HSO3
−) oxidation with O2 are in

agreement with the reviewed literature. Absorption of NO2(g) and the consequent formation of nitrite enhance sulfite oxidation.
The addition of thiosulfate to the liquid reduces the rate of SO3

2− oxidation by ∼90% while maintaining NO2 absorption. The
influence of NO2(g) and thiosulfate supports a previously proposed mechanism for sulfite oxidation via a radical chain mechanism.

1. INTRODUCTION
The simultaneous absorption of sulfur dioxide (SO2) and
nitrogen oxides (NOx) has been identified as an emerging
technology with a large potential in industries where conven-
tional flue gas cleaning is impractical, for different reasons.
Common to the approaches of combined removal is that the
nitric oxide (NO) is oxidized to NO2 to increase the solubility.
After the oxidation of NO to NO2, NO2 can be absorbed,
together with SO2, in a wet scrubber, similar to conventional wet
flue gas desulfurization (WFGD). S(IV) ions (SO3

2− and
HSO3

−) are crucial for the absorption of NO2 to take place at a
high rate.1 S(IV) may be added as a salt or may be formed from
absorbed SO2(g). In the absorption of NO2, the S(IV) is
oxidized to S(VI), and the NO2 is absorbed and hydrolyzed to
NO2

−.2 The oxidation of S(IV) can increase the absorption rate
of SO2 which has the benefit of removing SO2 and NOx in the
same unit. However, sulfite has proven to oxidize at a much
higher rate than can be explained by NO2 absorption.1 The
addition of S(IV) salts to the liquid is conducted to maintain
desirable NO2 absorption levels. The S(IV) salt addition is
associated with a cost, and the apparent kinetics of the sulfite
oxidation is therefore of great interest to many researchers to
better understand how the process can be controlled.

In Figure 1 a simplified schematic of the reaction paths
possible when both SO2(g) and NOx(g) are present and in
contact with an aqueous phase is shown. SO2 absorption in
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Figure 1. Schematic overview of the reaction paths used to describe the
simultaneous absorption of NOx and SOx in an alkaline/neutral
solution.
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water is equilibrium-controlled and leads to the formation of
bisulfite and sulfite according to reactions 1 and 2,
respectively3−6

SO (aq) H O(l) H HSO2 2 3+ ++
(1)

HSO (aq) H SO3 3
2++

(2)

Absorption of NO2 in water takes place according to either
reactions 3 or 4, depending on the presence of NO and the pH
level.7−9

2NO (aq) H O(l) HNO (aq) HNO (aq)2 2 2 3+ + (3)

NO NO H O 2HNO2 2 2+ + (4)

Nitrite, N(III), is inherently unstable, especially under acidic
conditions, and it can decompose into NO and NO2

2HNO (aq) NO(aq) NO (aq) H O2 2 2+ + (5)

Several studies have shown that S(IV) is efficient at hydrolyzing
NO2(aq) at a high rate according to reaction 6.10−14

2NO (aq) SO H O(l) 2NO SO 2H2 3
2

2 2 4
2+ + + + +

(6)

The SO3
2− may also be oxidized by O2 following reaction 7.

1
2

O (aq) SO SO2 3
2

4
2+

(7)

In experiments, it was found, as previously mentioned, that the
oxidation of S(IV) progresses at a much higher rate than what is
explained by reactions 6 and 7 alone. Nash2 proposed that a
radical-initiated chain of reactions was initiated by reaction 6
and rather progressed through reaction 8 where a sulfite radical
was formed. This set of reactions enables depletion of SO3

2−

with only a single SO3
2− radical formed if O2 is present.

NO (aq) SO NO SO2 3
2

2 3+ + •
(8)

To break this chain of reactions a radical scavenger can be added
to the liquid, which enables an alternative terminating step. One
example of such a scavenger is S2O3

2−. Shen and Rochelle15

proposed that the formed radical species would react with
S2O3

2− and result in the production of S4O6
2− through reactions

9 and 10. For a more detailed description of the proposed
reaction chain and termination, see Littlejohn et al.11

R S O R S O2 3
2

2 3+ +• •
(9)

S O S O S O2 3 2 3 4 6
2+• •

(10)

The motivation for research on sulfite oxidation has with time
shifted from atmospheric chemistry motivated by the high
emissions of SO2 to WFGD systems employed to control SO2
emissions and to combined removal systems of NOx and SOx.
These systems have complex reaction patterns, and the
previously applied analysis methods require ex situ measure-
ments, titration, and ion chromatography, which have delivered
results that vary by several orders of magnitude. Beilke, Lamb,
and Müller16 studied the uncatalyzed SO2 oxidation in a closed
environment to investigate rate-determining steps in the
formation of atmospheric sulfate. Results indicate a first-order
reaction in regard to sulfite concentration and a zero-order
reaction in regard to oxygen for a pH between 3 and 6. Only SO2
and SO4

2− were measured, and S(IV) oxidation was assumed to
be the rate-limiting step. SO3

2− was assumed to be the reacting
species of S(IV), which was supported by a [H+]−2 trend. They

observed no significant dependence on temperature in the
interval between 5 and 25 °C. Larson, Horike, and Harrison17

concur that the uncatalyzed oxidation of SO2 by O2 was first
order in SO3

2− but expressed the reaction in terms of additional
H+ dependencies of half order in the pH interval between 4 and
12. Unlike the previous study, they did observe a slight
temperature dependence in the interval 5−25 °C. Connick et
al.18 continued the study with a focus on the oxidation of
bisulfite (pH 4) relevant to flue gas desulfurization (FGD) and
atmospheric chemistry, where oxygen concentration and added
NaOH was used to determine the reaction path and rate. They
suggest that the reaction takes place via HSO5

− formed from
SO3

2−. An expression was formulated for O2 consumption as
second order in HSO3

− and H+ and zero order in O2. Mo et al.19

investigated the sulfite oxidation rate by oxygen and the
inhibiting effect on the oxidation by thiosulfate in a thermostatic
reactor with continuous airflow. Continuous pH measurements
and titration of the resulting liquid were used as a basis for
analysis. They noted a decrease in oxidation rate from pH 6 to
pH 3 and almost no effect of pH in the interval 7 to 8. The
conclusion was the same as that in the previously mentioned
studies where the low activity of HSO3

− would decrease
oxidation rate, and at a certain concentration of SO3

2− the
reaction was no longer limited by SO3

2− concentration. The
effect of S2O3

2− as an inhibitor for the uncatalyzed oxidation of
S(IV) was observed.

The research on S(IV) oxidation in the presence of NO2 has
been performed in parallel to oxidation by O2 first due to the
presence of NO2 in the atmosphere and later coupled to flue gas
treatment. NO2 has, as mentioned, a large effect on S(IV)
oxidation in the presence of O2, and the reaction is difficult to
study as different approaches have been used and different rates
have been proposed. Littlejohn, Wang, and Chang11 and
Rochelle & co-workers12,15 have performed several studies on
sulfite and sulfide oxidation where the influence of NO2
absorption was investigated. Gas analysis of NOx was used for
the determination of reaction rate, and the solution was analyzed
with ion chromatography.

In this study, a similar setup to that used by Huang et al.20 is
used to provide additional information on the reaction of sulfite
oxidation. In contrast to earlier studies, an online analysis
method in Raman spectroscopy is used. The important
advantage of this analysis method is that all reaction products
will be possible to identify continuously, which is important in a
complex system where both nitrogen and sulfur are present and
reaction products include a great variety of species.21 The
advantages of Raman spectroscopy also include that it is a quick,
accurate, and nondestructive method that is seeing increased
usage and rapid scientific development.22,23 This study aims to
assess the suitability of Raman spectroscopy for liquid-phase
analysis in a combined SOx−NOx removal system and thereafter
investigate the rate of sulfite oxidation while bubbling O2
through a bubble flask and to compare that rate when NO2 is
present in the gas phase and thiosulfate is present in the liquid
phase. The hypothesis is that NO2 will increase the oxidation
rate of sulfite and that thiosulfate will lower the oxidation rate of
sulfite, as has been seen in our research and in a study by Schmid
et al.24 The setup is not suitable to provide exact reaction rates,
and the rates derived are used for comparison with the vast body
of literature present.
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. PLSRModel Preparation for Raman Spectrometer.

Chemicals used in this work were sodium salts of sulfite (≥98%),
bisulfite (99%), sulfate (≥99%), thiosulfate (≥99%), nitrite
(≥99%), nitrate (≥99%), bicarbonate (≥99%), and carbonate
(≥99%), all supplied by Sigma-Aldrich. In order to prepare the
partial least-squares regression (PLS-R) models, known amount
of these chemicals was mixed with known amount of Milli-Q
water (resistivity 18.2 MΩ·cm). The methodology used in this
study is a multivariate spectroscopic data evaluation approach in
which Raman spectra of the seven species as mentioned earlier
were carefully calibrated and validated. The procedure is
explained below.

2.1.1. Sample Preparation for PLS-RModel Calibration and
Validation. For each species studied in this work, a stock
solution with a known amount of chemical components in Milli-
Q water was prepared. A continuous set of samples with varying
species concentrations was then made by diluting the stock with
different weights of Milli-Q water in 10 mL sample vials.
Typically, 40 samples are prepared for each species: one set of
solutions was prepared for PLS-R model calibration, and a
second independent set was used for validation. The upper
concentration for species studied in this work was determined to
include the relevant species concentrations for a combined SO2
and NO2 industrial flue gas cleaning system based on
experiments and simulations.25,26 The samples were then
analyzed using a Raman spectrometer as soon as they were
prepared.

2.1.2. Raman Measurement. In this study, a RXN2 Raman
spectrometer fitted with a Kaiser Raman short-focus immersion
probe was used. Specifications of the spectrometer and the
immersion probe are summarized in Table S1, Supporting
Information. The instrument can be operated with a maximum
laser power of 400 mW. In this study, the laser power was kept at
its highest value of 400 mW to minimize exposure time because
low laser power was shown to be insensitive to sulfite peaks. The
signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio of the Raman measurements was
optimized by changing the exposure time and number of scans.
In this work, the optimized S/N ratio was obtained when the
exposure time was 90 s with three scans.

Before starting a Raman measurement, the short-focus
immersion optic was attached to the fiber optic probe head,
and the probe area which would be in contact with the sample
was cleaned with ethanol. The immersion probe was then
positioned vertically using a stand, with the optical window
facing downward. During measurement, it was ensured that the
probe was immersed in the sample and the tip of the optic was
positioned in the center of the glass vial. The sample and probe
optic were protected from external light sources (such as
fluorescent light) using aluminum foil. The Raman spectrum

was collected using a software called iC Raman (Kaiser
Instruments). Before collecting the next spectrum, the Raman
probe was cleaned with Milli-Q water and ethanol and wiped to
avoid cross-contamination between samples.

2.1.3. Preprocessing of Raman Spectra and PLS-R
Modeling. The Raman spectra obtained were exported to
Matlab2018a (MathWorks Inc.) and PLS Toolbox 8.6.2
(eigenvector Research Inc.) software for data processing.
Measurements were performed in diluted solutions, and in
most cases, concentrations of species were very low, making
result interpretation a challenge without a suitable preprocessing
technique. In this work, the preprocessing method using
Whittaker filter (λ = 1, ρ = 0.001) gives satisfactory baseline
correction. These preprocessed spectra are then subjected to
PLS-R. In all cases, normalization against an instrument peak
was also applied. For raw and preprocessed spectra, see Figure
S1, Supporting Information.
2.2. Sulfite Oxidation Experiments. Gases with known

concentrations of NO2 and/or O2 in N2 are led through a
bubbling flask with a prepared batch solution of different salts.
Each sample was prepared by weighing each salt and mixing it in
a known amount of degassed Milli-Q water in an Erlenmeyer
bottle. The sample was then sealed and stirred with a magnetic
stirrer before it was weighed again to ensure correct preparation.
The gases, 1% NO2 in N2, N2, and O2, were supplied by Linde
gas. The Bronkhorst MFCs were calibrated for 0−0.1 NL/min
(O2), 0−0.019 NL/min (NO2/N2), and 0−5 NL/min (N2).
The gases were either led directly to the gas analyzer or through
the bubble flask. Before each experiment, the setup was flushed
with N2 to evacuate O2. The only O2 present in the system
before experiment initiation was that present in the bubble flask.
The bubble flask was equippedwith an aeration head, the Raman
probe, and a pH electrode. Temperature and chemical
composition were measured continuously. The pH electrode
was connected to a Metrohm 905 Titrando, which was
programmed to maintain pH at 7 for the samples by the
addition of 0.1 M NaOH. The initial sample pH target of 7 is
reached by the addition of an equimolar distribution of Na2SO3/
NaHSO3. The pH control during experiments was, however,
unsuccessful during several experiments, with a resulting pH > 9
as too much NaOH was added. The gas analyzer (Testo 350,
fromNordtec) measured the concentration of SO2, O2, NO, and
NO2 by electrochemical sensors on the basis of selectivity
potentiometry. The amount of absorbed NO2 was estimated by
subtracting the measured exit concentration of NO2 from the
amount injected, which was quantified by a continuous log of
supplied mV to the MFC. For a figure of the experimental setup,
see Figure S2, Supporting Information.

The experimental matrix is specified in Table 1. The
experiments were divided into seven sets, denoted “Inves-

Table 1. Summary of Continuous Experimentsa

Investigation
SO3

2−

(mol/kgH2O)
HSO3

−

(mol/kgH2O)
SO4

2−

(mol/kgH2O)
S2O3

2−

(mol/kgH2O)
NO2

−

(mol/kgH2O)
CO3

2−

(mol/kgH2O)
NO2
(ppm)

O2
(%)

1 0.02 0.02 3
2 0.04 3
3 0.02 0.02 0.04 3
4 0.02 0.02 95 3
5 0.04 95 3
6 0.02 0.02 0.04 95 3
7 0.02 0.02 0.10 0.04 0.02 0.01 95 3

aConcentrations correspond to the amount of salt added before equilibrium is reached.
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tigations”. Each investigation had a specific aim. Investigation 1
aimed to study the rate of sulfite oxidation from O2 gas at a
partial pressure of 3 kPa, 3%. Investigation 2 replicated
Investigation 1 but with Na2S2O3 instead of Na2SO3 to
investigate the oxidation rate of thiosulfate by O2. Investigation
3 aimed to establish the effect of thiosulfate on sulfite oxidation
byO2. Investigations 4 to 6 corresponded to Investigations 1 to 3
but with NO2 present in the gas phase to establish the influence
of NO2 on the reaction chemistry. Investigation 7 had a liquid
composition similar to what was expected for a combined NOx
and SOx absorption system. The aim of Investigation 7 was to
evaluate the suitability of the measurement technique used for
process control in a combined NOx and SOx absorption system.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Spectra Preprocessing and Peaks Assignment. For

spectrum preprocessing, the Whittaker algorithm27 was
employed to reduce baseline noise and thereby provide an
improved spectrum for further analytical purposes. Table 2
shows a list of Raman vibrational bands that were observed in
this study in comparison to available data from the literature.
Measurements in this work were performed on diluted and low-
concentration species, and some signals were not significant. For
example, the antisymmetric stretching SO4

2− signal at 1111
cm−1 observed by Irish, D., and Chen, H., was not visible in this
work. Instead, the PLS-R model for sulfate is based on the peak
at 981 cm−1, which was distinct and, after preprocessing, clearly
separated from other peaks. Of the seven chemical species
studied in this work, at least one Raman peak could be used for
PLS-R modeling, and the peak with the lowest associated error
was used for analysis. The peaks used aremarked with an asterisk
in Table 2.

It is known that sulfite, bisulfite, and to some extent thiosulfate
are oxidized to sulfate in the presence of air or O2. During
measurements, small increment to the sulfate peak at 981 cm−1

could be seen as the concentration of sulfite increased. This
oxidation, albeit small, will affect the accuracy of the PLS-R
models. Therefore, in this work, initial concentrations of sulfite,

bisulfite, and thiosulfate were corrected to compensate the
possible oxidation.

Based on the preprocessed Raman spectra, PLS-R models for
sulfate, sulfite, bisulfite, thiosulfate, nitrite, nitrate, and carbonate
were constructed. The final and optimized PLS-Rmodels for the
species studied in this work show low error of prediction
(RMSEP) values, suggesting good reliability of these models:
the highest RMSEP value is 0.00627 for CO3

2−, while the lowest
RMSEP value is 0.00092 for SO4

2−. For a complete summary of
the individual calibrations, see Figure S3 and Table S2,
Supporting Information.
3.2. Continuous Liquid Composition Analysis Experi-

ments. Table 3 compiles the rate of formation for the species of
interest from each Investigation. Initial concentrations are given
in Table 1. In addition, Table 3 presents the NO2 absorption
rate�estimated by comparing gas analyzer outlet concen-
trations of NOx with MFC-voltage for the NO2 inlet�as well as
the ratio of oxidized moles of S(IV) to the NO2 absorption rate.
S(IV) includes both SO3

2− and HSO3
−. When comparing the

result of Investigations 1 and 4, it is obvious that NO2 absorption
increases the oxidation of S(IV), as the S(IV) oxidation rate is 10
times higher in the presence of NO2 than when only O2 is
present. This is supported by the formation of a sulfite radical in
reaction 8. Investigations 3 and 6 show that S2O3

2− is efficient at
inhibiting S(IV) oxidation by eliminating the radical chain
reaction as described by reactions 9 and 10, as there is no
oxidation taking place without NO2 presence and the oxidation
of S(IV) is reduced by ∼75% when NO2 is present. The bubble
flask has a baseline of absorption of NOx at ∼6% and NO2 at
∼17%.

3.2.1. Sulfite Oxidation without NO2 Presence. Figure 2
shows the concentration profiles for Investigation 1. The initial
flushing with N2 is finished and O2 injected 800 s after the log
started. The initial concentrations of HSO3

− (0.02 mol/kgHd2O)
and SO3

2− (0.02 mol/kgHd2O) are stable at the start of the
experiment. The total amount of sulfur analyzed remains close to
the starting concentration of 0.04 mol/kgHd2O. The distribution

Table 2. Characteristic Vibrational Modes for all Chemical Species Observed and Published in Literaturea

species observed (cm−1) published (cm−1) refs

SO4(aq)
2− 449, 613, 981* 449, 613, 981, 1111, 1125 28,29

SO3(aq)
2− 474, 619, 965* 469, 620, 896, 933, 967 30

HSO3(aq)
− 1022*, 1052* 235, 655, 730, 1052, 1023, 1052, 2350 31

NO3(aq)
− 1048*, 1354 676, 713, 717, 719, 743, 770, 823, 830, 1045, 1048, 1050, 1052, 1075, 1342, 1358, 1384, 1413, 1450 32,33

NO2(aq)
− 816*, 1329* 1323, 2640 34

CO3(aq)
2− 1067* 680, 1065, 1380, 1436 35

S2O3(aq)
2− 336, 448*, 535, 668, 997* 336, 448, 535, 668, 997, 1122 36

aThe observed peaks which were used for analysis are marked with an asterisk.

Table 3. Rate of Formation of Selected Species andNO2 Absorption Rate fromGas to LiquidDuring the Continuous Experiments

Investigation

i
k
jjjjjj

y
{
zzzzzzt

d S(IV)
d

mmol
kg minH2O

[ ]
·

i
k
jjjjjj

y
{
zzzzzzt

d SO
d

mmol
kg min

4
2

H2O

[ ]
·

i
k
jjjjjj

y
{
zzzzzzt

d S O
d

mmol
kg min

2 3
2

H2O

[ ]
·

NO2 absorption rate i
k
jjj y

{
zzzmmol

kg minH2O
[S(IV)]ox/[NO2]abs (mmol/mmol)

1 −0.07 0.06
2 0.01 −0.00 0.02
3 −0.00 0.00 0.00
4 −0.84 0.54 0.028 −30.6
5 0.00 0.00 −0.00 0.020 0
6 −0.06 0.12 −0.04 0.030 −2.35
7 0.01 0.06 −0.04 0.032 0.88
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between HSO3
− and SO3

2− changes with the pH, following the
equilibrium from a pH of 7.1 at the start of the experiment to a
pH of 6.7 at the end of the experiment (see Figure S4,
Supporting Information). The rate of SO4

2− formation observed
can be compared to the rate expression obtained by Zhang and
Millero37 with second-order dependence on sulfite concen-
tration and 0.5 order dependence on O2 concentration. For O2
concentration profile and Raman spectra profile, see Figures S5
and S6, Supporting Information.

Figure 3 shows the concentration profile for Investigation 2.
The initial flushing with N2 is finished andO2 injection started at

1100 s. SO3
2− and HSO3

− are detected from the start of the
measurements, formed from the introduced S2O3

2− (0.04 mol/
kgHd2O). The solution is bubbled with 3% O2 in N2. There is no
clear oxidation of S2O3

2− taking place by O2, which is in
agreement with the previous work.38 The pH increased from 7.1
at the start to 7.7 when the log ended (see Figure S7, Supporting

Information). For O2 concentration profile and Raman spectra
profile, see Figures S8 and S9, Supporting Information.

Figure 4 shows the concentration profile for Investigation 3.
The initial flushing with N2 is finished and O2 injection started

1000 s after the log started. The initial concentrations of HSO3
−

(0.02 mol/kgHd2O) and SO3
2− (0.02 mol/kgHd2O) remain stable

throughout the experiment. The added amount of S2O3
2− (0.04

mol/kgHd2O) is directly reduced to 0.03 mol/kgHd2O and then
constant throughout the experiment. It is evident that S2O3

2−

inhibits the oxidation of SO3
2− byO2 and the formation of SO4

2−

when comparing the result with Investigation 1 in Figure 2. The
pH remains constant at 7 throughout the experiment, see Figure
S10, Supporting Information. For O2 concentration profile and
Raman spectra profile, see Figures S11 and S12, Supporting
Information.

3.2.2. Sulfite Oxidation with NO2 Presence. Figure 5 shows
the concentration profile for Investigation 4. The initial flushing
with N2 is finished and O2 andNO2 injection started 1400 s after
the log started. The total S concentration initially deviated from
the starting concentration. The deviation corresponds to a low
reading in SO3

2− and HSO3
− that could be attributed to noise in

the Raman peak. SO4
2− is rapidly increasing after 1400 s, and the

rate of formation gradually decreases until reaching a stable
concentration at 6000 s. The pH remains around 7 until the
SO3

2− and HSO3
− concentrations are diminished at around

4000 s into the experiment. It then overshoots the addition of
NaOH, and pH increases to 11 (see Figure S13, Supporting
Information).

The combined rate of consumption of S(IV) in the initial time
period 1000−3000 s is 0.85 mmol·kgHd2O

−1 min−1. The rate is
comparable to, but lower than, the rate observed by Schmidt et
al. of 2.5 mmol·kgHd2O

−1 min−1.39 There is no nitrogen salt in the
prepared sample, and according to the mass balance based on
gas analysis, the nitrogen concentration in the liquid should be
around 0.005 mol/kgHd2O at the end of the experiments. The
absorbed concentration is below the detection limit for NO2

−

and NO3
−.

Figure 2.Concentration profile for Investigation 1: 20 °C, pH ∼ 7, and
3% O2. Total S is the total molar concentration of sulfur species
analyzed by Raman spectroscopy. Initial S is the by weight estimated
amount of moles of sulfur added to the sample.

Figure 3. Concentration profile for Investigation 2, 20 °C, pH ∼ 7.1,
and 3% O2. Total S is the total molar concentration of sulfur species
analyzed by Raman spectroscopy. Initial S is the by weight estimated
amount of moles of sulfur added to the sample.

Figure 4. Concentration profile for Investigation 3, 20 °C, pH ∼ 7.0,
and 3% O2. Total S is the total molar concentration of sulfur species
analyzed by Raman spectroscopy. Initial S is the by weight estimated
amount of moles of sulfur added to the sample.
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When comparing the S(IV) oxidation rate between
Investigations 4 and 1, it is clear that NO2 absorption initiates
a radical chain reaction where S(IV) is oxidized to S(VI) as
shown by reaction 8. The molar ratio between oxidized S(IV)
and absorbed NO2 is ∼31, which can be compared to the
stoichiometry of 1 for the global reaction of NO2 absorption in
SO3

2−. See Figure S14, Supporting Information, for a gas
concentration profile of NOx and O2 during the investigation
and Figure S15 for a Raman spectra profile.

Figure 6 shows the concentration profile for Investigation 5
with an initial concentration of S2O3

2− (0.04 mol/kgHd2O) and
bubbled with 3% O2 and 95 ppmNO2 in N2. The initial flushing
with N2 is finished andO2 injection started at 1400 s after the log
started. The concentration profile shows similar trends to

Investigation 2. Total S concentration remains slightly below
that of the weight estimated in sample preparation throughout
the experiment. The SO3

2− formed together with S2O3
2−

absorbs part of the NO2 without clear consumption of the
species. The pH increases from 7 to 7.5 initially and then
decreases with the start of O2/NO2 injection until around 4000
s, when it stabilizes at pH 5.5 (see Figure S16, Supporting
Information). For O2 concentration profile and Raman spectra
profile, see Figures S17 and S18, Supporting Information.

Figure 7 shows the concentration profile for Investigation 6
with an initial concentration of HSO3

− (0.02 mol/kgHd2O), SO3
2−

(0.02 mol/kgHd2O), and S2O3
2− (0.04 mol/kgHd2O) and bubbled

with 95 ppm NO2, 3% O2 in N2. The initial flushing with N2 is
finished and O2 and NO2 injection started 1800 s after the log
started. Initial concentration of total S is almost 20% off
primarily due to the initial concentration of S2O3

2− (0.032
instead of 0.04). Both SO3

2− and HSO3
− are decreasing with

time, and the SO3
2− concentration remains below that of HSO3

−

throughout the experiment, following the pH. The combined
rate of consumption of S(IV) after initial flushing is 0.07 mmol·
kgHd2O

−1 min−1. The rate is comparable to but lower than that
observed by Schmidt et al. of 0.23 mmol·kgHd2O

−1 min−1.39

The total S concentration is diminishing with time, and an
unidentified molecule is likely formed. In the Raman spectra, an
unidentified peak at 259 cm−1 is steadily increasing with time
(see Figure S21, Supporting Information). A previously
documented species formed from NO2 absorption with
S2O3

2− is S2O6
2−; however, no Raman peaks have been reported

for S2O6
2− at 259 cm−1 in the reviewed literature. There are also

studies that identify a number of nitrososulfonates (nitrogen-
sulfur compounds) which can form in the bulk solution of a
NO2

−−S(IV) mixture; the formation is however more prevalent
in acidic solutions. The only reference40 to a peak in nearby
regions for a species that has been documented as a product in
NO2 absorption with S2O3

2− is a peak at 260 cm−1 of S4O6
2−,

tetrathionate, which is the product of reaction 10. The pH starts

Figure 5. Concentration profile during Investigation 4: 20 °C, pH ∼
7.1, 95 ppmNO2, and 3%O2. Total S is the total molar concentration of
sulfur species analyzed by Raman spectroscopy. Initial S is the by weight
estimated amount of moles of sulfur added to the sample. The initial
flushing with N2 is finished at 1400 s on the y-axis. The pH is constant at
7 until 4000 s where it increases to 11.

Figure 6. Concentration profile during Investigation 5, 20 °C, pH ∼
5.5, 95 ppmNO2, and 3%O2. Total S is the total molar concentration of
sulfur species analyzed by Raman spectroscopy. Initial S is the by weight
estimated amount of moles of sulfur added to the sample. The initial
flushing with N2 is finished at 900 s on the y-axis. The pH starts at 7,
increases to 7.5 within 1000 s, and then decreases to 5.5 at 5000 s, where
it remains stable for the rest of the experiment.

Figure 7. Concentration profile during Investigation 6, 20 °C, pH ∼
6.9, 95 ppmNO2, and 3%O2. Total S is the total molar concentration of
sulfur species analyzed by Raman spectroscopy. Initial S is the by weight
estimated amount of moles of sulfur added to the sample. The initial
flushing with N2 is finished at 1800 s on the y-axis.
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at 6.9 and decreases to 6.7 at the end of the experiment (see

Figure S19, Supporting Information). For O2 concentration

profile and Raman spectra profile, see Figures S20 and S21,

Supporting Information.

Figure 8 shows the concentration profile for Investigation 7
with initial concentrations of HSO3

− (0.02 mol/kgHd2O), SO3
2−

(0.02 mol/kgHd2O), S2O3
2− (0.04 mol/kgHd2O), SO4

2− (0.1 mol/
kgHd2O), NO2

− (0.02 mol/kgHd2O), and HCO3
− (0.01 mol/kgHd2O)

and bubbled with 95 ppmNO2, 3%O2 in N2. The initial flushing
with N2 is finished and O2 injection started 1100 s after the log
started. Initial concentration of total S is around 10% off
primarily due to the initial concentration of S2O3

2− (0.036
instead of 0.04). The total S concentration is constant
throughout the experiment, unlike that in Investigation 6.
When comparing the results in Figure 8 of Investigation 7 with
those in Investigation 6 and Figure 7, it is evident that the
addition of either CO3

2− or NO2
− limits the S(IV) oxidation.

When there is no S2O3
2− present, SO3

2− oxidation should
increase with increasing concentrations of NO2

− according to
previous studies, something which is not observed in this
experiment.20,41 The observed difference could also be due to
the alkaline pH in this experiment compared to the acidic used in
the mentioned references where NO2

− is considerably less
stable. Only 0.01 mmol·kgHd2O

−1 min−1 of HSO3
− is consumed,

but the total S(IV) concentration is more or less constant since
SO3

2− is increasing with 0.02 mmol·kgHd2O
−1 min−1. The analysis

result of decreased S(IV) oxidation is supported by the lowered
rate of formation of SO4

2− which is only half of that in
Investigation 6. The rate of consumption of S2O3

2− is the same
in both Investigations 6 and 7. The results for NO2

− are included
here since the high concentration from initial sample
preparation makes quantification possible. There is a clear
trend of increasing NO2

− concentration over time from ∼21 to
∼26 mM, which corresponds to the absorbed amount of NO2
estimated from the analysis of the gas to 4.7 mM.

Similar to Investigation 6, there is an unidentified peak at 259
cm−1 present, but only at half the intensity (see Figure S24,
Supporting Information). The pH increases from 7 to 8.2 in the
first 4500 s and then increases rapidly to pH 10 (see Figure S22,
Supporting Information). For O2 concentration profile and
Raman spectra profile, see Figures S23 and S24, Supporting
Information.

4. SUITABILITY AND APPLICATION OF RAMAN
SPECTROSCOPY FOR ONLINE MEASUREMENTS IN
A COMBINED SOX−NOX REMOVAL SYSTEM

The results obtained in this study show that Raman-spectros-
copy can speciate and quantify SO3

2−, HSO3
−, SO4

−, and S2O3
2−

even in mixtures with NO2
−, NO3

−, and CO3
2−. The sharp peak

at 981 cm−1 gives a clear signal for SO4
2− even at a concentration

of 3 mM. The broad peak at 965 cm−1 is suitable for SO3
2−

quantification; however, the signal is less stable, and
concentrations should be >10 mM to avoid interference with
background noise. The same is true for HSO3

− which has broad
peaks at 1022 and 1052 cm−1. S2O3

2− is identified through a
sharp peak at 997 and 448 cm−1 which gives a clear signal in the
tested concentration range 20−40 mM.

Quantification of NO2
− and NO3

− is difficult in the present
systemwith the chosenmethod. The low concentrations present
in Investigations 1−6 are not possible to quantify. In
Investigation 7 where NO2

− is present at a higher concentration
of 20 mM, it is quantifiable with some degree of uncertainty.
However, the fact that the nitrogen balance is close to complete
when accounting for the absorbed NO2 indicates the success of
the measurement.

The limit of detection for some species could be an issue for
the u-e of Raman spectroscopy as a method for on line liquid
analysis in a NOx−SOx removal system. The species include
SO3

2−, HSO3
−, and NO3

−. In this study, the concentrations of
SO3

2− and HSO3
− are required to be ∼20 mM each, together

with ∼30 mM S2O3
2− to reach 80% NO2 absorption. This is

above the 10 mM minimum recommended limit of detection in
this study. However, in our previous studies25 where absorption
units that are designed to maximize NO2 absorption have been
used, 80%NO2 absorption was reached at only 1 g/L of Na2SO3,
corresponding to ∼6mM. In these studies, no S2O3

2− was added
to the liquid, and it was of interest to minimize the S(IV) added
due to the rapid oxidation to SO4

2−, whichmeans higherNa2SO3
consumption and therefore an increased cost of operation. The
results in Figure 8 indicate that S2O3

2− is so efficient at limiting
S(IV) oxidation that higher concentrations of S(IV) should be
mainly beneficial due to increased NO2 absorption. It is
therefore likely that a NOx−SOx scrubber unit will be operating
above 10 mM of SO3

2− if S2O3
2− is added. This result is in

agreement with the findings of Sapkota et al.12 NO3
− is only

present in concentrations below 10 mM and should therefore
with the present model not be quantifiable by Raman
spectroscopy, as it is not one of the main products in the
reaction chain. If a strong oxidizer is present in the liquid phase,
such as whenO3 is used for the oxidation and absorption ofNO2,
then NO3

− will form from NO2
−, resulting in higher

concentrations, possibly above detection limits where usage of
Raman spectroscopy could be suitable.

Raman spectroscopy is potentially a good analysis technique
that in combination with standard gas analysis can be used for
process control in a combined SO2 and NO2 flue gas cleaning
system with large changes in concentration- and flow-profiles
over time. The absorption rates of NO2 and SO2 would then

Figure 8. Concentration profile during Investigation 7, 20 °C, pH
increasing from 7.1 to 8.5, 95 ppm NO2, and 3% O2. Total S is the total
molar concentration of sulfur species analyzed by Raman spectroscopy.
Initial S is the by weight estimated amount of moles of sulfur added to
the sample.
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continuously be monitored through gas analysis while the
concentrations of salts are quantified by the Raman instrument.
This will enable exact control of liquid bleed amounts to
minimize the loss of chemicals and addition of water while at the
same time showing a precise need for addition of Na2SO3 and
Na2S2O3 needed for NO2 absorption to maintain balance. For
flue gas sources with stable concentration- and flow-profiles,
simpler and less costly instruments, such as conductivity or
redox meters, can be used after an initial testing period with
Raman spectroscopy that characterize the scrubber and connect
it to conductivity and / or redox potential.

5. FUTURE WORK
This initial study shows promising results both in interpreting
the reaction mechanism of S(IV) oxidation with NO2
absorption and monitoring the liquid phase composition.
There are however several points that need further investigation.
The unidentified peaks at 259, 665, 734, 1052, and 1384 cm−1

need to be further studied to enable speciation. If possible, new
peaks for NO2

− and NO3
− should be identified and used for

quantification; in the case of NO2
−, much higher concentrations

can be used since concentrations in an actual flue gas cleaning
system preferably are as close to the precipitation limit as the
system can handle.

After the questions in this study have been answered, more
complex liquids can be studied. In a combinedNO2 and SO2 flue
gas cleaning system, a wide number of other impurities,
depending on the flue gas source, will be present. Most of
these will only be present in limited concentrations, but their
spectra could still disrupt the Raman peaks used in this study.
Some of the possible impurities like iron, manganese, and copper
are also reported in the literature to have a catalytic effect on
S(IV) oxidation,15 which is something that could be investigated
with the method used in this study.

6. CONCLUSIONS
Seven PLS-R models for SO3

2−, HSO3
−, S2O3

2−, SO4
2−, NO2

−,
NO3

−, and CO3
2− were developed using Raman spectroscopy.

The models are applied to evaluate sulfite and bisulfite oxidation
in a bubbling flask. Two oxidant compositions are investigated:
O2 at 3% and O2 at 3% with NO2 at 95 ppm. The oxidation of
sulfite and bisulfite is also investigated with the addition of a free
radical scavenger in Na2S2O3. The key findings are summarized
below.

1 Raman Vibrational bands of SO3
2−, HSO3

−, S2O3
2−,

SO4
2−, NO2

−, CO3
2−, and CO3

2− are successfully
identified and possible to separate from each other even
in mixtures. Raman spectroscopy is a suitable method for
liquid analysis of a combined NOx/SOx removal system.

2 S(IV) is oxidized at a rate of ∼0.07 mmol/(kgHd2O·min)
when the bubble flask is fed with 3%O2 in N2. Total sulfur
concentration remains constant, indicating that no other
species than SO4

2− is formed. When S2O3
2− is added to

the liquid, no S(IV) is oxidized by O2.
3 With NO2 present in the gas phase, the S(IV) oxidation

increases to 0.84 mmol/(kgHd2O·min). The total S(IV)
oxidation is increased by a factor of 10 compared to
oxidation by the gas without NO2 (i.e., only containing
O2). The ratio between absorbedNO2 and oxidized S(IV)
is ∼31, confirming the reaction scheme of S(IV) oxidation
with a radical chain.

4 Addition of S2O3
2− to the liquid inhibits or even

eliminates the S(IV) oxidation even though NO2 is
absorbed. With a concentration of 35 mM S2O3

2− and 20
mM SO3

2− and HSO3
−, 80% of the incoming NO2 is

absorbed, and no S(IV) oxidation takes place while
S2O3

2− is consumed at a rate of 0.04 mmol/(kgHd2O·min)
with a NO2 absorption rate of 0.032 mmol/(kgHd2O·min).
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Abstract  

This study presents a fast and precise solvent characterizing method for the screening of novel CO2 capture systems. 

In this method, time-base Attenuated Total Reflectance-Fourier Transform Infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectroscopy was 

used for in-situ monitoring of CO2 absorption and desorption processes of non-aqueous amine systems. Different 

equal mole amines were used to qualify and quantify changes of the IR vibrations. The method enables identification 

of reaction mechanism along with full speciation. In order to confirm repeatability and representability of the screening 

test, a replication experiment using liquid-flow cell FTIR analysis is also presented.  

Keywords: FTIR-ATR, fast solvent screening, representative sampling, non-aqueous solvents, speciation 

 

1. Introduction 

The annual increase in CO2 emissions is the main 

contributor to the increase in the greenhouse gas (GHG) 

level causing climate changes and global warming [1]. 

Fossil-fuel combustion and industrial processes are the 

dominant triggers of anthropogenic CO2 emissions [2]. 

Integration of the post-combustion CO2 capture (PCC) to 

industrial point sources is an essential attempt to alleviate 

this phenomenon [3, 4].  

Different processes are employed for CO2 capture and 

separation such as distillation, absorption, adsorption, 

and advanced membrane filtration [5].  Aqueous amine 

based gas-liquid chemical absorption is the most 

common method currently being used in industrial plants 

[4, 6]. Aqueous 30% MEA solvent is the benchmark 

capture system and the first patented amine-based solvent 

system [7-9]. MEA -based solvents are most popular due 

to MEA’s high reactivity and low cost.  

However, main concerns of aqueous MEA systems are 

energy intensiveness, solvent corrosivity and degradation 

in addition to solvent emissions. Although amine based 

solvent development has been in focus for several 

decades to identify appropriate solvent systems, it is still 

challenging to overcome the aforementioned drawbacks. 

A method enabling fast screening of solvent systems is 

thus essential to identify promising CO2 capture systems.  

Amines are widely used for chemical absorption of CO2. 

During this reaction, reversible carbonaceous products 

are formed. In this context, amines are an interesting 

group of chemical compounds which can be classified 

into three main groups of primary, secondary, or tertiary 

amines. Furthermore, amines may react differently due to 

steric hindrance, cyclic structures or multiple amine 

functions present in one amine molecule. Aqueous, non-

aqueous, water-lean, by-phasic, and ionic/eutectic amine 

based solvents systems are being investigated to identify 

the most promising capture systems. 

 

Figure 1: Amine based CO2 capture system interpretation 

Generally, an amine based CO2 capture system is a blend 

of several components as shown in Figure 1. It may 

consist of an amine or a blend of amines to act as a 

chemical absorbent of CO2. Moreover, this part is diluted 

with suitable diluents like water or organic solvents. 

Furthermore, this system may be optimized by addition 

of suitable additives to enhance the solvent's chemical 

and physical properties. Since all components may 

interact with each other, identifying a novel and 

promising CO2 capture system is a challenging task. 

Therefore, combination of fast and precise chemical 

analytics with chemical mechanistic insight is 

paramount.  
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There are several methods currently being employed to 

characterize potential solvent. The wetted wall column 

(WWC) is a well-known apparatus for CO2 absorption 

rate measurements also used in a modified version for 

solvent screening [10]. An atmospheric solvent screening 

apparatus has been developed to mimic the CO2 

absorption and desorption processes [11-13]. Solvent 

performance can be determined versus reference solvents 

by continuous monitoring of the CO2 capture rate using 

non-dispersive infrared (ND-IR) CO2 sensor [14].  The 

same method was used to screen strong bicarbonate-

forming solvents gathering at the same time information 

on solvent foaming, solid precipitation, and discoloration 

[15]. Furthermore, Luo et.al. introduced a rapid screening 

apparatus for improved analysis of single and blended 

amine solvent systems [16]. Molecular simulations [17] 

or different modeling tools like soft SAFT[18], COSMO-

RS [19, 20] are also used to predict reactive absorption 

properties of novel solvents without doing laborious 

experiments. 

FT-IR spectroscopy is a versatile method for the analysis 

of chemical structures used in a wide range of 

applications. In FT-IR spectrum analysis, the bands of the 

functional groups and the molecular fingerprint of a 

chemical mixture are analyzed to give qualitative and 

quantitative chemical data. This is a fast and precise 

analysis method for efficient screening of chemicals at 

small sample volume. Furthermore, vibrational 

spectroscopy is well suited to application of multivariate 

calibration models to extract chemical data of species, 

especially for online monitoring of dynamic systems [21-

23]. 

Chemical speciation of aqueous DEA [24] and 

heterocyclic amine [25] solvent systems has been  

performed by ATR-FTIR spectroscopic in situ 

monitoring. This method can be used for online 

monitoring of several chemical components 

simultaneously using Partial Least Regression (PLS-R) 

models [25-27].  

We recently reported a novel sulfolane based non-

aqueous solvent system for CO2 capture [28]: a mixture 

of diisopropylamine (DIPA), sulfolane (SULF), and 

methanol (MeOH). Herein we report development and 

representativity[29]of a fast solvent screening method 

applied for analysis of the above-mentioned DIPA-

MeOH-SULF study. The FTIR-based bulk liquid 

analysis was performed to confirm the fast-screening 

result are representative and reproducible. 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

 

All chemicals used in the experiments are tabulated in 

table 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1 Chemical information: Name, CAS number, mole 

fraction purity, role, and supplier of chemicals. 

 

 

2.1 Fast solvent screening method including solvent 

speciation 

 

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the experimental set-up1used 

for the fast-screening of the non-aqueous DIPA system. 

The schematic diagram of the fast-screening method is 

shown in Figure 2. A detailed description of the 

experimental procedure is given in an earlier publication 

[28]. The set-up1 (figure2) was used for screening a set 

of non-aqueous solvent systems as well as performance 

evaluation based on the spectroscopic information 

gathered by in-situ FTIR monitoring. 

 

2.2 Bulk flow analysis for verifying the representativity 

of the screening results. 

 

Figure 3: Schematic diagram of the experimental set-up2 for the 

acquisition of liquid flow cell FTIR spectra. 

 

Since the FTIR-ATR method provides solvent 

composition on the surface of the ATR crystal, the 

representativeness of the fast-screening results for the 

Chemical 

name 

CAS 

number 

Mole 

fractio
n purity 

Role Supplier 

Diisopropyla

mine (DIPA) 

108-18-9 ≥0.99 Amine Sigma-Aldrich 

Sulfolane 
(SULF) 

126-33-0 ≥0.99 Diluent Sigma-Aldrich 

Methanol 

(MeOH) 

67-56-1 ≥0.99 Diluent VWR 

Carbon 

dioxide (CO2) 

124-38-9 0.9999 Gas AGA Norge AS 
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bulk solvent liquid needs to be assured. Hence, CO2 

absorption tests were performed using set-up2 i.e. bulk 

liquid-flow analysis. The schematic diagram of the set-

up2 is shown in Figure 3. The reactor is a double-jacketed 

glass vessel with 4 inlet-outlet ports on the top. 50 ml of 

unloaded solution was placed inside the reactor and the 

solvent was mixed using a magnetic stirrer with a stirring 

rate of 250 rpm. Two ports were connected to the gas 

inlet and outlet while the other two ports were connected 

to the liquid flow cell inlet and outlet. To analyse the 

reaction liquid, the solvent was passed through a liquid-

flow cell connected to a FTIR liquid sampling accessory. 

The liquid sampling accessory was attached to the Perkin 

Elmer Spectrum One FT-IR Spectrometer and the liquid 

passing through the sampling device was scanned at pre-

determined set time.  The sampling accessory is equipped 

with a programable, variable-speed peristaltic pump to 

pass the liquid through the flow cell. The waste liquid end 

of the sampler was sent back to the reactor to recycle the 

liquid flow through the flow cell.  

Prior to each experiment, a background scan of the empty 

flow cell was recorded. Then the sampler was turned on 

and unloaded CO2 solvent started to flow through the 

cell. Several scans of unloaded liquid were recorded. 

Then, CO2 gas was introduced into the glass reactor at a 

flow rate of 0.10 NL/min using a mass flow controller 

(MFC) from Sierra Instruments. Scans of the reaction 

liquid were performed timely during the CO2 absorption 

reaction.  

FTIR spectra were baseline corrected by Automatic 

Whittaker Filter method using a chemometrics software, 

PLS-toolbox with MATLAB® (R2019b). 

 

3. Results and Discussion  

 

3.1 In-situ monitoring and fast screening of a non-

aqueous solvent system  

 

In the experimental set-up1, in-situ monitoring was used 

to observe reaction changes during CO2 absorption-

desorption of the solvent system. The tests were 

performed in a reaction cell containing a diamond crystal 

top plate (P/N GS10507) with Golden Gate™ single 

reflection diamond ATR system. An inherent advantage 

of this system is that only small mass of solvent is needed 

(approx. 5g) for one screening experiment.  An example 

of ATR-FTIR raw spectra obtained from time-based in-

situ monitoring is shown in Figure 4 (a).   

According to Figure 4(a), in-situ monitoring of the 

chemical changes in the reaction aliquot was performed 

in four stages. A time gap of each stage was decided 

during the experiment along with the appeared stack of 

spectra. The chemical reaction changes can be observed 

as ATR-FTIR spectra variations. This is a benefit of set-

up1 since we can do the experiment without prior 

information about the time gaps of each step. It is 

possible to control the parameters accordingly during the 

experiment while observing the spectra.    

Initially, a few FTIR scans were performed to check the 

unloaded solution. There was no evidence of premature 

CO2 capture species formation or water contamination in 

the sample. Representative FTIR bands of mixture 

components were also identified. 

Then CO2 was introduced into the solvent. During this 

second stage, several peaks were seen to increase, 

decrease and shift. At the same time, several new peaks 

appeared according to the developing carbonaceous 

products. The second stage absorption step continues 

until the increasing band intensity is seen constant.  

In the third step, the loaded solvent was observed after 

further CO2 pumping. During this time all bands stayed 

stagnant, implying the capture products to be stable at 

this condition. This stage was completed after 

approximately 25 minutes.  

In the fourth step, the temperature of the reaction cell was 

increased to observe the desorption reactions of the 

system. The reaction cell was heated up gradually and 

reduction of peaks were seen. Temperature for this step 

was kept at 58°C. At this stage, in-situ reaction 

monitoring is important to determine the proper 

desorption temperature of the new system through 

observation of spectra changes. 

 

Figure 4: (a) Time-based ATR-FTIR scans (b) IR absorbance 

variation with time from changing IR vibrational bands; non-

aqueous DIPA solvent system during the CO2 absorption and 

desorption. 

3.2 Full chemical speciation using time-based ATR-

FTIR spectra of non-aqueous solvents 

From in-situ monitoring of a reaction, plenty of chemical 

information about the reaction can be acquired. However, 

this information is available as the vibrational bands of 

the FTIR spectra. Vibrational band assignment of the 
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spectra was performed to identify the chemical species of 

the novel solvent system. 

Spectroscopic spectra can be considered to be a 

multivariate output of a sample that consists of an 

abundance of hidden chemical information. Extracting 

the spectrum data would be an inexpensive method of 

chemical speciation. Data preprocessing tools are needed 

to extract qualitative and quantitative information from a 

specific spectrum. In this contribution, qualitative 

information extraction will be discussed.  

Vibrational peak assignment was carried out for the 

changing peaks of the baseline-corrected spectra. The 

baseline corrected fingerprint region of the IR spectra of 

unloaded, loaded, and desorbed solvent are shown in 

Figure 5. Wavenumbers of all the increasing peaks were 

recognized and assigned to the relevant vibrational 

groups according to literature. Tabulated peak 

assignment information is given in Table 2. According to 

the peak assignment for increasing peaks, we identified 

the CO2 capture product of the non-aqueous solvent 

system to be monomethyl carbonate (MMC) species. A 

proposed reaction mechanism according to the  

vibrational assignments has been published [28]. 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Increasing of the specific peak's intensities with the 

time during the CO2 absorption reaction of the non-aqueous 

DIPA solvent system. 

 

Therefore, in-situ monitoring by ATR-FTIR 

spectroscopy is a fast-screening method which is able to 

observe the CO2 absorption-desorption reaction with full 

speciation. 

 

Table 3. Monomethyl carbonate (MMC) peak identification of 

the non-aqueous DIPA system  

 

Characteristic 
IR vibrational 

bands 

�̅�𝑚𝑎𝑥 (cm-1) 

MMC Peak Assignment 

Reference 

1640 C=O Stretching vibration [30] [31] 

1443 CH3 asymmetric deformation [30] [31] 

1396 CH3 symmetirc deformation [30] [31] 

1296 O-C-O asymmetric stretching 

vibration 
[30] [31] 

1080 O-C-O symmetric stretching 

vibration 
[30] [31] 

906 CH3-O stretching [31] 

824 CO3 deformation [31] 

 

However, concluding full chemical reaction speciation 

by in-situ monitoring in a closed system might have some 

uncertainties. The concerns on the non-aqueous systems 

could be two-fold.  

1. If the system becomes heterogeneous during the 

absorption (e.g. phase change) the spectroscopic 

results will not be accurate 

2. If precipitation happens on the ATR crystal the 

observed spectra may not represent the liquid 

CO2 capture solvent. 

To address the above-mentioned concerns, bulk analysis 

of the reaction system was conducted by using the same 

FTIR instrument with a different reactor set-up. 

 

3.3 On-line bulk liquid flow monitoring of the non-

aqueous solvent system to verify the fast-screening 

results 

 

This experiment was conducted to check the 

representability of the results of the fast-screening 

method.  

 

Figure 6: Laboratory arrangement of Set-up2 with a glass 

reactor  

Precipitation on the ATR crystal may lead to analysis 

error, since the solvent penetration depth of the ATR 

measurement is very narrow, and the analysis happens at 

the bottom of the reaction volume. In set-up2 (shown in 

Figure 6), a glass reactor without an ATR crystal was 

used to perform the CO2 absorption reaction. The solvent 

was continuously circled through a FTIR flow cell. 

Therefore, the solvent system bulk was identified thus 

enabling verification that not solidification or 

precipitation occurred during the CO2 absorption 

reactions. 
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Figure 7: IR spectra obtained from liquid-flow cell 

measurements during CO2 absorption experiments 

 

All relevant MMC bands from 1000 cm-1 to 1800 cm-1 

were identified by the liquid stream analysis using the 

liquid-flow cell. However, the band at 824 cm-1 (MMC 

O-CO2 deformation) was invisible due to the CaF2 

window material cut-off of the liquid-flow-cell. The 

obtained results confirmed the fast-screening speciation 

and showed the representativeness of the fast-screening 

results of the non-aqueous DIPA CO2 absorption system. 

 

Conclusion  

From in-situ reaction monitoring using set-up1, it is 

shown that it was possible to obtain a fast and easy 

chemical characterization of non-aqueous CO2 capture 

solvents. The instant observability of the reaction 

changes at running conditions and the possibility of 

inexpensive reaction mechanism identification are the 

main benefits of the set-up1. Furthermore, it is connected 

to qualitative and quantitative comparability of several 

solvent systems according to the IR vibrational changes. 

The replication experiments using set-up2 confirm the 

results by addressing some concerns of set-up1. The 

qualitative results from set-up1 are repeatable and 

independent of the way of performing the FTIR analysis 

and the level of solvent mixing. This confirms the capture 

products are not a solid, gel, or high viscous liquid since 

the same results were obtained from liquid-flow cell 

measurements.   

Therefore, screening set-up1 is a fast, reliable approach 

for identification of unknown solvent systems requiring 

less volume, less time, and less money as compared to 

traditional solvent analysis methods. Furthermore, 

representativeness and repeatability of the results was 

ensured. For non-aqueous amine systems use of an 

enhanced method like set-up2 is recommended. 
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Abstract
Chemical absorption of carbon dioxide (CO2) using amine
solution is considered as the readiest technology avail-
able for capturing CO2 gas from industrial processes.
The well-known amine for this process is 2-aminoethanol
(MEA) which is normally mixed with water to a typical
concentration of 30 wt%. MEA degrades over time pro-
ducing non-reactive chemicals such as 2-oxazolidinone
(OZD) due to exposure to impurities and high process
temperature. It is thus important to find a suitable method
for OZD qualification and quantification. In this work, we
approach this challenge by means of Raman spectroscopy
and multivariate data analysis. We started by collecting
Raman spectra of 40 OZD samples and applying Principal
Component Analysis to study these samples.
Keywords: multivariate data analysis, MEA, Raman spec-
troscopy, CO2 capture, degradation

1 Introduction
Due to the economic development and the subsequent in-
crease in world population, the global demand for energy
will continue to rise in the following decades. The depen-
dence on fossil fuels, the primary source of energy, emit-
ting copious amount of CO2, is the main cause of global
warming. Even if large investments are underway to de-
carbonise the world energy production, renewable elec-
tricity may not be suitable for certain applications, such as
the cement, iron and steel, and chemical sectors.

Carbon capture and storage (CCS) and its ability to
avoid CO2 emissions at their source, represents a solution
in the fight against climate change. Among all the differ-
ent alternatives, post-combustion capture by using amine-
based solvent is considered to be the most advanced tech-
nology (Sexton and Rochelle, 2011). This process relies
on the ability of the amine solution to chemically reacts
with CO2 in the flue gas. The best absorbents are the ones
with high net cyclic capacity, fast reaction with CO2, low
heat of reaction, high chemical stability, low vapor pres-
sure and minimally corrosive (Hartono et al., 2017). Of

the many solvents tested, 2-aminoethanol (MEA) is the
most used due to its good operational properties and rela-
tively low price. The solvent used in operating plants sim-
ply consists of water and amines, whose concentration is
usually made based on operating experience (typical con-
centration range values goes from 12% wt to a maximum
of 32% wt (Kohl and Nielsen, 1997)).

A typical chemical absorption process for CO2 capture
plant is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Schematic of a chemical absorption process for CO2
capture.

After a preliminary purification from NOX , SOX ,
and particulate matter, the flue gas enters the absorber.
Through contact with MEA solvent, part of CO2 in the
flue gas is absorbed into amine solution, forming a weakly
bonded and quite stable compound, carbamate. The
scrubbed gas is then washed with water to remove the
solvent and discharged into the atmosphere. Then, the
rich-loading solvent (with absorbed CO2) passed through
a cross-heat exchanger and pumped up to the head of the
stripper. In the stripper, the high temperature and pressure
generated by a reboiler cause the carbamate to dissociate
back to MEA and CO2. The obtained product stream with
high CO2 purity is conveyed to compression for trans-
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portation to storage sites. At the bottom of the stripper,
the high temperature lean-loading is conveyed to a heat
exchanger to decrease the temperature of the lean-loading
solution before entering the absorber again.

The entire process chemistry is complex, and the two
main reactions taking place in the absorber and the stripper
are:

CO2 absorption: 2R – NH2 + CO2 −−→ R – NH3
+ +

R – NH – COO–

MEA regeneration: R – NH – COO– + R – NH3
+ Heat−−→

CO2 + 2R – NH2

For simplicity, MEA is expressed by R-NH2, where R
stands for OH-CH2-CH2. The first reaction shows that
only half a mole of CO2 is absorbed per mole of MEA,
leading to the formation of carbamate. In the second equa-
tion, under the application of heat, the carbamate dissoci-
ates to give back CO2 and amine sorbent.

However, there is a main problem associated with this
process, which is degradation of the solvent caused by
heat exposure and impurities in the exhaust gas. This leads
to foaming, fouling, increased viscosity, corrosion and for-
mation of different degradation compounds that are unre-
active towards CO2. In the case of MEA, one of the main
degradation products is 2-oxazolidinone (OZD), a hetero-
cyclic five-membered ring organic compound, which for-
mation pathway is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Oxazolidinones formation (R1, R2: H, alkyle) (Lep-
aumier et al., 2009).

The formation of OZD starts with a reaction between
MEA and CO2, which leads to the formation of carbamate
complex, as shown in the first equation above. Elimination
of a water molecule from the carbamate complex during a
ring closure reaction yields an OZD molecule. The forma-
tion of OZD is a problem because it is unstable and will
react giving other degradation products (namely HEEDA,
HEIA, AEHEIA, BHEI (Gouedard et al., 2012)) that must
be purged from the system to prevent their build-up.

For this purpose, it is essential to find a procedure for
the conversion of the molecule to its precursor amine.
This requires a preliminary identification and quantifica-
tion step.

Raman spectroscopy is a valuable technique for quali-
tative and quantitative analyses, since there is a relation-
ship between intensity of the Raman band, chemical infor-
mation and the concentration of a sample being analyzed
(Larkin, 2011). Raman spectrums are generally plotted
as intensity against Raman Shift (or wavenumber). Vi-
brations of functional groups of a molecule appear in a
Raman spectrum at characteristic Raman shift, which is
similar for all molecules containing the same functional
group.

Chemometric multivariate analysis is an advanced sta-
tistical method that can be used to extract this huge infor-
mation by building specific model for specific chemical
species.

The approach in this paper started with the analysis
of OZD samples at different concentrations using Raman
spectrometer. Principal component analysis (PCA) was
then performed on these samples to check for any outliers,
relevant peaks for OZD, and monitor changes in the OZD
at different concentrations.

2 Materials & Methods
2.1 Sample preparation and Raman analysis
The first big part of this work consisted of sample prepa-
ration. Stock solution of OZD was prepared dissolving 2-
Oxazolidinone (Sigma-Aldrich, purity 98%) in Milli-Q ®

water (18.2 MΩ ·cm at 25°C). Samples of increasing con-
centration from 5 to 815 mM were then prepared by dilut-
ing the stock solution in ditilled water.

The amount of OZD and water needed were weighted
using a Mettler-Toledo MS 105 balance.

The Raman scans were taken using a Kaiser Raman
Rxn2 analyzer of 785 nm laser wavelength, 400 mW laser
power and 150-3425 cm−1 spectral range. In a typical ex-
periment, a vial containing OZD solution was placed in-
side a black sample holder to avoid light disturbance and
the top part of the sample holder was also covered with
aluminum foil to further reduce any possible disturbance
from fluorescence of external light sources. A fiber-optic
immersion probe (optic of ¼ inch) from Kaiser Optical
Systems Inc. was used for the measurement. To avoid
contamination, the probe was first washed with deion-
ized water followed by acetone before each measurement
to remove any possible impurities/leftovers on the probe
tip. The Raman probe was kept at the same depth and
same temperature (20 °C) for all the measurements to en-
sure consistency and to avoid changes of acquisition back-
ground. In order to improve sample sensitivity for off-
line analysis of each measurement, maximum laser power
(400 W) was used with exposure time of 30 seconds and
an average of six scans. iC Raman software from Kaiser
Optical Systems Inc. was used for the acquisition of the
spectra.

2.2 Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
PCA is a data simplification technique used in multivariate
statistics. The aim of the technique is to reduce the high
number of variables describing a set of data to a smaller
number of compressed variables, called Principal Compo-
nents, PCs, which describe the variation and structure of
the data. The PCs can then be plotted to visualize the re-
lationship between samples and variables through the use
of scores (which describe the relationship between obser-
vations) and loading plots (which show the relationship of
the variables) (Wold et al., 1987).

The data is seen as a matrix, called data matrix or X
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matrix, composed by n objects (samples) and p variables
(the measurement for each object) (Esbensen, 2012). This
data matrix can be represented in a Cartesian co-ordinate
system of dimension p. Considering the first variable, X1,
its entries can be plotted along a 1-dimensional axis. This
approach can be extended considering the next variable,
X2, resulting in a 2-dimensional plot and so on, until all
p variables are covered. This p-dimensional co-ordinate
system is the variable space.

To better understand, it is assumed an X matrix with n
objects and 3 variables. Its variable space will be com-
posed by 3 axes: one for each variable. And for each
object in the variable space, its x-value will be plotted,
meaning that all the objects can be as a point in the vari-
able space. When all the points are plotted, the result is
a swarm of points. It is then possible to recognize a lin-
ear behaviour, which can be described by a line that lies
along the direction of maximum variance in the data set,
called the first Principal Component, PC1. Further PCs
can be plotted; the second principal component will lie
along the direction of the second largest variance, and it
will be orthogonal to the first PC. The third PC will be or-
thogonal to both PC1 and PC2, lying along the direction
of the third largest variance and so on for the subsequent
PCs. This PCs system will constitute a new coordinate
system, where each PC will represent successively smaller
and smaller variances. The PCs are uncorrelated with each
other since they are mutually orthogonal.

There are two main parameters used in PCA: loadings
and scores. The loadings are coefficient of linear combi-
nation for each PC, namely pka, where k is the index for
p variables and a is the index for principal component di-
rection coefficients. All the loadings constitute a matrix,
P, which expresses the transformation between the ini-
tial variable space and the new space formed by the PCs.
These loading vectors, namely the columns in P, are or-
thogonal. In synthesis, loadings describe the relationship
between the initial p variables and the PCs.

The score is the distance between the object and its pro-
jection into the PC, and it is called score for object i, ti1, if
it refers to PC1. The projection of object i onto PC2 will
give the score ti2, and so on. The projected object i will
correspond to a point in the new co-ordinate system, an
A-dimensional surface. Each object will thus have its own
set of scores in this dimensionality-reduced subspace. The
NIPALS (Nonlinear Iterative Partial Least Squares) algo-
rithm (Wold, 1966) is one of the several methods used
to find the score and loading vectors. In this study, NI-
PALS algorithm was applied when using PLS toolbox
with MATLAB ® software.

3 Results & Discussion
3.1 Pre-processing of raw spectra
Raw spectra from 40 different OZD samples in water at
different concentration are shown in Figure 3.

The raw spectra contain important information on

Figure 3. Raman raw data of the 40 analysed samples.

chemical fingerprints of the samples but also noise from
background and instrument. Pre-processing of the raw
spectra can be applied to extract useful information and
to remove offset and irrelevant signals.

The raw spectra were subjected to a baseline correc-
tion technique by applying Automatic Whittaker filter
with lambda equals to 100 and P equals to 0.001. The
Whittaker filter used is an extended version of Eilers,
2003, available in the PLS toolbox in MATLAB, where a
weighted least square method was applied to remove base-
line variations and background noise. The factor lambda
controls the curvature allowed for the baseline, while the
P factor governs the extent of asymmetry required of the
fit (Eilers, 2003).

Baseline corrected spectra of OZD samples are shown
in Figure 4. As can be seen, as the concentration of OZD
increases, the intensity values of some peaks also increase,
suggesting that OZD concentration is proportional to the
peak intensity, according to the Beer-Lambert law.

Figure 4. Baseline corrected Raman spectra of the 40 analysed
samples.

The peaks that change according to changes in the OZD
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concentration are now easily identified and their signals
and band assignments are listed in Table 1.

Observed frequency [cm−1] Vibrational mode
719 C-C stretch
928 C-C stretch
1083 C-H2 rock
1216 C-H2 twist

1333, 1261 C-H2 wag
1436 C-H2 scissor
1495 C’-N stretch; C=O stretch
1733 C=O stretch
2932 C-H2 symetric stretch
3003 C-H2 asymetric stretch

Table 1. Vibrational assignments of OZD (McDermott, 1986)
(C’= carbonyl carbon).

All the band assignments were referenced to earlier
work from McDermott (1986) from the spectra of γ-
butyrolactone and 2-pyrrolidinones, which are cyclic es-
ters, like 2-oxazolidinone.

There are also strong peaks at wavelengths 418, 577,
and 750 cm−1 that do not change according to the changes
in OZD concentration and these peaks can be assigned to
the noise from the Raman instrument. These peaks were
also seen previously in earlier publication from Jinadasa
(2019).

Concerning water, its characteristic peaks are cut off
from the range of interest, since it usually shows bands be-
low 300 cm−1 corresponding to the hydrogen bond bend-
ing and stretching motions and strong bands above 3000
cm−1 typical of the O-H stretching region; the low in-
tensity peak at 1650 cm−1 arises from the intramolecular
bending motion (Franks, 1972).

3.2 Initial PCA Analysis
Using the whole spectra as a starting point, the pre-
processed OZD spectra were then subjected to initial PCA
analysis. Figure 5 illustrates the cumulative variance of
the PCA model. PC1 is defined as the first principal com-
ponent which relates to the maximum variance of the data,
while PC2 is the second principal component which corre-
sponds to the second largest variance. The number of PCs
corresponds to the number of orthogonal variables in the
spectral data set. As can be seen, PC1 explains 92.58%
of the total variance, while PC2 describes an additional
6.88%. These two PCs make up 99.46% of the variation
in the model, suggesting that they are probably sufficient
to determine the most important variables for the descrip-
tion of OZD samples.

In Figure 6, a score plot of PC1 versus PC2 for the pre-
processed OZD spectra is shown. The dotted circle rep-
resents a 95% confidence level. As can be seen, one of
the samples is outside the area of interest meaning that
this sample is most likely an outlier. By checking the raw
spectra of OZD samples, this sample is confirmed to be an

Figure 5. Cumulated percentage variation explained.

outlier and it is probably coming from an error when using
the Raman instrument. The outlier was thus removed.

The pre-processed OZD spectra as shown in Figure 4
also show some noise in the region of >3000 cm−1 Raman
shift and this region was also removed in the next PCA
analysis.

Figure 6. PCA analysis for preprocessed Raman data, first score
plot of PC1 vs PC2.

The loading plot for PC 1 for the PCA model is shown
in Figure 7. As mentioned by Wold et al. (1987), loading
plots define what a principal component represents. The
higher the loading value, the higher the contribution of the
variable to the PC. In the case of this work, these plots
will represent OZD concentrations in the samples. Figure
7 indicates that significant contribution comes from peaks
at 418, 577, and 750 cm−1. These peaks however do not
correspond to OZD or water, and thus most likely coming
from the instrument. The fact that these peaks have higher
loading values even though they do not really represent
the actual components in the samples necessitates further
correction to the PCA model. These peaks were therefore
excluded from the model.
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Figure 7. Loading plot for PC1.

3.3 Optimized PCA with Variable Selection
Based on earlier considerations, the PCA model was re-
calibrated, and Figure 8 displays the new cumulative vari-
ance of the model. PCA model was recalibrated by select-
ing the variable range of OZD to optimize the PC1, which
mainly describes the OZD concentration variation.

Figure 8. Cumulated percentage variation for different principal
components.

The new score plot is shown in Figure 9. Based on the
figure, PC1 and PC2 account for 99.78 and 0.17% of the
model variance, respectively. These two principal compo-
nents already make up 99.95% of the cumulative variance
for the model suggesting that it is very likely that the OZD
changes are sufficiently described by PC1.

With the elimination of outliers, all samples are now at
95% confidence level. Values of PC1 are always positive,
whilst values of PC2 change from positive to negative for
all the samples. The samples also show a linear trend sug-
gesting that there is a linear trend between Raman inten-
sity and OZD concentration and that the PCA model can
be used to classify OZD.

The loading plot for PC1 is illustrated in Figure 10.
According to the plot, the sharp OZD peak at 928 cm−1

Figure 9. PCA analysis for preprocessed Raman data, score plot
of PC1 vs PC2 after removal of variables below 650 cm−1.

gives the highest contribution to PC1. This indicates that
this peak can be used as an indicator for the presence
or changes in OZD concentration in a sample. Other
peaks that positively contribute to PC1 loading plot in-
clude 3003, 2933, 1736, 1496, and 720 cm−1 and these
peaks are observed as relevant functional group peaks for
OZD, as shown in Table 1.

Figure 10. Loading plot for PC1 with variable selection.

4 Conclusion
This paper aims to analyze Raman spectra of 2-
oxazolidinone samples by using Principal Component
Analysis to detect relevant peaks, monitor changes in the
samples at different concentrations and remove outliers.

After spectra acquisition and a preliminary baseline
correction, the data were subjected to PCA analysis. The
first two PCs, which made up 99.46% of the variation in
the model, were considered for the analysis. After that,
outlier removal was performed and the PCA model was
recalibrated by selecting relevant variable range of OZD
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to optimize PC1, which describes the OZD concentration
variation. With these considerations, the two PCs made
up 99.95% of the cumulative variance, an increase of 0.49
percentage point.

Finally, according to the loading plot for PC1, it was
found out that the sharp OZD peak at 928 cm−1 gave the
highest contribution to PC1, indicating that this peak can
be used as an indicator for the presence or changes in OZD
concentration in a sample.

By using PCA, we have shown in this work that we can
systematically identify with precision any outliers, rele-
vant peaks for OZD, and monitor changes in the OZD at
different concentrations.
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Abstract 

 

The increasing CO2 concentration in the atmosphere is the most urgent global challenge. The most mature CO2 

abatement option is post-combustion CO2 capture employing Monoethanolamine (MEA) solvent. One challenge 

of using MEA is its in-service degradation to 2-oxazolidinone (OZD), a heterocyclic five-membered organic ring 

compound. Furthermore, OZD degrades more MEA leading to CO2 capture solvent loss and hence increased 

operational cost. It is therefore of interest to investigate methods to convert OZD back to MEA. This work reports 

the conversion of 2-oxazolidinone to MEA by heat treatment at an alkaline condition. Raman spectroscopy and 

Ion-Exchange chromatography were applied to qualify and quantify the reaction. The optimal reaction parameters 

were identified by an experimental design model using the Response Surface Methodology (RSM). A second-

order model with three variables and five levels of focus was employed, with the OZD conversion percentage as 

the response. This methodology was chosen because such a model could estimate the main effects, interactions 

and quadratic terms by relying on a relatively small number of experiments. 17 experimental runs were designed 

by the software using this method. At a reaction time of 35 minutes, reaction temperature of 100°C, and 2.5 mole 

of hydroxide per mole of OZD resulted in a complete conversion of OZD to MEA. 

 

1. Introduction 

 

Carbon dioxide capture and storage (CCS) is so far 

considered the most promising technology to 

sequestrate CO2 from large emission point sources 

(Rochelle, 2009). Post-combustion carbon capture 

(PCC) gas-liquid chemical adsorption is the 

predominant CCS technology today because of the 

development status (US Department of Energy, 

2017) and that it can be retrofitted to existing CO2 

emitting plants. 

Aqueous 30 wt% Monoethanolamine (MEA) is one 

of the most investigated CO2 absorption solvents 

due to its good operational properties and relatively 

low price (Kohl & Nielsen, 1997; Buvik, 2021). 

Figure 1 shows the typical CO2 absorption-

desorption process scheme. The flue gas enters the 

absorber bottom after pre-treatment and flows 

upwards while the solvent solution e.g., aqueous 30 

wt% MEA moves downwards in counter flow. 

Through a contact of these two streams, the CO2 flue 

gas content is absorbed into the amine solution, 

forming mainly amine carbamate (equation (1)) 

which can release CO2 upon heating to 120-140oC in 

the process stripping section according to equation 

(2) (Eimer, 2014). For simplicity, MEA is expressed 

by R-NH2, where R stands for a -CH2-CH2OH 

group. 

 
2𝑅 −𝑁𝐻2 + 𝐶𝑂2 → 𝑅 −𝑁𝐻3

+ +  𝑅 − 𝑁𝐻 − 𝐶𝑂𝑂− (1) 
 

𝑅 − 𝑁𝐻3
+ +  𝑅 − 𝑁𝐻 − 𝐶𝑂𝑂−

𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡
→  2𝑅 − 𝑁𝐻2 + 𝐶𝑂2 (2) 

 

However, aqueous MEA solvent has a high energy 

need in the solvent regeneration section and it is 

degrading in service due to contact with air in the 

absorption section and high temperature in the 

stripping section of the process (Fredriksen & Jens, 

2013). These degradation reactions reduce solvent 

absorption capacity. Furthermore, these degradation 

products have to be removed and replaced with fresh 

MEA solvent which adds to operational cost. This 

degradation (reclaimer waste) varies in the range of 

0.1-14.9 kg waste /ton CO2 captured (IEAGHG, 

2014). 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Basic schematic diagram of the chemical 

absorption-desorption CO2 capture process. 
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The first step of thermal MEA degradation is the 

formation of oxazolidone (Davis & Rochelle, 2009; 

Dyen & Swern, 1967; Poldermann et al., 1955) from 

the reaction of MEA with CO2. Several patents 

(Miller, 1985; Pottiez & Verbeest, 1972; Snoble, 

1981; Turoff et al., 2008) claim hydrolytic alkaline 

splitting of the alkanolamine derived oxazolidone 

back to the original alkanolamine and carbonate 

anion as shown in Figure 2. 

 

 
 
Figure 2: Reaction for Splitting of oxazolidone by alkali 

to MEA and a carbonate anion. 

 

It is therefore desirable to understand the optimum 

reaction conditions for splitting of oxazolidone type 

thermal degradation products back to the original 

CO2 capturing alkanolamine. Hence, this work 

determines optimal reaction conditions for splitting 

of oxazolidone by Design of Experiment utilizing 

the Response Surface Methodology (RSM) (Myers 

et al., 2016). Furthermore, a process integration 

concept into a CO2 capture plant is proposed. 

 

 

2. Methodology  

 

2.1 Design of Experiments 

 

A screening design (Eriksson et al., 2008; Esbensen 

& Swarbrick, 2017) was used to identify the most 

important parameters, thus reducing the number of 

experiments needed. For the optimization 

experiments, a Central Composite Design  (Eriksson 

et al., 2008; Esbensen & Swarbrick, 2017)  was used 

to vary the parameters at 5 levels as indicated in 

Figure 3. 

 
Figure 3. Central composite design with three center 

samples resulting in 17 experiments. The 5 different 

levels of the vertical variable are indicated. 

 

The optimal reaction parameters were identified by 

an experimental design model using the RSM 

provided by the JMP software. 

 

2.2 Chemicals  

Chemicals were used as received and are 

summarized in Table 1. All aqueous solutions were 

prepared with Milli-Q® water (18.2 MΩ⋅cm at 

25°C). 

 
Table 1. Chemicals used in the experiments. 

Chemical 

name 

CAS 

number 

Supplier Mole 

Fraction 

purity 

(%) 

Ethanolamine 141-43-5 EMSURE ≥ 99.5 

2-

Oxazolidinone 

497-25-6 Sigma-

Aldrich 

98 

Sodium 

carbonate 

497-19-8 Sigma-

Aldrich 

99.9 

 

2.3. Chemical Analysis 

 

Cation chromatography and Raman spectroscopy 

were used to determine the reference concentrations. 

 

2.3.1 Cation chromatography 

 

The samples were analyzed by a Dionex 5000 

Cation chromatograph controlled by Chromeleon® 

software and equipped with a Dionex IonPac CS16 

2 mm column. The eluent was methanesulfonic acid 

run at a gradient method (Table 2) and a constant 

flow rate of 0.5 mL/min at 60°C temperature. 

Samples were diluted with 0.3 ppm Li+ containing 

Milli-Q water (internal standard) to a factor of 900 

and filtered before injection using a 0.2 mm syringe 

filter. 

 
Table 2. Eluent gradient concentrations 

Time [min] Concentration [mM] 

0 6 

13 8 

25 55 

30 60 

32 60 

34 6 

40 0 

 

2.3.2 Raman spectroscopy. 

 

The spectra were acquired with a RXN2 Raman 

spectrometer fitted with a 785nm laser delivered by 

Kaiser Optical Systems Inc. The samples were 

placed inside a black sample holder covered with an 

aluminium foil to suppress background light and 

were measured using a fiber optic immersion probe. 

The probe was washed with deionized water 
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followed by acetone before each measurement. The 

analysis exposure time was 30 seconds with 6 scans 

for each sample. A blank water sample preceded 

each analysis run. All Raman spectra were baseline 

corrected using the Whittaker filter (Eilers, 2003; 

Whittaker, 1922) (available in PLS toolbox in the 

MATLAB ®software suite) before further 

processing.  

 

2.4 Oxazolidone (or 2-Oxazolidinone) splitting 

experiment. 

 

The experimental set-up is shown in Figure 4. A 

sample of aqueous 3M oxazolidone stock solution 

and NaOH pellets or 0.1M NaOH solution was 

placed in a flask connected to a reflux condenser and 

heated under stirring to a pre-determined 

temperature and time. The pH of the reaction 

mixture was monitored by a pH electrode.  

In a typical experiment, 25g 3M aqueous 

oxazolidone solution was titrated with 0,1 M NaOH 

solution using a Mettler Toledo T50 titrator pH 14 

or a total solution volume of 80 ml whatever happed 

first. The latter produced a pH value of 12.4 at 80 ml 

solution. The solution was heated to 110°C for a few 

minutes, cooled to room temperature and analyzed 

for oxazolidone conversion by Raman spectroscopy. 

An alternative typical experiment of the above 

procedure substituted the 0.1 M NaOH solution by 

anhydrous NaOH pellets followed by water dilution 

to pH14. The aqueous dissolution of NaOH pellets 

is an exothermic process. Hence, the reaction 

solution was cooled to room temperature before 

Raman spectroscopic analysis. 

 

 
 

Figure 4: Experimental set-up 
 

3. Results and Discussions 

 

 3.1. Chemical Calibration for MEA and OZD 

Quantification 

 

Concentrations of OZD were quantified using 

Raman Spectroscopic analysis. The spectral peaks 

of oxazolidone at 928 cm-1 (Figure 5 (a)) (ref: 

McDermott (1986)) and of Na2CO3 at 1066 cm-1 

(Figure 5 (b)) were chosen for subsequent 

qualitative and quantitative analysis. 

 

 
 

 
Figure 5: (a) Raman spectra of oxazolidone (b) sodium 

carbonate at various concentrations 

 

 

Cation chromatography was then used for the 

quantification of MEA. The MEA peak was 

identified in the chromatogram (Figure 6) by spiking 

it with an authentic MEA sample. Quantitative 

analysis was based on a calibration curve in the 

appropriate concentration range. 

 

 

(a) 

(b) 

928 cm-1 

1066 cm
-1
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Figure 6: MEA chromatogram: MEA (3); Na+ (1); NH4+ 

(2); K+ (4). 

 

 

3.2 Optimization of conversion of OZD to MEA 

 

3.2.1 Phase 1 

 

screening investigations. The initial experiments in 

this phase verified oxazolidone splitting to MEA. As 

a preliminary study to verify the conversion of OZD 

to MEA, four tests were carried out using the 

alternative typical experiment procedure with 

solution reflux at 120°C and 2 hour duration (Table 

3).   

 
Table 3: Parameters for the oxzolidone (OZD) splitting 

experiment 

Experiment OZD 

conc. 

[mM] 

OH-

/OZD 

Temp. 

[°C] 

Time 

[min] 

3 200 28 90 100 

4 400 14 140 60 

5 600 12 100 120 

6 80 73 130 30 
 

 

Three parameters were identified based on the initial 

screening experiments. The parameters were varied 

at two levels and three parameters were identified. 

Reaction time, reaction temperature, and the 

relationship between mole of hydroxide per mole of 

OZD were all found as the most significant 

contributors to the conversion of OZD to MEA. 

 

 

3.2.1 Phase 2 

 

Optimization model for OZD conversion 

percentage. In phase 1, 3 three variables were chosen 

for the second phase: temperature (°C), time (min), 

and OH-/OZD molar ratio. The Response Surface 

Methodology was chosen because it can fit a second-

order polynomial model that estimates main effects, 

interactions, and quadratic terms relying on a 

relatively small number of runs. The quadratic terms 

are useful because they can capture a possible 

curvature in the relationship between the response 

and the experimental factors. The three main 

variables are represented by the coefficients A, B, 

and C; the three two-way interactive terms are 

described by AB, AC, and BC; the three quadratic 

terms by A2, B2, and C2.  

With these considerations, the number of central 

points (cp) was set to 3, the number of factorial 

points (Cube) was 8, and the number of axial points 

was 6. Three additional runs (No NaOH (3a), 1a and 

2a) were add to the design resulting in a total of 20 

experimental runs. Experimental plan details and the 

responses (OZD conversion %) are given in Table 4. 

Figure 7 (a) and (b) show the response surface 

contour plots of OZD conversion for 100°C 

(temperature) and 35 min (time), respectively.  

 
Table 4: Optimization model data and results 

Exp. 

No. 

Data Results 

Temp. 

[oC] 

Time 

[min] 

OH-

/OZD 

OZD 

conversion 

[%] 

1 100 38 4 100 

2 118 51 3.2095 99.88 

3 118 24 3.2095 99.94 

4 82 24 3.2095 99.83 

5 82 51 3.2095 99.93 

6 70 38 2.05 89.2 

7 130 38 2.05 99.53 

8 100 38 2.05 98.83 

9 100 60 2.05 99.58 

10 100 38 2.05 98.92 

11 100 15 2.05 94.52 

12 100 38 2.05 98.69 

13 82 51 0.8905 53.34 

14 82 24 0.8905 48.17 

15 118 24 0.8905 59.52 

16 118 51 0.8905 74.63 

17 100 38 0.1 10.48 

1a 130 60 0.8905 72.21 

2a 130 60 0.1 13.54 

3a 130 60 0 0 
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Figure 7: OZD conversion in function of OH-/OZD mole 

ratio (a) and time at 100°C (fixed temperature) (b) and 

temperature at 35 min (fixed time) 

 

The summarizing prediction performance (Table 5) 

and the coefficient values of the optimization model 

(Table 6) indicate it to be satisfactory. 

 
Table 5: Optimization model: prediction performance 

RMSE P-value R2 Adj. R2 

2.1958 <0.0001 0.99727 0.993167 

 

 
Table 6: F-ratios and P-values of coefficients values (A: 

temperature, B: time, C: OH-/OZD) 

Coefficient F-ratio P-value 

A 37.7291 0.00085 

B 12.5534 0.01217 

C 803.7899 0.00000 

AB 2.4178 0.17096 

AC 27.5179 0.00193 

BC 10.5144 0.01763 

A2 3.4492 0.11266 

B2 0.1520 0.71013 

C2 507.2047 0.00000 

 

 

The model shows several sets of possible variable 

combinations (Table 7) depending on desired 

reaction condition application. 

 
Table 7: Model responses for selected variable sets 

OH-

/OZD 

Temp. 

[oC] 

Time 

[min] 

OZD 

conversion 

achieved 

[%] 

1 130 60 83.46 

1.5 130 60 98.59 

1.8 100 60 96.97 

1.8 120 45 99.01 

2 100 47 99.12 

2 110 36 99.11 

2.2 100 24 98.96 

2.5 76 15 98.99 

 

 

Analytic chemical evidence of reaction response 

for selected variable combinations is given in 

Figure 8. 

  

(a) 

(b) 
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Figure 8. Raman spectra of selected experiments: Axial C (high) (a); Axial B (high) (b) and Axial C (low) (d). 

 

3.3 Potential integration of the oxazolidone 

splitting reaction into a carbon dioxide capture 

unit. 

 

The optimal reaction conditions for oxazolidone 

(OZD) splitting (Table 7) depend mostly on the 

OH−/OZD mole ratio. The reaction itself could be 

run in the reboiler of the CO2 stripper or in a separate 

reactor connected to it (Figure 1). This would 

provide a temperature of the reaction vessel in 

excess of 100oC (Poldermann et al., 1955). As 

suggested by a US patent (Turoff et al., 2008), a 

slipstream of the stripper bottoms could be sent to a 

separate reactor where NaOH is added, the reaction 

is conducted and the recovered alkanolamine is 

separated from the caustic by phase splitting. Some 

caustic could be recycled to the reaction vessel while 

the rest is treated as solvent reclaiming waste. The 

US patent (Turoff et al., 2008) teaches this proposal 

for splitting of the oxazolidone 

hydroxypropyloxazolidone (HPOZD) to di-

isopropanolamine (DIPA) and CO2. Our optimal 

reaction conditions for OZD splitting would fit well 

with the above process integration proposal. 

 

4. Conclusion 

  

- Society needs to stabilize and reduce CO2 

emissions. Large-scale post-combustion 

carbon capture is expected to be necessary 

in the near future. Our contribution puts 

focus on the cost reduction of aqueous 

alkanolamine carbon capture solvent.  

- Alkanolamine recovery by splitting of 

oxazolidone (OZD) to the original MEA 

alkanolamine solvent and CO2 can be 

satisfactorily modeled and optimized by 

the RSM method. 

- The model variables are in order of 

importance OH-/OZD ratio, reaction 

temperature and reaction time. 

- A CO2 capture process integration concept 

for splitting of OZD to MEA is proposed. 
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Abstract 

Chemical absorption using aqueous amine is considered as the established technique for post combustion 

CO2 capture [1]. The most studied amine for this purpose is the aqueous monoethanolamine (MEA) and 

30wt% MEA is the benchmark system and standard first-generation mixture for CO2 capture. MEA is 

preferred as the solvent due to it being least expensive, highly reactive, water soluble and has a high 

absorption capacity with acid gases in gas mixtures [1, 2]. However, MEA is a highly corrosive chemical and 

has been shown to react with construction materials such as pipes and column walls [3]. Therefore, 

concentrated MEA solution should be avoided to minimize corrosion. Absorbing CO2 using aqueous MEA 

also has other drawbacks such as high energy requirement and solvent degradation at high temperature [4].  

 

Other amine-based solutions have also been investigated to optimize the process, and these solvents are 

usually classified as the second-generation CO2 capture solvents. Aqueous piperazine is one of the these 

solutions, which can reduce operational expenditure (OPEX) by providing higher capture capacity and lower 

regeneration energy [5]. 

 

The regeneration energy can be reduced further by replacing aqueous amine systems with water-lean solvent 

systems [6]. For example, the K2Sol solvent system is claimed to reduce the regeneration energy by 35% in 

comparison to MEA [7]. These organic solvents can also be good physical absorbents of CO2 [4, 5, 8]. 

Furthermore, these solvents can be regenerated at low temperature since the absorption reaction leads to 

formation of less stable alkyl carbonate species [9]. Over the years, a number of water-lean systems utilizing 

different amines such as 2-amino-2-methyl-1-propanol (AMP), MEA, diethanolamine (DEA), 2-(2-

aminoethoxy)ethanol (DGA) and methyl diethanolamine (MDEA) with different alcohols, polyethylene 

glycol (PEG), ethylene glycol (EG) or glycol ethers have been proposed [3, 9-16]. 

 

In this work, we evaluate five different amines in a new water-lean system containing sulfolane and methanol. 

Sulfolane and methanol are commercially available chemicals and sulfolane has been used as one of the 

components in the sulfinol process. Solutions were prepared by mixing a known amount of amine with 

sulfolane and methanol at a mole ratio of 1:0.3:1.1. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the new solvent 

system, we have performed CO2 absorption and desorption tests. The absorption was conducted at 20 oC 

whilst the desorption at 58 oC. Both of these reactions were monitored in-situ using a time-based ATR-FTIR 

spectrometer.  
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Figure 1 shows typical time-based ATR-FTIR spectra for AMP system during experiments. Upon 

introduction of CO2, it can be seen that some chemical reactions took place as indicated by the formation of 

new peaks. These peaks were then reduced during desorption. In figure 2, selected ATR-FTIR scans of AMP 

system are shown. During experiments, changes in peak height were seen at wavenumbers of 1640, 1445, 

1396, 1298, 1082, and so on. The peak at 1640 cm-1 can be assigned to the C=O stretching bond of 

monomethyl carbonate species (MMC). The peak at 1290 cm-1 is associated with the asymmetric stretching 

bond of O-C-O of MMC. No peak at 1575 cm-1, which may indicate formation of carbamate, is observed 

during experiments suggesting that the reaction in the amine system proceeds through alkyl carbonate 

formation. Earlier investigation by Barzagli et. al. [8] also suggested the formation of  alkyl carbonate, as 

shown in scheme 1. This may also explain the ability of our amine system to be regenerated at mild 

temperature of 58 oC.  

 

 
Scheme 1. Suggested reaction for the formation of monomethyl carbonate by sulfolane based non-aqueous AMP 

solvent system. 

 

We present further characterization of our new solvents in the full paper [17], and how they are compared to 

the existing solvents available. Details on the reaction mechanism will also be discussed. 

 

Keywords: FTIR-ATR; Non-aqueous; Organic solvents; Sulfolane; Carbon dioxide capture 

 

 

 
 

Figure1: Time-based ATR-FTIR scans of for the sulfolane based AMP non-aqueous solvent during CO2 absorption 

and desorption 
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Figure 2: Spectra obtained by FTIR analysis for sulfolane based AMP non-aqueous solvent  
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ABSTRACT 

 

The 30 wt% aqueous monoethanolamine (MEA) solution is considered as the benchmark solvent 

for CO2 capture.1 High energy penalty for solvent regeneration corrosivity of the solvent, high 

solvent losses due to oxidative and thermal degradations and environmental concerns due to 

possible emissions are major concerns that need to be addressed for an effective operation of the 

process.  In order to maintain the optimal performance of the CO2 capture, the process needs to be 

monitored and controlled. The application of Process Analytical Technology (PAT)2 using 

spectroscopy is an important approach for an optimal control of CO2 capture operations.  Partial 

least squares regression (PLS-R) is a valuable statistical method to extract the quantitative 

chemical information from the spectroscopic data.  

 

Heat stable salts (HSS) are oxidative degradation products of amines and identified as an early 

stage solvent degradation species which participates subsequently in solvent degradation3 and 

plant corrosion.4 Hence,  early stage detection of HSS is important with respect to control of other 

associated process issues such as solvent degradation and corrosion. Grimstvedt et. al. indicated 

that the  CO2 model residuals might be useful to determine the concentration of HSS in a degraded 

aqueous solution of MEA.5  

 

The Technology Centre Mongstad (TCM) operated several test campaigns using aqueous 30 wt% 

MEA solvent and the outcomes from these campaigns have been published by giving insight into 

the base-case testing, degradation, corrosion, solvent reclaiming and atmospheric emission, etc.6-8 

 

This study demonstrates the application of multivariate methods (i.e., PLS-R, MSPC) to monitor 

and control the process performances based on process analytical tools (i.e., FTIR) using TCM 

real campaign data. In long term solvent monitoring, PLS-R model prediction errors (RMSEP) is 

increasing due to solvent changes (i.e., solvent degradation, corrosion). Model maintenance along 

with the model diagnostics measures is important in achieving stable model predictions. Solvent 

degradation is one of the main challenges of amine-based CO2 capture plant operations and it can 



 

be easily detected using the PLS-R model based Multivariate Statistical Process Control (MSPC). 

Furthermore, residual (FTIR) spectra obtained from the 1st Generation model’s (CO2 and amine) 

prediction were further examined with multivariate calibration. Heat stable salts (HSS) and Total 

amine degradation products (TADP) were calibrated using residual FTIR spectra and offline 

sample measures of TCM campaign to predict formation of these species by on-line monitoring. 
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Figure S1: Initial TA model’s prediction Qs with Days of operation of MEA2 campaign. 

 

 

Figure S2: ATR-FTIR lab analysis spectra of formate and acetate anions  
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Figure S3: PLS-R model calibration for Amine Degradation Products (ADP) using residual 

spectra of  TA model. 
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Table S1: D-optimal design experimental plan 

Sample no DPA wt% 
Methanol 

wt% 

Sulfolane 

wt% 
Tab °C 

1 10 60 30 45 

2 40 10 50 25 

3 45 45 10 25 

4 80 10 10 35 

5 22.5 57.5 20 30 

6 40 10 50 45 

7 10 40 50 25 

8 80 10 10 25 

9 10 60 30 35 

10 60 10 30 45 

11 10 80 10 35 

12 10 40 50 45 

13 10 40 50 45 

14 10 60 30 25 

15 10 80 10 35 

16 35 35 30 35 

17 10 40 50 25 

18 35 35 30 35 

19 80 10 10 45 

20 40 10 50 35 
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21 35 35 30 25 

22 35 35 30 25 

23 40 10 50 25 

24 60 10 30 25 

25 10 80 10 45 

26 40 10 50 35 

27 10 80 10 25 

28 10 60 30 35 

29 60 10 30 25 

30 45 45 10 35 

31 10 80 10 25 

32 80 10 10 35 

33 22.5 57.5 20 30 

34 80 10 10 45 

35 45 45 10 45 

36 10 60 30 25 

37 35 35 30 35 

38 45 45 10 45 

39 60 10 30 45 

40 80 10 10 25 

41 10 80 10 45 

42 10 60 30 45 

43 40 10 50 45 

44 45 45 10 35 

45 45 45 10 25 
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Table S2: Mixture designs plan  

Designs Sample no DPA wt% 
Methanol 

wt% 

Sulfolane 

wt% 

Simplex-shaped 

mixture design 1 

CP: 45:45:10 

1 47.5 47.5 5 

2 40 40 20 

3 55 40 5 

4 45 45 10 

5 40 47.5 12.5 

6 45 45 10 

7 45 45 10 

8 47.5 40 12.5 

9 40 55 5 

Simplex-shaped 

mixture design 2 

CP: 35:35:30 

10 30 45 25 

11 37.5 30 32.5 

12 37.5 37.5 25 

13 35 35 30 

14 30 30 40 

15 35 35 30 

16 45 30 25 

17 30 37.5 32.5 

Simplex-shaped 

mixture design 3 

CP: 25:25:50 (only 

three mixtures used) 

18 20 35 45 

19 27.5 27.5 45 

20 35 20 45 

 

Random samples 

21 50 50 0 

22 45 55 0 

23 40 60 0 
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Figure S1 : ATR-FTIR spectra; CO2 absorption of the DPA solvent with no water (a) Raw 

spectra (variable range: 4000-600 cm-1) (b) baseline corrected spectra (variable range: 1750-

950 cm-1) 

 

Figure S2: ATR-FTIR spectra; CO2 absorption of the DPA solvent with 1 wt%  water 
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Figure S3: ATR-FTIR spectra; CO2 absorption of the DPA solvent with 2 wt%  water 

 

Table 3: CO2 loading calculations of water lean solvents (D and E) 

CO2 loading calculations 
     

      

Solvent D Experiment 
 

85% Sovent 

D 

+ 15% 

water 
      

D (DPA-30, methanol -60, sulfolane -10)wt% 
    

      

Mass of sample used = 100 g 
   

Mass of CO2 loaded until 

TTOS 

10.51 g 
   

Molar weight of DPA 101.19 g/mol 
   

Moles of amine in the 

sample = 

0.252001186  

mol 
 

((30/100)*85)/101.

19 

 

Molar weight of CO2 44 g/mol 
   

Moles of CO2 absorbed 0.238863636 mol 
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CO2 loading (mol CO2/mol 

amine) 

0.947867112 mol/mol DPA 
  

CO2 loading (mol CO2/Kg 

of solvent) 

2.388636364 mol/kg sol 
  

      

      

Solvent E Experiment 
 

85% Sovent 

E 

+ 15% 

water 
      

E (DPA-40, methanol-50, sulfolane-10) wt% 
    

      

Mass of sample used = 100 g 
   

Mass of CO2 loaded until 

TTOS 

11.6 g 
   

Molar weight of DPA 101.19 g/mol 
   

Moles of amine in the 

sample = 

0.336001581  

mol 
 

((40/100)*85)/101.

19 

 

Molar weight of CO2 44 g/mol 
   

Moles of CO2 absorbed 0.263636364 mol 
   

CO2 loading (mol CO2/mol 

amine) 

0.784628342 mol/mol DPA 
  

CO2 loading (mol CO2/Kg 

of solvent) 

2.636363636 mol/kg sol 
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